TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
Committee of the Whole
Council Chamber at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7 Avenue
Tuesday, August 14, 2018 at 1:00 p.m.

1:00
1:00

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the August 14, 2018 Committee of the Whole Meeting
2. Introduction of Eleanor Miclette, Economic Development Officer
B. DELEGATIONS
None

1:05
1:00 – 1:15

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the June 12, 2018 Committee of the Whole Meeting
D. STAFF REPORTS
1. Neighourhood Development Program
Purpose: To update Council on the implementation of Tools For the Future.

1:15 – 2:00

2. 2018 Land Use Bylaw Amendments - Report on Public Engagement
Purpose: To provide Council with an update on public engagement activities
relating to potential Land Use Bylaw (LUB) changes.

2:00 – 2:45

3. Public Consumption Options for Cannabis and Tobacco
Purpose: To obtain Council input on cannabis and tobacco public
consumption options.

2:45 – 3:15

4. Council Remuneration Review
Purpose: To update Council on the changes to the one-third tax-free portion
of Council salaries effective January 1, 2019.

3:15 – 3:30

BREAK

3:30 – 3:45

E. COUNCILLOR UPDATES
1. August 2018 Councillor Updates

3:45 – 4:00

F. SERVICE AREA REPORTS
1. August 2018 Service Area Reports

4:00 – 4:05

G. COUNCIL RESOLUTION ACTION LIST
1. Council Resolution Action List as of August 3, 2018

4:05

H. BOARD AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
1. Bow Valley Regional Housing July 2018 Update

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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4:05 – 5:05

5:05

I. IN CAMERA
1. Olympic Update
Recommendation: that Council take the meeting in camera to prevent
disclosure of third party business information, in accordance with section
16(1) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
J. ADJOURNMENT

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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C-1
TOWN OF CANMORE
MINUTES
Committee of the Whole
Council Chamber at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7 Avenue
Tuesday, June 12, 2018 at 1:00 p.m.

COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT
John Borrowman
Mayor
Jeff Hilstad
Deputy Mayor
Karen Marra
Councillor
Esmé Comfort
Councillor
Joanna McCallum
Councillor
Vi Sandford
Councillor
Rob Seeley
Councillor
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT
None
ADMINISTRATION PRESENT
Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer
Michael Fark
General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure
Sally Caudill
General Manager of Municipal Services
Robyn Dinnadge
Manager of Communications
Chris Bartolomie
Supervisor of Arts and Events
Andreas Comeau
Manager of Public Works
Andy Esarte
Manager of Engineering
Claire Ellick
Transportation Engineer
Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk (Recorder)
Mayor Borrowman called the June 12, 2018 committee of the whole meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.

20-2018COW

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the June 12, 2018 Committee of the Whole Meeting
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole approve the agenda
for the June 12, 2018 regular meeting as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
B. DELEGATIONS
1. Jill Bloor, Calgary Region Airshed Zone
Jill Bloor, Executive Director of the Calgary Region Airshed Zone (CRAZ) spoke to
a written submission updating Council on the organization’s activities.
2. Canmore Library Snapshot of Services
Michelle Preston, Library Director for the Canmore Public Library, spoke to a
written report providing Council with highlights over the past year.
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Rose Reid, the Indigenous Outreach Specialist for Marigold Library Services, and
Michelle Toombs, CEO of Marigold Library Services, joined Michelle Preston in
answering questions from the Committee.
3. Michelle Toombs, Marigold Library Services
Michelle Toombs, CEO of Marigold Library System, spoke to a written report
regarding the services Marigold provides for member communities.
4. EPCOR Annual Performance Report
Dennis Letourneau, EPCOR’s Canmore site manager, gave a verbal presentation of
EPCOR’s annual performance report.

21-2018COW

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the May 8, 2018 Committee of the Whole Meeting
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the Committee of the Whole approve the minutes
of the May 8, 2018 regular meeting as presented.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
D. STAFF REPORTS
1. Community Event Policy
Administration spoke to a written report presenting an updated Community Event
Policy for the Committee’s consideration and input.
Meeting break: 2:50 – 3:00
2. Integrated Transportation Plan and Integrated Parking Management Plan
Administration spoke to a written report providing the Committee with an overview
of parking and transportation plans.
E. COUNCILLOR UPDATES
1. June 2018 Councillor Updates
Written report, received as information.
F. SERVICE AREA REPORTS
1. June 2018 Service Area Reports
Written report, received as information.
G. COUNCIL RESOLUTION ACTION LIST
1. Council Resolution Action List as of June 7, 2018
Written report, received as information.
H. BOARD AND COMMITTEE UPDATES
1. Bow Valley Regional Housing May 2018
Written report, received as information.
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I. ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Mayor Borrowman that the committee adjourn the June 12, 2018
committee of the whole meeting at 4:38 p.m.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
_________________________
John Borrowman, Mayor

__________________________
Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk

Minutes approved by: _______ _______
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

August 14, 2018

Agenda #: D1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Neighbourhood Development Program

SUBMITTED BY:

Lisa Brown, Manager of Community Social Development

PURPOSE:

To update Council on the implementation of Tools For the Future.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY
In recognition that municipalities play an important role in Alberta’s social infrastructure, the province has
invested in prevention-based municipal grants. These grants help municipalities with meeting social
development requirements, as per the Alberta Municipal Governance Act. Although not all municipalities in
Alberta are grant recipients, the Town of Canmore is and receives funding for Family and Community
Support Services, Early Childhood Development, and Bow Valley Parent Link services. With this provincial
funding the municipality is required to address broad provincial outcomes; these dollars can be leveraged to
support municipal-specific social strategies, which in turn will prevent costly interventions that impacts the
municipal tax base funding.
In 2017, Council approved for planning purposes the Community Social Development Strategic Plan, Tools for
the Future. This plan examined unique social pressures within Canmore and identified protective factors that
the municipality would focus on to build community resilience so that, together, we remain strong, connected
and open to finding new solutions to complex and unpredictable obstacles.
As part of the strategic plan, three areas of focus were identified:
1. Building Social Capital
2. Embracing Diversity
3. Aligning Services
The 2019-2020 budget will continue to reflect the Community Social Development’s work towards focus
areas identified in Tools for the Future, and with a particular focus on ‘Building Social Capital’. Social capital is
the measure of social ties or connectedness within a community. High social capital facilitates cooperation,
innovation, and exchange. By increasing bridging social capital, residents have more exposure to diverse
perspectives and opinions, and new residents may feel more socially invested in the community
As outlined in the Strategy, Community Social Development will focus on creating initiatives that support
four overarching community goals that have been demonstrated to build social capital and in-turn increase
community resilience:
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Goal 1: Provide people with tools for building new neighbourhood connections
Goal 2: Help neighbourhoods become a positive force in children’s development
Goal 3: Support neighbourhoods with creating new and unique experiences
Goal 4: Empower neighbourhoods to participate in developing their community
The CSD Neighbourhood Development program is a multi-faceted program that increases social capital
through a variety of interrelated components. Together these components promote inclusive, open, and
welcoming relationships, also known as bridging social capital, which has been shown to decrease loneliness,
strengthen informal support networks, support child development and increase individual and community
resilience.
In essence we are working to build a “livable community” through the development of neighbourhoods that
are connected, inclusive, and family-friendly.
DISCUSSION
What does it mean to be a community with family-friendly neighbourhoods? And, how would we know if we
are such a community?
The CSD service area explored communities from across the world to understand what family-friendly
neighbourhoods look like in other communities. We incorporated aspects from a variety of communities
including Bogota, Rotterdam, Vancouver, Lexington (Kentucky) and more, into our Neighbourhood
Development program.
In addition, we looked for indicators that we can track to determine if Canmore is in fact a livable community
with family-friendly neighbourhoods.
Canmore’s Neighbourhood Development Program includes six key, interrelated components, explained
below, all of which are aimed at building social capital. In 2019 and 2020, the CSD Service Area will continue
to build on current and past initiatives to strategically meet municipal outcomes. Although each component
on its own promotes neighbourhood development, when assessed together we can measure the collective
impact of this social investment.
Six Key Components
The first three of the six key components of Canmore’s Neighbourhood Development Program are
enhancements to programs already underway:
1. Neighbourhood Connector Block Party Trailer
The CSD service area, through FCSS, will continue to support the popular block party trailer. This year the
block party has been booked nearly every weekend from May through September, with an uptake in weekday
bookings. Usage has increased from 15 bookings in 2016 to 25 bookings to date in 2018.
The Block Party trailer provides neighbors with an opportunity to gather and connect through an informal
setting. Block party events connects all neighbors: full-time and part-time residents, renters and owners, new
and old.
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In 2019, the CSD department will incorporate new activities that promote early childhood development into
the trailer. The intent is to create increased opportunities for intergenerational play, which has been
demonstrated to increase quality life for individuals of all ages.
2. Parent Link in the Park
The Popular Parent Link in the Park program will continue within the CSD service area, through BVPL. This
component showcases neighbourhood playgrounds across the Bow Valley. In 2017, Canmore’s Parent link in
the park events averaged over 50 people per event.
In 2019, the program will be expanded to explore play in and throughout neighbourhoods, in addition to
playgrounds. The program will include forest play, neighbourhood games and activities, and loose parts play
(play without manufactured toys). The program will promote free, neighbourhood-based play.
The CSD service area’s budget will reflect the creation of unique, innovative neighbourhood play spaces that
have a demonstrated positive impact on community connection. For example, Kentucky invested in a
portable, pop-up splash pad and the associated community impacted far exceeded expectations: 85% increase
in walking traffic adjacent to the splash pad; 1317% increase in time spent outdoors; and, utilization included
diverse socio-economic groups. Canmore’s Parent link in the Park program will seek funding in 2019 to add a
pop-up, water-play component to their neighbourhood-based activities.
3. Do Good in your ‘Hood
In 2018, the CSD service area launched a neighbourhood development program that supports active
community members, neighbourhood coordinators, with connecting their neighbors to each other. This
component of the neighbourhood development program promotes the creation of informal support systems
and community building activities.
In 2019, the CSD service area will focus on expanding into more Canmore neighbourhoods. Research shows
that when we empower neighbourhoods to actively participate in developing their community, we create
better local policies that are able to respond to the dynamics of increasingly complex communities.
The other three of the six key components of Canmore’s Neighbourhood Development Program are new:
4. Municipal Inter-Departmental Indicators:
Cities Alive is a collection of urban design concepts by ARUP, an independent firm of designers, planners,
engineers, consultants and technical specialists who work across every aspect of today's built environment;
they take a “human-centred approach to rethinking how we should design and manage cities of the future”.
Cities Alive created a report exploring communities that are specifically designed for children. They
demonstrate that these communities are not only better for children but for everyone.
For example, in Bogota, streets, roads, and blocks that are travelled frequently by children are examined
through a multi-disciplinary lens and designed specifically for children. Play, fun, beauty, and nature are not
only incorporated into destinations but into pathways leading to destinations. The result is welcoming
pathways for all: children, seniors, and individuals of all abilities.
CSD will reach out to municipal departments to look for opportunities to integrate child development-based
indicators into work plans and projects. For example, when implementing a transportation plan that
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promotes walking, the municipality can focus on creating a family- friendly experience by measuring access to
support services, ease of navigating the town with a stroller, or proximity of services to a neighbourhood.
5. Community Conversations
According to Forbes, there is an increasing propensity to text or e-mail rather than chat. Conversation has
moved to social media, which can be dehumanizing and without empathy. As part of the Neighbourhood
Development plan, CSD is proposing a conversation series where neighbors are gathered to discuss their
thoughts on a given topic. The purpose of these conversations is not to convince others but to create
empathy for other’s opinions. Recently, CSD piloted this concept in collaboration with Alberta Health
Services. Community members were brought together to share their thoughts on the legalization of Cannabis.
Participants commented that these discussions gave them insight into other opinions and the rationale for
different opinions.
This neighbourhood development component is designed to create relationships for relationship sake. If
building a resilient neighbourhood is like raising a resilient child, we know that relationships without
expectation are a key protective factor. By creating more opportunities for conversations that promote
empathy, we will create opportunities for building new neighbourhood relationships.
6. Free Range Children Play Here
The terms over-parenting and youth anxiety are becoming more prevalent in child development literature.
Research shows that children are provided with fewer opportunities to independently overcome obstacles and
are unable to grow into capable risk takers.
This component focuses on creating local, neighbourhood opportunities for unstructured and free-form play
spaces. In addition, as part of this program, CSD will launch an awareness campaign where we will share key
early childhood development concepts, such as free-range parenting, to help create a supportive, nonjudgmental culture.
Some examples of free form play spaces in other communities have included pop-up neighbourhood splash
pads that create unique outdoor attractions; front yard-based events, such as a front yard art gallery; and play
outside time, which is an agreed upon time where all neighbors send their children outside.
In fall of 2018, a Bow Valley Parent Link staff will attend a workshop called ‘Circle of Security’ where they
will learn parenting concepts that focus on being ‘good enough’ rather than being perfect. Concepts from this
workshop will help inform a 2019 free-range parenting awareness campaign.
“We trust our kids. Let’s empower them, and give them a safe space to figure things out on their own.”
www.freerangeparenting.org
Summary
The Community Social Development team will be working to implement these six components over the next
year and will report back to Council on our successes and outcomes. We are working to create a more
compelling name for this program and will update Council once we’ve done that as well.
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Anticipated program expenses will be incorporated into the 2019/ 2020 budgeting process. These budget
items will be highlighted for Council during the budget process. No monies will be spent without prior
Council budget approval.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Manager of Community Social Development discussed initial key components with Andy Esarte, Manager of
Engineering. Engagement with other managers will be ongoing.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
In 2017, Council approved for planning purposes Tools for the Future: Canmore’s guide to connect people and
community.
ATTACHMENTS
None
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Approved by:

Approved by:

Lisa Brown
Manager of CSD

Date:

July 30, 2018

Sally Caudill, Ph.D.
GM of Municipal Services

Date:

July 31, 2018

Michael Fark
Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

August 9, 2018
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DATE OF MEETING:

August 14, 2018

Agenda #: D2

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

2018 Land Use Bylaw Amendments - Report on Public Engagement

SUBMITTED BY:

Camila Ramos-Strankman, Junior Planner

PURPOSE:

To provide Council with an update on public engagement activities relating
to potential Land Use Bylaw (LUB) changes.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Town of Canmore is exploring potential changes to its LUB. Before drafting and presenting potential
changes to Council, various public engagement activities were hosted to gather community feedback. Due to
the wide variety of topics to be explored with the upcoming LUB amendments, the planning and
development department contracted the assistance of O2 Planning + Design to develop an engagement
strategy, analyze results, and create a ‘What We Heard’ report. The purpose of the engagement process has
been to notify the community of these potential changes and receive input from both residents and industry
stakeholders, to best inform administration when composing new or revising requirements of the LUB.
This engagement built on topics previously brought to Council in 2017, while introducing new topics for
potential amendments.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
The topics engaged on included:
Street Life:
Town Parking Requirements
Business Sign Design
Public Tree Protection
Town Centre
Food Trucks
Transportation Network
Housing:
Tourist Homes
Bed and Breakfasts
Employee Housing
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Building:
House Size
Building Height & Roof Slope
Accessory Dwelling Units
Architectural Style
Land:
Public Use, Reserve, & Protection Districts
Steep Creek Hazards
DISCUSSION
Public engagement methods included:
Online Survey
An online survey was open from May 1 to June 8 on the Town of Canmore website. The online survey was
further advertised through the Rocky Mountain Outlook ads and the Town of Canmore Facebook page. 8
posts were shared through the Town’s Facebook page, reaching 11 000 people, of which 341 individuals
engaged with (clicked, shared, etc.). Participants were able to provide comments to all topics, or a selection of
the ones that they were most interested in. There was a total of 912 comments collected through the online
survey.
Pop-Up Events
Three pop-up events were scheduled throughout the engagement period. These pop-up events consisted of
tables with information cards where people could approach staff and talk on the topics presented.
Comments were collected on cards for review. Over 180 people were engaged with through the three events.
One pop-up was hosted at Elevation Place (May 14) and the other two at the Canmore Mountain Market
(May 24 and 31). The market pop-ups had significantly more people engage with staff than the one held at
Elevation Place.
Sounding Boards
Two sounding boards were placed in high-traffic locations to provide information to residents and allow
comments to be left.
One sounding board was situated on Main Street near to the RCMP Barracks and the other at Elevation
Place. The sounding board at Elevation Place received the most comments during the engagement period,
with both boards being on display from May1st – June 8th.
A “What we Heard” report was created after the public engagements completion detailing the engagement
methods, and summarizing the feedback received (See Attachment 1). This report was shared to the
community and made available online through the Town of Canmore website.
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS
There are no foreseeable financial impacts from this project.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
A workshop was held between the Town of Canmore and Bow Valley Builders and Developers Association
(BOWDA) on June 7, 2018 to engage on topics that particularly affected local designers. The topics
discussed were:
Accessory Dwelling Units
Tree Protection
Building Height & Roof Form
After this workshop, a follow-up meeting was held on July 25, 2018 to inform BOWDA of changes made and
to provide information on the other topics not addressed at this workshop.
Meetings were also held with both the Chamber of Commerce and Business Revitalization Zone (BRZ) to
address concerns with signage and discuss potential changes.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT N/A
ATTACHMENTS
1) Attachment 1: Land Use Bylaw Updates: Phase 1 Public Engagement Summary
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Camila Ramos-Strankman
Junior Planner

Date:

July 30, 2018

Approved by:

Marcus Henry
Supervisor of Planning and Development

Date

July 30, 2018

Michael Fark
Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

August 3, 2018

Approved by:
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Attachment 1

Land Use
Bylaw Updates
Phase 1 Public Engagement Summary
June 2018
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Engagement Overview

Engagement Topics:

The Town of Canmore is updating its Land Use Bylaw. The Land Use Bylaw directs
the town’s form and use, and though most of the Bylaw will remain unchanged, the
Town is modernizing key regulations to account for community changes, suggestions,
challenges, and aspirations.

STREET LIFE:
Town Centre
Town Centre Parking
Food Trucks
Business Sign Design
Transportation Network
Public Tree Protection

The first phase of public engagement aimed to gather public feedback to inform
potential updates to the Land Use Bylaw, focusing on key amendments that:
⁘⁘ Are becoming more popular due to changing preferences, values, and aspirations
⁘⁘ Require a re-visit to ensure the guidance is well-defined, effective, and reflects
community desires
⁘⁘ Make the direction in the Land Use Bylaw clearer and easier to use
The questions asked during this engagement focused on 15 topics. Participants had the
opportunity to comment on all 15 or focus on the areas that they were most interested or
passionate about. The topics for discussion were grouped into relevant themes – this is
also reflected in the organizing framework of this document.
Each topic was at a different stage in their process – some topics outlined proposed
changes for feedback, others presented an issue for discussion, while others were
presented for informational purposes only. Although the topics were at various stages
and addressed different issues, they were combined into one engagement process to
make it easier for the public to provide input at once.

HOUSING:
Tourist Homes
Bed & Breakfasts
Employee Housing
BUILDING:
Building Height & Roof Slope
Architectural Style
House Size
Accessory Dwelling Units
LAND:
Steep Creeks Hazards
Public Use, Reserve, & Protection Districts

Engagement Timeline
The Phase 1 engagement period ran from May 1 to June 8, 2018.

SPRING 2018

SUMMER/FALL 2018

FALL 2018

WINTER 2018/19

Public Engagement Phase 1

First Draft of Amendments

Public Engagement Phase 2

Third Draft of Amendments

Council First Reading

Second Draft of Amendments

Council Third Reading

Council Second Reading
& Public Hearing
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1400+

Engagement Tactics

COMMENTS
RECEIVED

A range of engagement tools were used to reach out to Canmore residents. Online,
place-based, and in-person tactics were employed, giving residents a choice in how to
engage with the project based on what is most convenient for them.

Online Survey
The online survey was open from May 1 to June 8, accessed through the project website
at www.canmore.ca/lub-updates. Participants could choose to answer the topics/
questions they were most interested in and did not need to provide a response to each
one. There were a total of 912 comments collected through the online survey.

Sounding Boards
Two sounding boards were placed in high-traffic locations to provide information to
residents about each topic through take-home cards. Participants could also write a
response to the questions posed on the cards and drop it in the collection envelope on
the board to share their feedback. A total of 290 cards with feedback were submitted
through the sounding boards and pop-up events.
Sounding Board Locations:
⁘⁘ Elevation Place (lobby)
⁘⁘ Downtown on Main Street (8 Street & Spring Creek Drive)

Pop-up Events
Three pop-up events were scheduled regularly throughout the engagement period to
provide an opportunity to discuss the Land Use Bylaw Updates in-person. City staff were
on hand to listen to ideas and concerns from residents and provide information about
the project. Over 180 people were engaged with over the course of the three events.
Pop-up Locations:
⁘⁘ Elevation Place – Monday May 14
⁘⁘ Canmore Mountain Market – Thursday May 24 & Thursday May 31

Communication Tactics
The public engagement opportunities were advertised throughout the engagement
period through the Town website, social media, and the local newspaper. The placebased engagement tools, such as the sounding boards and pop-up events, also served
as a communication tool throughout the town to inform people about the project and
spread the word about the engagement opportunity.
Communications Outreach:
⁘⁘ Town of Canmore Facebook page – 8 posts – 11,000 people reached
– 341 engaged with the post (clicked, shared, etc.)
⁘⁘ Rocky Mountain Outlook – 2 ads – Thursday May 3 & Thursday May 24
August 14, 2018 Committee of the Whole 1 p.m.
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Engagement Summary
The following pages summarize the major themes and popular
suggestions from the comments collected for each topic. The rich
input received from residents covers a diverse range of insights,
opinions, and perspectives. Each point-of-view will be considered,
and all of these comments will be essential to inform the revised
Land Use Bylaw amendments.
See Appendix: Verbatim Comments to view all of the original comments received.
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STREET LIFE

Town Centre

While most participants provided ideas on how to create a lively Town Centre through
improvements to the built environment and pedestrian realm, some were concerned with
the impact more people and traffic would have on an already busy area.

What would you like to see
in our Town Centre to create
a lively environment that
would encourage you to visit
more often?

Ideas:
Pedestrian-friendly Environment
⁘⁘ Close downtown streets to vehicles
• Main street and/or side streets
• Only at specific times (eg. during summer, for festivals)
⁘⁘ Sidewalk improvements
• Wider sidewalks
• Scramble intersections
• All weather maintenance
⁘⁘ Streetscape beautification and features (eg. trees, seating, public art, parkettes)
Street Life
⁘⁘ Outdoor vendors (eg. markets, displays, food trucks)
⁘⁘ Street activity (eg. pop-up patios, busker permits)
⁘⁘ Programming and events (eg. festival, concerts)

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Improve traffic flow
• On main street
• Divert car traffic to other streets in the Town Centre
⁘⁘ More/better access to parking
⁘⁘ Support local businesses – make it easier for locals to pop-in and shop local

Tensions:
While there is a desire to create a lively environment in the Town Centre, some believe
that nothing should be done, because it is fine as it is, or activity should be moved
elsewhere in town. Some also believe that the Town Centre is already too busy at times,
so creating more “liveliness” will cause additional traffic and parking issues.
Some people are also concerned that car access is not being adequately addressed.
Vehicular access is necessary to resolve, as not everyone is able to walk or bike.

98

COMMENTS
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STREET LIFE

Town Centre
Parking

Parking was a significant issue that came up within several different topic discussions
and is a major area of concern for many residents. The most frequently suggested
solutions to address parking in the Town Centre were around creating more parking
areas – either by a parkade or by creating a frequent shuttle service from an intercept
parking lot for tourists.

How can parking in the
Town Centre be made more
effective for local businesses,
residents, and visitors?

Ideas:
⁘⁘ Create more parking:
• Parkade
• Intercept parking at the edge of Town with frequent shuttle bus
⁘⁘ Create different payment systems:
• Free parking passes for residents/employees
• Paid parking for tourists
• Free park and ride
⁘⁘ Create designated parking locations for:
• Residents only
• Employee parking
• Tourist parking
⁘⁘ Change parking time limits to accommodate different uses:
• More spots for drop-ins / short trips (15min to 2h)
• More spots for long stays (4h or full day)
⁘⁘ Increase the ability to walk, bike, and transit to decrease parking demand

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Address other specific parking issues:
• Residential parking
• Buses

Tensions:
Some residents feel the move towards active transportation (walking, cycling, etc.)
does not address the needs of residents who require a vehicle for accessibility reasons
or for work. While getting more people to walk and bike does help to alleviate parking
demand, there is a desire to ensure parking and vehicle use in the Town Centre is always
acknowledged and addressed.

131
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STREET LIFE

Food Trucks

The majority of participants overwhelmingly responded that they support the idea
of food trucks in Canmore. While many acknowledged the unfair advantage food
trucks could have over local businesses, they also provided many ideas of how these
challenges could be mitigated, such as license fees and designating specific locations.

Do you think food trucks are
appropriate for Canmore?
Why or why not?

Yes – Why?
⁘⁘ Creates an affordable food option
⁘⁘ Provides variety and choice
⁘⁘ Opportunity for local businesses to start-up
⁘⁘ Supports increased summer demand

No – Why not?
⁘⁘ Creates unfair competition for struggling local businesses

If you think they are
appropriate, do you have
location or hours of operation
suggestions?

Locations:
⁘⁘ Only allow in designated areas
• On/near Main Street
• Side streets
• Empty lots
• Parks
⁘⁘ Do not block other businesses or take away parking spaces
⁘⁘ Consider proximity to other amenities (eg. washrooms, parking, garbage
receptacles)
⁘⁘ Locate in areas with limited food options

Hours of Operation:
⁘⁘ Summer
⁘⁘ Only at events
⁘⁘ Certain days of the week
⁘⁘ Rotate locations

Other Restrictions:
⁘⁘ Require permits/fees to create fair competition with other businesses

113
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STREET LIFE

Business
Sign Design

Though there were a mix of opinions, many participants felt that businesses should
be able to use light backgrounds and questioned the reason for this restriction.
Participants also provided ideas for other ways to bring consistency and visibility to
business sign design. The Spring Creek signs were often cited as an example of what
not to do – with a call for their removal.

Do you think business
signs should be able to
have dark lettering on light
backgrounds?

Yes
⁘⁘ Unnecessary restriction
⁘⁘ Restrict sign design in other ways:
• Size (appropriate to location)
• Legibility
• Good design
• No backlighting or electronic signage

No
⁘⁘ Creates consistency in Town character

Are there any other sign
considerations that we
should examine?

Ideas:
⁘⁘ Restrict temporary signs
⁘⁘ Restrict signage by developers
⁘⁘ Create bylaws specific to different areas – the Town Centre has different conditions
than other areas of town

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Remove Spring Creek signs
⁘⁘ Traffic light and street sign recommendations

Tensions:
There are mixed points-of-view about whether A-frame (sandwich board) signs should
be restricted or not. Participants expressed a desire to allow businesses to use A-frame
signs, but with some limitations (eg. not on main street, for events, with permits,
promote good design). A few participants noted that the use of A-frame signs should
remain restricted.
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STREET LIFE

Transportation
Network

In general, people would like to see improvements to walking and cycling routes to make
it easier and safer to use active transportation options. People would also like to see
transit improvements with more bus stops and more frequent service.

What needs to change to
encourage more people to
walk, cycle, and use transit?

Ideas:
Cycling:
⁘⁘ Bike lane network
• Separates bike lanes – from cars and from pedestrians
• Create a connected network
• Extend network into neighbourhoods
⁘⁘ Bike safety
• Enforce and educate about bike safety rules
• Clarify confusing path conditions and crossings
⁘⁘ Bike parking
Walking:
⁘⁘ Improve sidewalks/pathways/crossings
⁘⁘ Intersection/crossing improvements
Transit:
⁘⁘ Create better access to transit
• More frequent/convenient stops
• Extend stops into other areas
• Provide regional transit service
⁘⁘ Increase bus service/frequency
Driving:
⁘⁘ Address parking issues
⁘⁘ Improve vehicular flow and connections

Tensions:
⁘⁘ Other concerns with move towards active transportation:
• Inability to walk/bike through all seasons
• Consideration of all mobility needs
• Vehicles required for work
• Parking as part of Complete Streets
⁘⁘ Do not force people out of cars
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STREET LIFE

Public Tree
Protection
Comments?

This topic was presented for information only, however, participants could provide
comments if desired. The general feedback received is summarized below.

⁘⁘ Protect trees
• From clearcutting
• On private property
• From invasive species and disease
⁘⁘ Enforce protection
• Plant new trees
• High fines
⁘⁘ Explore other landscaping
• Protect pollinators
• Native, flowering plants
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HOUSING

Tourist Homes

Tourist homes is a complex topic with numerous viewpoints to consider. While there
were many differing opinions shared, the majority of participants expressed a desire
to limit tourist homes in some way – whether through location (eg. not in residential
neighbourhoods, as it is not what residents “bought into”) or by creating other
restrictions (eg. for primary residences only, requiring licenses/fees). At the same time,
other people feel it is unfair to limit tourist homes and everyone should have an equal
opportunity to create extra income.

Where do you think tourist
homes are appropriate in
Canmore?

Responses:
⁘⁘ Restrict by area:
• Not in residential areas
• Allow in new communities – not established neighbourhoods
• Only in commercial districts
⁘⁘ Restrict through other means:
• Primary residences only
• Adequate parking
• Restrict to specific types of buildings
⁘⁘ Appropriate everywhere
⁘⁘ Not appropriate anywhere

Tensions:
⁘⁘ Tourist homes in residential areas:
• Some residents experience disruption (eg. noise, traffic, parking, safety
concerns) from high-turnover tourist homes
• Some tourists use tourist homes for a local/neighbourhood experience
⁘⁘ Tourist homes for primary residences:
• Homeowner should be present to help mitigate disruptions
• All local homeowners should be able to rent their property while away
• Anyone should be able to run a tourist home

If you think they should be in
new areas, what should be
done to ensure tourist homes
do not compromise housing
affordability or offer an
unfair advantage?

Ideas:
⁘⁘ Implement taxes for tourist homes
• Use taxes collected to fund affordable housing
⁘⁘ Require permits
⁘⁘ Enforce bylaws
⁘⁘ Allow tourist homes as an extra income source for homeowners to off-set high
housing costs in Canmore
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HOUSING

Bed & Breakfasts

Most participants felt that the existing bed and breakfast regulations are sufficient and
working well. The main concern that arose from the comments was the strain on street
parking that can be caused by bed and breakfasts in residential areas.

What do you think of the
existing regulations for bed
and breakfasts?

Responses:
⁘⁘ Existing regulations do not need to change
⁘⁘ Provide sufficient parking
⁘⁘ Limit licenses per area
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Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Restrict and enforce tourist homes

HOUSING

Employee Housing

Nearly all participants felt that employee housing is very important. Many people
expressed the need to provide housing options in various forms to address housing
affordability issues in Canmore.

How is employee housing
important to our economy
and the affordability of our
community?

Responses:

Is employee housing useful
for short/medium term
housing until new people find
a more permanent home?

Responses:

⁘⁘ Very important
• Required to maintain tourism staff
• Required so Town has enough employees to function

⁘⁘ Yes – short/medium term housing is important
⁘⁘ Long-term housing solutions and options are also required

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Housing for employees should be provided by and/or paid for by employers – not
funded through tax dollars
⁘⁘ Affordable housing must be addressed overall
• Rental options
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• Affordable home ownership options
⁘⁘ Perpetually Affordable Housing is not the solution
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BUILDING

Accessory
Dwelling Units

The responses collected about accessory dwelling units offered a wide range of
perspectives, illustrating the complex nature of the topic. Although there was no
collective direction for how accessory dwelling units should be limited, the primary
outcome is the concern expressed by residents to ensure that there is enough parking
provided to match the increased density in their neighbourhoods.

Is there anything you
would like to add to the
proposed changes to
accessory dwelling units?

Responses:
⁘⁘ Proposed regulations are reasonable
⁘⁘ Ensure adequate parking is provided
• Restrict on-street parking
• Provide more than one stall per unit
⁘⁘ Restrict the number of units in an area to limit density
⁘⁘ Adjust building/lot layout (eg. increase unit size)
⁘⁘ Restrict building height (eg. two storey garage suites)
⁘⁘ Enforce regulations to ensure compliance
⁘⁘ Make the current approvals process easier

Tensions:
There are varied opinions about whether accessory dwelling units should be permitted
in more areas. The impact of garden suites on neighbouring properties or in established
neighbourhoods was indicated as an area of concern.

Should the number of
accessory dwelling units be
limited along a street?

Responses:
⁘⁘ Yes – limit the number of units per street
• Consider the effects of increased density on a neighbourhood / neighbouring
properties (eg. parking capacity, impact on utilities/safety, light, character)
• Explore alignment with Bed & Breakfast regulations
⁘⁘ No – do not limit the number of units per street
• Should be encouraged to create more affordable housing options and
help to increase density
• Would be unfair to restrict some neighbours and not others

Tensions:
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There are split opinions on whether accessory dwelling units should be limited along
a street. However, ensuring that there is sufficient parking for all residents (on a street
or on the property itself) was indicated as a primary concern from all perspectives. It
was suggested that parking requirements/restrictions could be an approach to limit the
number of accessory dwelling units on a street instead.
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BUILDING

Building Height
& Roof Slope

The discussion around building height and roof slope covered a wide range of viewpoints
and suggestions, and did not result in definitive direction or solution. However, there
is overall support to protect views, light and privacy of neighbouring properties. Most
suggestions and concerns focused on limiting building height, altering roof pitch
guidelines, and adjusting setbacks.

Is our roof slope approach
appropriate?

Responses:
⁘⁘ Protecting views, light, and privacy from neighbouring properties is very important
⁘⁘ Limit building size/height
⁘⁘ Setbacks are a contributing issue (eg. developments on Bow Valley Trail are too
close to the sidewalk/road)

Tensions:
There are completely diverging opinions about whether the Town’s current approach
to roof slope approach is appropriate. Many people feel that the direction to protect
views, light, and privacy are important, but that the current regulations are not doing an
adequate job to accomplish this. There are also varied opinions on which roof slope as
the greatest impact on neighbouring views, as some feel that the regulations for flat and
low-pitched roofs are too restrictive, some feel that flat roofs should not be allowed, and
others feel that extremely high-pitched roofs are equally problematic.

What other options could
be effective?

Ideas:
⁘⁘ Consider setbacks – space between buildings and distance from road
⁘⁘ Consider height of neighbouring buildings
⁘⁘ Trees help to mitigate impacts on privacy

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Decision-makers need to follow bylaws and limit variances
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BUILDING

Architectural Style

Based on widely varied comments received, it can be concluded that participants do
not think there is a specific architectural style in Canmore – and therefore makes it
difficult to determine how/what to enforce.

How strongly should
Canmore enforce a consistent
architectural style?

Tensions:
⁘⁘ Enforce (or somewhat enforce) a consistent style
• Creates a sense of town character
• Tourism draw
⁘⁘ Allow creativity/variety
• Creates interesting neighbourhoods
• Avoid “cookie-cutter” designs

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Restrict height/mass
• Protect views/light/privacy
⁘⁘ Consider sustainable practices

How would you describe
Canmore’s architectural
character?

Responses:
⁘⁘ No consistent character
• Character lost through redevelopments (eg. Bow Valley Trail)
⁘⁘ Lacking creativity/variety
• Generic and too similar
⁘⁘ Aesthetically poor
⁘⁘ Specific aesthetics:
• Natural materials
• Mountain town
• Mining heritage
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BUILDING

House Size

Overall, participants were in favour of limiting house sizes in Canmore. However, the
general sentiment was in the ability to address housing affordability and occupancy,
rather than sustainability concerns.

What do you think about
limiting house sizes as a
way to promote sustainable
housing design?

Responses:
⁘⁘ Yes – limit house size
• To address housing affordability
• To address the number of large homes with no/low occupancy
⁘⁘ No – do not limit house size
• Limiting house size could be too restrictive

Other Considerations:
⁘⁘ Limit house size through other means (eg. setbacks, lot size, lot coverage, height)
⁘⁘ Promote sustainable housing practices in other ways
⁘⁘ Consider existing street character
⁘⁘ Protect trees and green space
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LAND

Public Use, Reserve,
& Protection Districts
Comments?

This topic was presented for information only, however, participants could provide
comments if desired. The general feedback received is summarized below.

⁘⁘ Clarify the districts
⁘⁘ More enforcement required
⁘⁘ Address town growth

17
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LAND

Steep Creek
Hazards
Comments?

This topic was presented for information only, however, participants could provide
comments if desired. The general feedback received is summarized below.

⁘⁘ Generally supportive of the approach
⁘⁘ Assess hazards beforehand
⁘⁘ Use of public funds for flood damage
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Appendix: Verbatim Comments
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Town Centre

• Ban chain stores, e.g. starbucks, subway. They can be in other parts
of town

• Remove traffic from the centre in the summer

• wider roads

• More sidewalk cafes

• Wrong question. Residents avoid downtown in tourist season as it
is too busy. Canmore is not supposed to be a crowded city. We only
enjoy downtown in the shoulder season. Please stop trying to make it
busier.

• Store outdoor displays
• Make downtown more pedestrian friendly. Dedicated bike lanes (not
just a bike painted on the roadway as this accomplishes nothing).
Wider sidewalks, more outdoor seating, food trucks. No parking on
Main Street - emphasize taking the bus, walking or riding downtown.
An every day Farmer’s Market in July/August. No smoking on Main
Street. Keep building heights low to ensure views/light maintained for
the future.
• Something needs to be done about the parking requirements for
commercial properties, it is stifling all new developments to single
storey which is a waste of land.
• more pedestrian friendly corridors
•

Too much emphasis on this issue. Why not create more lively
environments throughout our Town, such as creating lively
environments in Silvertip. The Town Centre is already too busy.

• Nothing. Leave it the same. No need to reinvent the wheel. Its people
that create a lively environment. The Farmers Market is a great
example of that. You cannot keep trying to create public spaces.
Consider more programming for the Town Centre but no need to keep
redesigning these spaces.
• The downtown core should have much wider sidewalks and walking
malls on cross streets. All of the sidewalks, curbs and streets are in
serious need of replacement. And there should be much nicer lamp
posts and they should be outfitted with hanging baskets for colourful
flowers in the non-winter months and banners in the winter months.
And most of the storefronts are very tired looking; almost all of them
require upgrading, painting, repairs and even replacement.
• More parking
• Make Main Street a pedestrian street.
• Street events like the farmer’s market are great.
• The downtown core needs a substantial facelift. All of the sidewalks,
curbs and streets need to be ripped up and replaced. The new
sidewalks should be wider than the current ones, there should be nice
mountain resort light standards, more and better (and consistent
style) benches are required on both sides of the street, and many
of the trees should be replaced with narrow bakeri spruce trees.
Minimum standards of storefronts and finishings should be specified
and strictly enforced.
• Fix River Road and create designed stalls to park for all the people that
use the park.
• Scramble pedestrian crossings, and a traffic light at 8th & 8th.
Discourage businesses from leaving doors open when it is not warm
out.
• We need legislation to help curb the high cost of rent for business
downtown to help allow local business focus on selling products for
locals. Less focus on Tourism, more focus on business geared for the
needs of locals. Commercial rent control on Main Street might help.
• Yes. Sports tourism is lacking for non cross country sports.
• Increasing parking and move events to parks or side streets that are
not heavy traffic areas. I know many visitors as well as myself that
avoid the core when events or weekend chaos is happening.
• Allow buskers to get permits. Have more activities in Central Park, not
on Main Street.
• Keep closures and activities to the side streets only.
• Better access to parking and less changes for bike traffic. More
enforcement for poor cyclists
• A pedestrian street, with more permanent stalls and vendors allowed.
• Parking! Hard to enjoy downtown when it is busy if there is nowhere
to park.
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• Reopen tourist centre downtown, promote publish artwork there
• Outdoor musicians outside Town Hall on weekends in the summer
• Streets here are made for walking not driving like Calgary
• Close off 4-6 blocks in the summer for walking-online
• Main street moving towards pedestrians and bike access only
• More temporary patios
• Food trucks
• Street events and special events are awesome. We don’t need to do
a ton more in the summer- because we already have great events
like the market (although a downtown evening summer music series
would be cool). But we should focus on increasing visitation in winter/
shoulder season. Imagine putting snow down on main street and
having a huge cross country ski course! Be big/bold/exciting so we
aren’t struggling for business in winter :)
• Less parking. More infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists.
• The market should be moved out of the Downtown. Pricey real
estate given away for a few dollars day by the Town of Canmore for
a fraction of the costs of the Permanent business that pay yearly
taxes, live in community, support community are competing with
vendors who have NO COMMITMENT TO COMMUNITY..HAWKING in
the community in the busiest creamiest business opportunities? with
offerings that are not Mountain made but from outside Alberta and
Canada?????Our businessTAXES SUBSIDIZE THESE PEOPLE
• Pedestrian friendly., don’t allow cars on Main Street, more parking etc
• Make Main St more pedestrian friendly and keep the cars using it to a
minimum, perhaps limit it to pedestrians and bikes only?
• Pedestrianize at least one side of main street. Have seen this in many
towns throughout the world and creates a fantastic environment for
shopping, eating out, busking etc.
• some housing above shops. density in downtown. housing above a
parkade? more efficient use of surface parking lot space - so there are
people in DT after 9 o clock
• I hate the way downtown is going - use up valuable parking with
seating for restaurants, close streets for events that no one attends,
which hurts our downtown businesses. Town staff tell me there will
NEVER be a parkade built as they want people walking and biking.
Like the ones from Calgary every weekend?????
• Firstly - we need to maintain free parking for a minimum of 2 hours.
This encourages flow into town and keeps it viable for people to “drop
in”. Other ideas would be a weekly concert during the summer. It would
be also interesting to explore turning main street into a walking street
on certain days / weekends of the year.
• Close Main Street to car traffic and build parakeets behind the library
and h$ r block
• nothing its great as it is especially with the addition of arts place
• I am local and I shop downtown every week. I believe we have some
beatiful shops and everyone should be encouraged to shop local. It is
always sad when a local store closes its doors and it happens all the
time. SHOP LOCAL including the Town. A purchases should be done
locally and not in Calgary.
• Close part of Main St. and make it a pedestrian street for part of the
summer.
• all of Ain street should be closed for the market - like in Revelstoke.
More public ART!!
• Outdoor stage and rounadabouts
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• Do not remove parking downtown unless a multi level parking is built
in the core.

• Ban or restrict the number of chain stores to preserve small
businesses and maintain the character of the town.

• Have better access for parking.

• Buskers.

• More affordable options.

• I am a permanent resident and while the traffic and parking are a
significant problem on weekends and holidays in the summer, and
the icy curbs and sidewalks make waking hazardous in winter, I
purposely avoid the Town Centre. We don’t need to add anything more
to increase the congestion. I think our incredibly beautiful scenery is
enough of an attraction and the existing restaurants/pubs/galleries
suit the size of the town well.

• Close parts of main street to cars in summer and allow patios to
extend in the street more. When a part of main street was closed in
summer 2017 to allow for construction for Spring Creek, it was very
nice. Move parts of festivals to the downtown core, such as the folk
fest, and make parts of festival free (see Montreal jazz festival for a
good example of this).
• Please no cars for 2-4 blocks, walking only
• More statues, people stop and stare if interesting.
• More trees lining the sidewalks.
• More overhead décor. Like the palce in Mexico with umbrellas filling
the top of the street.

• I would like to the 10th street continpkated park come into fruition and
enhance 10th Street to take some of the people pressure off of 10th
Street
• more parking for out of town people. if they can’t park, then they won’t
support our economy

• More trees on 10th street from 7th Avenue to 8th.

• Hate downtown in the summer. Just like Banff 20years ago. Too
many people, no parking, pedestrians and bikes not following the rules.

• More trees on 7th Street to Legion.

• Much better parking

• Busking spaces on main street is a wonderful way to entertain locals
and visitors while supporting local musicians

• Do not close Main Street except maybe special festivals. Traffic is
already a problem. It will be a mess if Main is closed all summer!

• The town caters too much to the artsy upper class and weekend
residents. A little more variety and less art galleries would be
appreciated.

• Have better parking for longer stays.

• Something similar to stephen ave in calgary where main street
becomes a pedestrian street during peak hours and opens up to
vehicles the rest of the time.
• The current imporvements are positive, but the impression that vehicle
traffic is being discouraged is a problem. Not all residents and visitors
can walk/bike easily. As Ped/bike paths increase in size, conflicts
increase.

• Make Main Street a pedestrian zone. the restaurants/cafes could have
larger patios etc. Allow buskers/street entertainers and make the town
centre more European in feel.
• I think our town already has enough of a lively environment if the late
night music all summer is anything to go by. Perhaps some calmer
ideas should prevail
• Light controlled intersections should have separate pedestrian
sequences that stop all traffic. No pedestrian crossing on green
vehicle lights.

• Shut down main street to vehicles

• More parking stalls and proper designated bus parking.

• main street should be pedestrian only. Put a one way system around it
to smooth traffic.

• close Main Street on weekends

• create pedestrian only streets downtown
• More community gardens, and let people grow food on their own lan
• More indoor spaces for small kids and young mommas (i.e. EP
upstairs is often too busy)
• More natural play spaces
• Downtown needs a Transit Hub and improvements to public
washroom
• Consider recreational fixtures (bike racks, ski racks, warming huts) in
transit facilities
• Include 9th and 10th in beautification projects
• Fix up vacant downtown lots - perhaps more green spaces
• No cold blue christmas lights, warm them up
• Remove all the cars form main street, pedestrian and cycle only
• Good work to date. Changes in the right direction. Increase walking
and biking corridors
• Continue to hold events near or in the downtown
• Events that are targeted towards locals.
• Close off Main St. to traffic, and create a pedestrian only area for 2
blocks. Create places to sit, water fountains, patios for restaurants
could be expanded.

• In towns in BC I have seen where they put a couple of dog houses/
crates outside of the grocery store. Would be nice to accomodate
more pet walking people to keep the pets safe from the people.
• A zen garden with a beautiful water feature and display of native
plants. Seating for people to gather with friends, or reflect and relax, do
some writing, enjoy the mountains. A reprieve from the pavement and
hustle & bustle of current Canmore lifestyle. Move away from the GO
GO GO, and into the SLOW SLOW SLOW!
• Better traffic flow through downtown including a traffic light at either
Main St and 8th ave OR 10th Street and 8th Ave. The traffic flow is
so frustrating it discourages locals from braving downtown in the
summer. With limited and evening bus schedules using transit is not
feasible. Not everyone wants to ride their bike.
• wider sidewalks

Town Centre Parking
• move the farmers market to the highschool/rec centre/golf club area
where there is more open ashphalt for parking and merchants.
• Through traffic could be routed off main street. This will help persons
seeking to park but who bypass open spaces due to being tailgated.
• The Town surevey from a few years back seemed to indicate only 60%
parking stall occupancy, is this a real problem?

• Food Trucks.

• Install a 4 level parkade at elevation place.

• Check out Qualicum Beach BC and Lunenberg NS...no chain stores
downtown. So nice! If Canmore did this it would boost our tourism
immensely and help support the independent businesses. It would
make downtown a unique and enjoyable place to be that would be
different from Cochrane and Banff.

• Parkades
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• Build a parkade. The town has collected parking -n-lieu funds for
years. Now is the time to use them and build a parkade. Properties
were purchased along the street bordering the Anglican Church - thats
where the parkade should be built.
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• Local business operators should receive a maximum of two permits
to park downtown all day, but only in certain areas of the downtown.
Residents in congested areas like South Canmore should receive a
maximum of two permits to park on their street. Parking lots could
be built outside the downtown core for visitors; and the town could
operate shuttle vans.
• It continues to baffle me on the amount of citizens money that has
been spent on parking studies. Parking spot numbers will never
increase unless a parkade is built. So stop wasting our money on the
studies, and stop placing large boulders in the parking lots that inhibit
vehicles from “squeezing” in
• More angle parking calms traffic and it makes it easier for motorist to
find a parking spot and helps relieves traffic congestion
• Down town needs more parking! The neighbourhoods are overfllowing
with cars on the busy weekends. Unless there is a huge parking lot
for out of towners and a quarter hourly shuttle to transport people to
downtown and back for a small parking fee.
• People can, and do, park at Safeway.
• a parkade would add more spots in less of an area. people working
downtown should maybe have to pay for parking
• Parking lots should be installed in areas outside the downtown core
and people transported back and forth on shuttle buses. Perhaps the
high school parking lot could be used for this purpose on weekends,
stat holidays and during the summer months. The school parking
lot next to downtown could also be utilized. Downtown business
operaters should be issued permits to park all day downtown and
residents should be issued permits to park along their street.
• aid parking, with exemptions for locals and tourists. More seriously,
a sophisticated technological solution would be required. Different
zones, with different limits, in effect some of the time, enforced by
cameras. Find out who the folks are who drive to work downtown.
How much would they be willing to pay to keep parking where they do?
Get the slush/snirt off of the biking routes.
• Remove the 2 hours zone. Or at least make them 4 hours. The town
has been collecting money from new business for years and have not
use this money towards new parking. Time to come up with a plan.
Parking should be free, it already cost enough to live here.
• Parking passes to residents. Potential parkade like Banff.
• The town should have considered the fact that increasing tourism,
residence and densities would have had an effect on parking. They
should have budgeted for this already! Regardless, it needs to happen.
Parkade with a reasonable fee, treating it like a toll road would be a
solution.
• Have more parking for working people, not 2, 3, or 4 hour zones.
Sometimes have. To drive around the block a few times to find
something within 200m.
• Provide a lot more parking, not nearly enough in the town Center for
workers.
• Poor parking for people working downtown.
• No more parking needed.
• Provide business owners with passes so that they can park for the day
during the work week (think Calgary and parking passes for certain
residential neighbourhoods).
• Cash-in-lieu should be per year paid by the developer. We should
have those Japanese-style car elevator systems to take advantage of
vertical storage.
• Put them by the railway tracks, where no one wants to build anyways
• stop development
• Build a multi-storey parking garage (behind Main St, similar to Banff)
• Build a parkade with voluntary payment
• Paid downtown parking with resident permits for full-time residents
• Use taxis or on-demand shuttles to high volume locations not on bus
routes (Main street, grocery stores, affordable housing locations..)
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• Stop allowing developers that don’t provide enough parking. Tourists
fill the spots. Don’t bow down to developers
• Increase the number of parking spaces for people with accessibility
permits within the Town Centre. Encourage people to leave their cars
at the hotel and walk.
• ...Sorry banffparking.ca is the website. It shows how busy things are
and where to park your RV and where to bike! It can’t be that hard to
implement something like that (and cheaper than a parkade...which is
needed in 5 years).
• Implement the same parking system as Banff. They have signs at
each parking lot that let you know how many spots are left (stops
people from driving around). They have a website banffparking.com
that let’s you know how busy it is downtown. I think the issue isn’t that
there isn’t enough parking (always space in the gateway - near the
grocery stores) - but right now, in peak summer, there is people driving
around a lot looking for parking.
• Paid parking, not more parking should control the use of parking stalls
downtown. We need to lessen the focus on catering to vehicles, and
focus more on alternative transportation methods and infrastructure.
• IMPLEMENT 15 MINUTE PARKING THROUGHOUT DOWNTOWN-NO
OFF STREET OR OVER NIGHT PARKING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS. The
time has come for the town to protect TAX PAYERS! not constantly
pander to weekend traffic....
• Add more parking. Parking permits for street by the schools like in
cougar creek and downtown. Tired of not being able to get out of my
driveway due to parents blocking me in.
• Stick a parkade on the outskirts of town and a free park & ride during
the peak tourist season
• Paid parking will deter a lot of people. Decentralized car parks with free
shuttles to the downtown core.
• paid parking. too much space wasted on surface parking lots
• Parkades, intercept parking and not allowing employee parking in
downtown lots. Town of Canmore is one of the worst offenders.
• A parkade. Intercept parking with shuttle buses. Business owner/
worker permits so they don’t get tickets with the many 2 or 4 hour
zones.
• move the farmers market to the highschool/rec centre/golf club area
where there is more open ashphalt for parking and merchants.
• Through traffic could be routed off main street. This will help persons
seeking to park but who bypass open spaces due to being tailgated.
• The Town surevey from a few years back seemed to indicate only 60%
parking stall occupancy, is this a real problem?
• Install a 4 level parkade at elevation place.
• Parkades
• Build a parkade. The town has collected parking -n-lieu funds for
years. Now is the time to use them and build a parkade. Properties
were purchased along the street bordering the Anglican Church - thats
where the parkade should be built.
• Local business operators should receive a maximum of two permits
to park downtown all day, but only in certain areas of the downtown.
Residents in congested areas like South Canmore should receive a
maximum of two permits to park on their street. Parking lots could
be built outside the downtown core for visitors; and the town could
operate shuttle vans.
• It continues to baffle me on the amount of citizens money that has
been spent on parking studies. Parking spot numbers will never
increase unless a parkade is built. So stop wasting our money on the
studies, and stop placing large boulders in the parking lots that inhibit
vehicles from “squeezing” in
• More angle parking calms traffic and it makes it easier for motorist to
find a parking spot and helps relieves traffic congestion
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• Down town needs more parking! The neighbourhoods are overfllowing
with cars on the busy weekends. Unless there is a huge parking lot
for out of towners and a quarter hourly shuttle to transport people to
downtown and back for a small parking fee.

• Where are all the cars going to park for new affordable housing units?

• People can, and do, park at Safeway.

• Short-term parking for quick visits and long-term for businesses

• a parkade would add more spots in less of an area. people working
downtown should maybe have to pay for parking

• No parkade in town

• Parking lots should be installed in areas outside the downtown core
and people transported back and forth on shuttle buses. Perhaps the
high school parking lot could be used for this purpose on weekends,
stat holidays and during the summer months. The school parking
lot next to downtown could also be utilized. Downtown business
operaters should be issued permits to park all day downtown and
residents should be issued permits to park along their street.

• Permit parking for residents who need their veicle for work

• aid parking, with exemptions for locals and tourists. More seriously,
a sophisticated technological solution would be required. Different
zones, with different limits, in effect some of the time, enforced by
cameras. Find out who the folks are who drive to work downtown.
How much would they be willing to pay to keep parking where they do?
Get the slush/snirt off of the biking routes.

• More 2 hour parking units

• We must maintain a window of free parking for people to come into
the downtown core. This will ensure visitation. Developers should
be hit with higher parking in lieu charges if they are unable to meet
parking requirements.

• No more street petios

• Intercept parking and frankly parkades are a must

• Think about parking first

• remove the sidewalk patios, they take up too much space. Visitors
come by car, truck or RV not by bike. Also use the parking spaces
at the old Rec Centre. Run a shuttle to downtown and advertise this
parking and service. Perhaps look at the way Banff is doing this.

• Think about parking for tradesmen in front of building

• build an underground parkade - with amazing public art!
• add more park and ride solutions, parkades are very expensive per
parking spot and will not provide a solution as we grow further
• better bike lane and snow clearing in the winter. Currently with snow
being pilled in the center of downtown streets you have to ride your
bike in the middle of the lane in the winter which angers many people
and cars and discourages year round biking. I would also suggest
lowering speed limits to encourage walking and biking .
• Better parking for cars.
• Down town is only walkable for those living near downtown... if you
live in silver tip three sisters or east of cougar creek, it is not walkable
and with all the hills, not very bike friendly for older folks.

• parkades help ease parking demand
• More off-street parking

• free park and ride into Canmore
• Watch the traffic and stop denying that parking issues
• 2 spots per unit
• Ensure enough parking for all facilities
• Provide parking on the property for all suites
• 85% is not a good goal for peak. Should be less overall and 90% at
peak summer time periods
• There should be no parking on the streets by Silvertip Rd
• Don’t remove parking
• Overcome bias of our engineers against cars
• Put in a light at 8th and 8th

• Reduce the size of parking
• Use Banff’s parking policy here
• More support for walk, bike, and public transit
• Remove downtown parking in place of investment in heritage,
sidewalks, urban parks, and pop up patios
• Large parking lots are not attractive or a best use of space
• People don’t know where parking is. Education and wayfinding for
distributing spots.
• Think about signs at the entrance to the cul-de-sac
• I am concerned about South Canmore, vehicles park on an angle,
some parllel, there is no uniform
• Use salt on the roads in winter
• No street parking on main street in the winter

• Build a multi level parade..

• Remove downtown parking area

• Charge for public parking lot usage, place meters on streets, and
create a program to exempt residents from these fees. It will take a
major policy change to create a more efficient town center and this is
the sort of thing that will do it.

• Don’t want to use shuttle buses to destinations

• Multi-story parking. Or reduce parking downtown to slowly train
people to drive downtown less. It’s all walkable.
• Build a multi-story underground or overground parking lot under
current downtown public parking lot behind arts place.
• There is enough parking in the Town Centre - people will never change
their behaviour to bike or take the bus if more and more spots are
made. If a parkade is necessary, build it at elevation place so that
it will affect the least amount of neighbouring businesses/houses.
Eliminate parking from Main Street and extend sidewalks/bikelanes for
a better user experience.
• Permits or tokens for locals that cost a certain amont, charge others
per usage

• great intercept parking
• We don’t need a gondola
• Pay parking is inevitable; get over it already!
• Add a parkade where current parking is located either side of Main St.
(like Banff has done).
• Build a parkcade.
•

Ignite need two parkades. Elevation place (which is mostly full), and
another downtown. Have locals parking areas.

• A parkade behind BOM or elevation place or behind arts place is
needed. Have dedicated local parking.
• Provide more parking, keep more areas for all day parking. Works
need places to park, not everyone can bike or walk, and some ppl need
their cars for work.

• Opposite - remove downtown surface parking

• On the one hand you’re asking about encouraging walking/biking/
transit and on the other about parking? Move parking to outlying areas
and provide free transport into town.

• Create tourist parking, downtown fills up with them and residents have
nowhere to park

• Parking should be free during the week and charges should apply for
peak times (weekends, seasonally).

• Structures are needed

• Also create local only parking
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• The other issue about expecting residents to walk or bike is that we
do live in Canada and for many people walking or biking in the winter/
spring/fall is not an option!

• Yes with respect to social appropriateness. They provide value to
events, tourism and the working population that needs meals. The
opposition seems to come from business competitors.

• I try to walk or bike when I can but that is because I am fit enough
to do that. I still need to use my car sometimes if I have to bring
something heavy home. Many people who live here are not able to
bike or walk and so need to use their cars if the bus does not service
their need. Provide free parking in outlying areas for tourists with good
connections into town, charge tourist a lot to park closer in and give
residents permits to park wherever they need to.

• yes

• Visitors are the life blood of this community. Without parking visitors
will not come.

• Defenitely! We are way behind the times in regard to food trucks.

• Paid parking for tourists, secondary/vacation home owners and free
parking passes for full time residents only. This money will help to
generate income for the town without further inconveniencing those
who actually live and work full time in Canmore
• I think a parkade is required in town
• Instead of creating more parking, lets take the cash in lieu and create
more innovative ways for people to move. Many European cities have
mastered this already. E-Bike hubs, where you can take one and leave
it at another hub, or create more walking/bike paths over/under the rail
line & highway to improve accessibility.
• less parking in Main St, better labelled Parking Lots downtown with
signed availability. Limit employee spots (unless paid for) and off-site
parking (like Banff Railway Stn) and downtown shuttle. In fact look
at Banff as what it is attempting to do. Don’t think paid parking is
the answer and Banff parking building is an example, almost always
spaces because it is not popular (and bikes on the roof??). Bike trails
help, but the pedestrian crossing squeezes don’t help cyclists be safer.
• Visitors increase every year yet there is less parking available due
to on street patios and the Civic Centre. Build a parkade with the
monies collected from developers. Or stop allowing developers to buy
their way out of parking stalls. Off site parking for Town of Canmore
employees and work vehicles would also free up a number of spots in
the 4 hour parking. 4 hours or 2 hours is not enough time for visitors
to shop and eat lunch on the weekend different max time on the
weekend would help.
• Intercept parking and local only business access downtown by vehicle
• If people are concerned about parking concerns in downtown core,
consider decentralized parking with a free shuttle to bring people
downtown.
• parkade downtown, maybe behind BMO
• Build overflow parking at railside beside Nutters
• Residents receive parking pass and visitors pay
• Encourage hotel guests to leave their vehicle at the hotel lot
• Need somewher for daily bus commuters to Banff to park (9hr working
day)
• Overnight parking bylaw

Food Trucks
• Great because it gives small businesses a chance who cannot afford
to own a restaurant
• No, because the food trucks do have the same expenses as a bricks
and mortar Canmore business. They get to come and go all for a
couple hundred dollars business license for the Town of Canmore.
Plus where are they during the school year or shoulder season to help
out with many of the donations that are asked to be fulfill by local
businesses?
• Yes! I think they are a great way to support the increased demand in
summer months.
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• they are acceptable at outdoor events but not just random parking and
selling
• No.
• Food trucks should be accommodated as a means of keeping the
price of meals down.
• NO. I do not think food trucks are appropriate in Canmore. Reason 1they are seasonal businesses that “poach” away sales from the many
many restaurants that work away 12 months of year to provide service
to our community and visitors. Food venders set up at prime season
and “steal” our customers.
• Food trucks are already in Canmore, with them renting space to run
their business, as they should. Although the Thursday market is now
an opportunity for them. Trust me, as a business owner the Thursday
market has a massive affect for established, locally owned brick and
mortar businesses. Food trucks could change the current business
landscape if allowed to pull up anywhere and reap from the peak
times. Also the town should not consider this until they build some
downtown washrooms.
• Yes, of course. Not everyone wants to spend the time sitting in a
restaurant to eat. And it’s a great alternative to fast food places
• There are a couple locations that could work - the parking lot where
the ice cream bus is or the empty lot beside the credit union on Main
Street.
• food trucks add affordable eating options, great!
• If there is a dedicated space for them, that would be great. Bend has
a great area where food trucks setup, there is a taproom and shared
seating.
• Food trucks should be fine if they have a permit for the day/time
in question and if the town only permits the trucks be situated in
commercial areas and parked in a manner that doesn’t remove parking
stock.
• I don’t agree on having food trucks on an industry that is already hard
to survive. Restaurants and food offering business already pay taxes,
rent. Food trucks may be a good idea in bigger city but I don’t feel it
would benefits us in a smaller town. There is already enough eateries
and restaurants in this town, There already is the market on a weekly
base and I think it should stays like it is. The risk to put out year round
restaurant for having seasonal food truck...I am against it.
• Yes. In designated areas.
• Absolutely! A great way for the town for get some money for permits.
As long as their location isn’t hurting the flow of traffic on the road or
sideways.
• i find Canmore a expensive place to eat out compared to other tourist
areas and food trucks would give another alternative
• Could be a fun and new way for food services.
• YES!
• Certainly. No opinion on hours/location.
• Sure, with a paid permit & business license to lower costs for everyone
else.
• Can’t see any reason why not, so long as it doesn’t annoy the
neighbours.
• sure why not
• sure, every circus has them and downtown is a circus or zoo on most
weekends and all summer
• Yes! Bring food trucks in. Hours: anytime AM to 10-11pm. Location:
empty lots on main street, beside church / Bow Valley credit union
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• Food services in emply building lots are fine in summer. Not driving
around town or trailheads. That would create a huge garbage mess as
people walk and eat with no bin.

• yes it provides a larger variety as canmore only has a few fast food
options and food trucks tend to use a higher quality ingredient list

• Great idea, where the school bus is or in front of the civic centre in the
evenings

• Yes, look forward to more variety.

• Love it, but parking/space will be a challenge
• Perhaps appropriate near riverside Park on the weekend
• Chance to see if a certain type of food is popular in Canmore
• Yes, restaurants for lunch are too expensive in town
• “Foodtrucks would be lit fam”
• No cheap food on main street, yes to food trucks
• Restaurants are mediocre, increase variety and competition
• Good idea, job opportunities
• Ensure they are well located, not in front of building doorways
• yes, good idea seasonally
• I do only if they supply a cheaper option for eating out. I could see it
being appropriate in larger parking lots or side streets.
• Yes! Get with the times.
• Yes they should be allowed
• Absolutely. Food trucks can create animation and activity to make
spaces more appealing.
• Yes - as long as there is a clear and fair set of bylaws to control them.
Resturants pay rent and taxes 365 days a year. competition needs to
be fair
• NO

• yes i do
• Only in VERY limited designated areas, such as the rec center and
millennium field parking lots. Definitely not on street in high use areas.
• Yes, as long as they don’t interfere with other business operations and
cause more parking issues. Think it is a way to get people out and
provides another quick food option as all restaurants are too busy on
weekends.
• I love food trucks but we already have a traffic and parking problem
and this would make it worse. Local restaurants have enough trouble
keeping staff in this town and undercutting them with lower cost
businesses is not right.
• They should be allowed, in a way similar to Portland. Specifically, they
should all be at the same place, rather than be distributed over town.
This could be in front of city hall where the market usually is, or the city
could buy the land where the ice cream bus is and make this a better
developed area and permanent food truck destination.
• Ice cream trucks are the same as food trucks, temporary food venues
• No problem with that so long as they pay a fee, like a tax to operate be fair to other food establishments. Great on the market.
• No, it will add rubbish to the environment unless it is not set up as a
takeaway. Walking to eat and drink should be discouraged
• Food trucks are the solution because rent is too expensive. Get costs
down and food trucks will go away
• Yes on main street

• No, there are enough businesses providing food opportunities already,
food trucks will just add to traffic congestion and dilute the customers
even further. Bricks and mortar businesses shouldn’t be penalised by
the drive in food truck trade who have little or no community ties or
business charges other than a permit

• Great but not in front of businesses - “what the truck”

• No only on market day.

• Yes, diversify options, more affordable, new business start-ups

• YES! A great idea

• Located perhaps at Champion’s Drive and between Canadian Tire and
Save of Foods, or by Riverside Park

• Yes, definitely make food trucks legal. They are a great way to make a
town/city feel more vibrant and provide wider culinary options. With
kids or a sleeping baby in a stroller it is a the perfect opportunity to
grab food and avoid the ‘dining room’ experience. Canmore is beind
the times on food trucks. Park them on Main Street, side streets, near
parks - parking spots should not dictate our progress.

• Yes, have them everywhere, no restrictions
• Yes especially owned and operated full time by locals
• Yes keep more trucks up

• Yes everywhere they have great food
• Quarry parking lot once a week
• Empty lots
• Food truck Frenzy

• yes open it up, get BRZ and chamber of commerce vested interests
out of the discussion

• riverside park

• Although food trucks have their place in cities near big office towers,
I don’t see the need for them here. The town would get very little
revenue from them, and they are not year round for the support of and
from our town’s permanent population. I’d rather support full time
businesses that are invested in the town and not just here for the quick
buck.

• zero waste ot recycable

• Food trucks compete unfairly in that they are not subject to the
same rules as a brick and mortar restaurant. Food trucks should be
subjected to significant licensing fees to level the playing field. Existing
businesses who rent / own land in town could have these fees waived.
That way, we would still have food trucks, but not at the detriment
to our local businesses. Locations should be at events, and possibly
downtown core for certain days.

• rotating spot for food trucks different days of week
• Vacant lots a good spot
• tax or permit to make food trucks more equitable for businesses
• More diversifiied food businesses
• See on main street, queen street park, elevation place, Nordic centre
• Yes for reasons stated on this card
• Fees should reflect business equity
• Only at special events
• Ensure there is a maximum number allowed at certain time

• Yes they are and should be placed near the parkades

• I love the vitality, but respect the importance of bricks and mortor
businesses.

• no just the one we have now ity takes awayn from restaurant business,
also hygene concerns with food trucks

• Yes.

• I think food trucks are appropriate for Canmore. They should be
welcome in the summer and have a space. But they also must adhere
to licenses and other costs.
• YES - absolutely!!!
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• Yes... but they need to be somewhere appropriate when there are few
options. Maybe an icecream truck by Quarry Lake or the Nordic centre.
• Not appropriate for the town and too hard to regulate the quality.
• absolutely
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• Sounds good to try.

• yes, thats a silly rule

• Food trucks are not inherently bad. Limiting times of operation should
be considered.

• No

• Sure - they’re popular elsewhere and are a great way for new business
to test the market for their food. Set them up in areas that have few
restaurants or are along recreational launch points like the raft launch.

• No backlights or we will be Vegas

• yes, they provide a low cost food option.
• No maybe small cart vendors
• NO - not appropriate
• Downtown, EPlace , limit them
• yes, especially during peak season.
• Food trucks are fine - good approach is to provide a permanent area
for them, as done in Portland, OR.
• YES! They are fun, and promote small businesses.
• Only in designated areas that are accessible by foot in the downtown
core.
• A trial year to test the idea
• Elevation place would be a great location
• At the south end of Main Street
• Near friendship park
• Allow on special events or food truck days, not daily
• Yes, permit the trucks and let them go wherever they want
• Yes please

Business Signs
Business Signs: Question 1
• is this a serious question?
• NO. Do not change the sign standards.
• I don’t have a problem with dark lettering on light backgrounds; that
already exists in many instances.
• the Towns sign bylaw is based on a single commercial unit not a
whole building with a single use. Stop trying to force larger businesses
into using sign sizes designed for small businesses.
• Yes. the town should not be able to dictate the colors used.
• Sounds reasonable. The size and location of signs might matter more.
• Yes it makes a sign more visiable

• No stick with current bylaws
• Uncontrolled signage is a mess. Keep bylaws as is. White
backgrounds are too bright.
• Yes, number and size is more intrusive
• Why does this matter?
• I think this would be fine as long as they are not electronic signs.
• We should give businesses more freedom in their signage. Let
businesses apply...or better yet - let the BRZ decide what they want the
rules to be downtown.
• Absolutely. Contrast is key for visibility, and businesses who pay a fair
share of taxes need visibility. The size and types of signs are already
regulated enough, it should not be restricted to certain colors.
• No, we need some similarity in town
• No, some consistency is required and Canmore needs to maintain
some form of consistency, otherwise it will look like a cheap strip mall
• No. Signage can provide character to our town.
• No
• Let’s keep things consistent and classy. A frame signs that block main
street seem like more of an issue.
• sure, why not?
• Why are we micromanaging this?
• If businesses have dark lettering on light backgrounds, they should
face an additional restriction on their sizing. This size restriction
would not be applied to signs that don’t have dark lettering on white
backgrounds.
• These surveys are a cya cowards way to kowtow to developers and
as usual do not address the lack of action on the part of council to
control signage debacles like spring creek. No longer welcome to
Canmore downtown inow belongs to spring creek
• Not sure about this.
• why does it matter? Seems like it should be allowed.
• Yes - let businesses do what they want to do!
• Sure. Why not?
• As long as they are not backlit. Dark on light as a solid sign is fine.
• sure

• I feel like there are more important issues that this.

• Yes

• doesnt seem like the most precise tool for controlling the visual
environment but I appreciate the intent. Does it really inconvenience
anyone that much to comply with this bylaw?

• They are ok as they are. I don’t want to dictate what people want as
long as it is tasteful.
• Final

• No problem with that.

• limit the size of community development signs

• It’s unclear why this bylaw exists in the first place. I don’t see what’s
wrong with dark lettering on light backgrounds.

• No, I prefer darker signs.

• Yes. This restriction is over the top.
• Oh course they should!
• yes, diversity on how signs look is good. There is/was no consistency
in enforcing signs anyway, so there are a lot that already have a white
background.
• Yes. What should not be allowed are garish and hideously coloured
signs like the new Syper 8 sign

• Yes.
• Seriously? What a crazy bylaw.
• Yes. It all depends on the graphic design of the sign.
• I do not have any issue with the present bylaw, pls enforce the present
bylaw
• Keep current bylaw
• The current regulations should be retained.

• Yes

• No, keep the sign laws as is

• Absolutely not.

• Whatever makes it easier to read!

• We have too many town employees if we are wasting our time making
regulations like this.

• Keep them small, understated, as they have been. As long as they
aren’t lit up at night like Vegas I don’t think this is a question for the
people of Canmore.

• Really. This is a pertinent question?
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• Why not? This seems like a rather minor issue in the big scheme of
things.

• Additionally, no sandwich boards. Ditch the street clutter and fine the
businesses that flagrantly abused the signage rules for the past year.

• sure

• Stiffen the process for developers. A perfect example is the Spring
Creek signage debacle off of main street. This installation needs to
be removed and redone following the same processes others are
subjected too. To be honest, administration missed the ball on this
process, big time.

• Why was this implemented? Is it a safety or style issue? I see no issue
with variations

Business Signs: Question 2
• The same requirements mean there are no competitive advantages

• Springcreek Sign on Main Street should be removed. It does not
follow guide lines and the signs are on public land so they should be
removed. What will happen when Three Sisters, Eagle Terrace and
others want to do the same?

• Remove Spring Creek signs - they are obscene and unnecessary. Add.
more dedicated bike lanes like on 7th ave near LGMS - there is proper
signage and separation, which makes it much safer especially for
small humans.

• A-Frame and other movable signage should be permitted outside of
the downtown core. It makes no sense to limit these signs in areas like
elk run and other light industrial areas. Some business’ in Elk run are
not visible from the street and can be very hard to find.

• A more reasonable and practical approach

• Electronic signs are a no - too distracting and ugly. Size consistency
might be better than keeping colors consistent.

• Keep it tasteful not gaudy

• remove Spring Creek signage to Spring Creek land.
• Keep them the same.
• all sign considerations should be reviewed.
• Severely restrict temporary signage, including real estate signs.

• Sign by-laws seem reasonable now. Less clutter = less tourist looking
town.
• Remove Spring Creek sign on main street. For downtown core, enforce
mountain looking small commercial signs such as in Banff.

• As we get more visitors, the sandwich boards and other paraphernalia
on the sidewalk will be more in the way. Limit flags and banners that
hang over the sidewalk or road.

• Small businesses should have the ability to post a sidewalk sign

• Lights at the end of main street.
• Flashing Cross Signs would be helpful

• No more crude names like Arty Forty, does not show Canmore in good
light

• Not allowing street signs.

• Sandwich boards for temporary events

• The sandwich boards should be along as long as they are tastefully
done and not in the way. Why are business’ allowed to put out sale
items and not a sign? It takes up just as much real estate.

• Less flexibility. Should be consistent with one town look and feel.

• Allow sandwich board signs with a permit for businesses not on main
street.

• Don’t let people like
be able to put signs up - not allowed just
because you have money

• Allow and relax sandwich board regulations
• Take down Spring Creek signs, too big
• Signs done by district to hold businesses in odd locations

• Seems to be okay...

• A-frames are fine as long as it does not impede flow

• Lights at the end of main street and something beside the flatbread
company to help keep traffic moving.

• Anything temporary is good

• No i think they are good how they are currently

• Please maintain the ban on A frame signs, but try to enable modest
directional signs for areas with poor visibility.

• Big stop sign on development. It seems as if BOWDA is running this
town
• Flashing cross signs downtown
• Take down the Spring Creek signs.
• Get rid of behemoth Spring Creek signs. Limit even more use of
sandwich signs, flags, etc.
• Allow businesses A frame signs on sidewalks
• Spring Creek - need to adhere to bylaws, not fair to other developers
• Large imposing, place-making signage is elite and infers the
dominance of people over this beautiful mountain setting. Keep signs
smaller.
• Take down Spring Creek signs, too big
• Follow town’s guidelines before signs go up, like the spring creek
fiasco
• Lines of sight from vehicles. I can’t see thru the Elevation Place Sign,
its very danger. Signs should not impede vehicle sight lines or block
critical sight lines for bikes/sidewalks.
• “MOUNTAIN MARKET” contravene Bylaw but are
allowed???????????Derelict business signs should not be allowed....
Business signs should reflect the location Bow Valley trail is quite
different from Downtown

• Some discretion

• If the Spring Creek sign is allowed, then so should signs directing folks
to difficult to find businesses! Support the little guys! Don’t make it
harder for the local vendors to make a living wage!
• It would be good to break up the sign bylaw into zones. Downtown
Canmore businesses with store frontage are not the same as others
along Kananaskis Way or Bow Valley Trail.
• SIgnage is a delicate balance. On the one hand we want local
businesses and sites
• This question obviously arrises due to the recent blunder on main
street. Get your ducks in a row and don’t bend over for big developers.
• Signage in Canmore does not conform with standards in other areas.
For example public parking signs are blue not green. There is very little
standardized signage for visitors to find the TransCanada particularly
to the Three Sisters Parkway exit. Other signage including the large
red signs are esthetically pleasing but not visible and often missed.
Again conforming signage similar to other cities like Calgary may be
easier for visitors to find their way.
• Visual clutter should be reduced
• Businesses off main street should have different rules to draw walk-by
traffic that wouldn’t otherwise know they aer there. Outside signs,
sandwich boards.

• Allow A-frames without having to apply for a permit--TOC money
generator--they break up the sidewalk and provide good information to
visitors
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Transportation Network
• Build sidewalks along every street (both sides)
• More shaded Areas
• Keeping up with signage to motorists that reminds them that bikes
deserve space on the roads makes a difference for me feeling safe on
the roads.
• Focus infrastructure development and route improvement on the
hillside neigbhourhoods where a large amount of the permanent
population with young children. It is very difficult to shuttle children
and “9 to 5” workers up and down the hills by means other than singlefamily automobile. The downtown bike lane development is nice but
it is not the determinative factor in getting more people out of cars
as the valley floor is already the area most amenable to alternative
transportation.
• This sort of social engineering seems now to be encouraged to the
serious detriment of those who walk with difficulty, cannot cycle, and
have been denied reasonable access to transit in our neighbourhood.
I’m tired of paying taxes for “innovations” that are of no use
whatsoever to people like me.
• Less emphasis on cars and parking.
• more pedestrian, bike and “transit only” access in the downtown core
• None. You are trying to use streetscape to change people’s social
habits. Cars are not going away. Please get off this issue. You are
spending a lot of money on road improvements for cycling lanes that
are used periodlically by cyclists. A huge waste of money.
• The downtown core is in serious need of wider sidewalks and walking
malls on some cross streets. The main street should be redone so
the sidewalks on both sides are much wider, parking is eliminated
on one side of the street and the traffic flow is one way westbound.
There needs to be more and better cyclepaths following the lead of
the Spring Creek red sidewalk concept. And significant work has to be
done on cyclepaths outside the downtown core; I’m amazed at how
insufficient cyclepaths are.
• Create balanced development in new communities so that the ToC is
not just creating empty subdivisions in new areas. Figure out how to
build housing in the new areas that will appeal to locals and make sure
that the plans for new areas include commercial districts for locals.
MGA clause 619 is said to lock us into Three Sisters developing vast
acres of land - so get the development right!
• ...don’t pack the valley with inclement weather 8 months a year.
• Pay parking in the downtown core which would help pay for free
transit
• Roads are a mess and becoming more and more frustrating for
professional drivers, it’s difficult to park for deliveries, difficult to turn in
a large vehicle without crossing into on coming traffic, there are many
people that drive a lot as part of their job. It’s not fair to create these
road desings to limit driving because of weekenders, we still have to
get around town during the week and do our work.
• for sure more frequent roam transit , it does not make sense to travel
by roam for 45 min. when by car it only takes 8min., or you get where
you ar going half an hour early.
• More services in the sub divisions on the north side of the highway,
Silvertip, and down towards Three Sisters. Then these folks do not
need to drive into town to get groceries. This would also decrease the
traffic downtown making it more bike and pedestrian friendly.

• More frequent buses, especially to the Nordic Centre. Finish the
“Legacy Trail Extension” to the Nordic Centre. Offer a program to
subsidize bike baskets, racks and trailers for bike transport. Create
incentives for e-bike and town bike purchases. Encourage use of bike
lights for night riding. Make more clear what road markings mean,
including well in advance of new markings.
• No more bike lanes in downtown. Many bikers don’t respect the driving
laws.
• Transit stops need more protection. Online Ticketing.
• Having bike lanes on the sides of the roads, NOT ON THE SIDEWALKS.
• The new bridge, sidewalk, and bike lanes at the big head is a mess.
Put it back as it was, or create a bike lane at the street level, not up
along the sidewalk. No one gets it. Just like the insane crossing
lights to allow drivers to go first, how long did that last.
• Already have lots of bike trails.... don’t need any more in the core. Add
more on the outskirts.
• Already too much being done for bikes. Cars are important as well.
Not everyone is able to ride bikes and cars are still needed. There
needs to be much more enforcement for cyclists not following the
rules for being on the roads. Going through red lights, going on
sidewalks, passing cars on both sides, etc.....
• clean and sweep roads to allow for safe cycling or reduce the amount
of gravel utilized. Do not create more parking. Increase frequency of
Roam
• To make it even more friendly to those modes of transportation. More
bike lanes, or even specific roads that only allow bicycle traffic
• Transit: more stops, more times. Cycle: better bike paths and changes
to some intersections (eg entrance to Spring Creek limits visibility of
walkers and bikers crossign the road)
• 24/7 street sweeping, or no salt/gravel when it snows.
• Easy access via pathways.
• the whole town council
• Bike lanes/paths should be much more clearly marked with signed
and different coloured concrete/pavement as is the case in cities like
San Francisco; Spring Creek has started that concept in Canmore.
• We may need to think about creating multiple areas for gathering,
shopping, around town. There is a lot of pressure on our one small
Main Street. Thinking about how to distribute the increasing number of
visitors to different areas around
• Visibility for pedestrians crossing Bow Valley trail at night is exteamly
poor and dangerous.
• Keep bikes and people separate
• Pedestrians need to be separate from the road we are not europe
• Hard to get to bus stop at night when it is dark in winter, need lights, it
is dangerous
• Also need more pedestrian lights
• Bike design at Spring Creek is bad and should not be repeated
• Install curb separation
• More protection - locals get cyclists but tourists are too busy gawking
at mountains to pay attention
• Implement bike share program
• More clear bike lanes

• Density close to amenities. If I can live close to where I shop, then I will
gladly walk.

• Increase frequency

• The bike paths, bike lanes and transition between them needs to be
much more clearly and consistently marked. And gravel needs to be
removed from paved bike lanes; otherwise cyclists have every right to
ride on the pedestrian paths.

• Keep up the great work

• Go higher up the hill - useful for people carrying weight (i.e. groceries)
• Love the regional transit to Banff
• No need for self drive cars, these are taxis
• Work with taxis to create a high functioning integrated transit system
• Need more crossings to prevent people running across the highway
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• Close vehicular traffic more often downtown and side street
• Allow a mix of uses in more areas of the Town.
• More and better infrastructure (ie. trails, pathways, wayfinding)
• We do not live in a climate like California We need vehicles in winter.
We should not be told we need to ride a bike in -30 degree weather!
Stop telling people we need to ride bikes in winter and do our
shopping.
• We do not enjoy a California or European Climate....Get real we live in
a very cold climate! We can ride bikes and walk part of the year, but we
need our cars to shop and bank an
• Two things. 1. Require cyclists to use a bell when they are passing
other cyclists and pedestrians. 2. Requrie cyclists to ride in single file.
• Keep encouraging the healthy no fossil fuel alternatives by positive
messages, increasing bike lanes and bike parking, and make it
mandatory for all businesses to provide a certain number of bike
parking spaces excluding Main St. For example Safeway and Save On
provide a pathetically small amount of bike racks

• the current method of having some crossing you can bike across
and some bike lanes on the sidewalk is very confusing to locals and
tourists. Create one cohesive network for cyclists that effectively
connects the different parts of town. Create a better way of
connecting to legacy trail from town. E- bike rentals that can be
accessed with a credit card at tourist homes and downtown.
• A lot of people work downtown, and yes many need their vehicles.
Don’t do so much for cyclists. Provide work parking passes. Get rid of
the two hour parking.
• More bike trail on the outside and keep roads for cars to get around.
Too much is being done for bikes.
• Metering and charging for parking for visitors. Until there is a very real
and significant policy change to deter people from driving the town will
continue to be congested by tourist vehicle traffic. Exempt residents
from these charges via some sort of pass/sticker.
• Buses need to go out to Exshaw too. Lots of people work out that way.
Don’t develop a town around cars. Too late for some areas. More bike
paths. Biking on roads with tourists is scary.

• a complete network of bike trails so that you do not have to use the
road. where i live, there is no bike lane to get downtown for the first
bit. I use the sidewalk with my bike as it is much safer than using the
road as drivers here can be quite unsafe. I grew up in europe and have
visited many european countries and have witnessed successful bike
lanes where you are not in the same stream of traffic as cars. works
great.

• Transform parts of main street into a pedestrian street in summer,
and build a new road and bridge to cross the Bow River south of
downtown (for example extend highway 1A, so that we do not all
have to go through main street to go to the nordic centre and other
neighbourhoods across the river. Create more bike lanes which are
not shared with vehicles. While some local drivers respect bikers, this
cannot be said of everyone, or of tourists.

• The biking system that the Town is in the process of creating requires
some form of bike licence in order to use safely. What do you
do when you are biking on a main road and someone on a bike is
traveling in a marked bike lane going the wrong direction? We need
enforceable laws to regulate the biking system that the Town wants to
implement.

• Create bike lane on Main Street - a dedicated one, not just shadows.

• implement paid parking downtown. watch the changes happen over
night and the coffers fill up with $$$ for improved infrastructure
• I’d like to not feel like a pariah in my car. Transit is great, but, times are
weird and drop-off locations are not always convenient. I think adults
using a bicycle should have to have it licenced and carry insurance.
Children’s bikes could be registered to an adult in the family. All adult
riders should have to pass an operator’s exam much like automobile
driver’s licences. One of the biggest problems I witness is cyclists
disobeying rules of the road. And then accusing car drivers.
• Part of this is the lack of parking everywhere in town. I am less likely
to bike down streets lined with cars as it make it unsafe. If parking
was on the properties like it used to be, there was room on the
shoulder to bike, not so with cars parked right next to the driving lane.
• Firstly, I feel that walking, cycling and transit are good things - however
we must bear in mind that we live in a place where we have serious
winters. It’s not realistic to expect everyone to adopt the changes.
However, plowing roads / bike paths in a timely manner would allow
for more people to cycle in the winter.
• more parking for cyclists eg; THE LEGACY TRAIL PARKING is
crammed and over flows into information parking need more parking
outside of town town
• the trees on Bow Valley Trail are a hazard. No one can see bikes or
walkers, they should be removed.
• Nothing, we have buses and bike trails, if people want to walk or drive
it is up to them. But it is hard to ride a bike to buy groceries or go to
the market. Bikes, cars and buses just have to learn to work together.
• There needs to be a safe bike lane on Railway Ave heading east
between Main St and Bow Valley Trail. Currently it is not safe when
people are cycling on that side of the road.
• More bus routes, more frequent pickups more bus stops

• There need to be more dedicated bike lanes installed that create more
of a cohesive bike network. Biking with small children on Railway
Ave is ridiculous - sidewalk is very small and speed limit is too fast
with cars immediately beside. Trying to get to the legacy trail is also
dangerous with kids - especially at the intersection by Crazy Weed/
Train tracks. The bike lane on 7th ave by the schools are amazing, but
so short lived! Wish this was on every single street.
• I like the paving - pink and white entry
• Bike lanes are a good idea
• Have the roam go through Harvie Heights
• Have a small bus that goes up and down streets for passengers (done
in U.K.)
• 2 more bus lines, a stop in silvertip and a bus to Exshaw
• More routes or make number 5 into a circle by joining three sisters up
to glacier stop
• More buses and drivers, greater frequency
• Increase pedestrian infrastructure
• Snow and ice sidewalk, use the 03-2006 bylaw and use fines to clear
the sidewalk
• Spring Creek needs an accessible connection to the Tpwn Centre for
people to walk
• Great tails
• More trails near Silvertip to connect to hospital
• Main street needs more foot traffic
• Great job
• Don’t pave over grass
• Don’t spend money on pedestrians we need to accommodate visitors
• pedestrian access only on main street with parking and shuttle
• Increase bike infrastructure
• Just adding painted lines does not help
• More enforcement for bike users to stop conflict
• Cycling is lawless. Made in Canmore rules are not familiar to people
• More safety for bikers needed
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• No parking in cycle lanes
• Great trails
• Take out pylons on benchlands trail so bikers going up do not get hurt
• licensing for cyclists to help pay fo rinfrastructure
• More enforcement for cyclists
• allow e-bikes on pathways
• 7th bike lane doesn’t work in winter
• Great work
• transit needed in Harvey Heights

• I walked/rode to work for over 20 years in Canmore and it is
dangerous! Please post a big sign for visitors into town to be reminded
what the rules of the road are - especially for cross walks. Visitors are
too busy looking at the sites. Slow the speed limit down on Railway.
I stopped in front of Elevation for a pedestrian and the car beside me
scooted thru after 1 person went by - almost hitting the second elderly
pedestrian. And I have seen kids almost hit at the A&W crossing on
bikes as they
• More prominent and widespread bike lanes (and re-painting the
current ones). I can barely see the ones painted last year. Road
improvements in TeePee town - cycling there is dangerous.

• Transit should cover more areas

• Increased frequency on the weekend and in the evening. Lights for
pedestrians on walkways and at crosswalks.

• Shuttle bus in South Canmore

• more designated pathwyas

• Great transit

• take away on-street parking on Main St

• An underpass on the TransCanada to Moustache lands

• bike paths on both side of bow valley trail

• Ensure cars are thought of as well

• fully pave the path from the river to 3 sisters

• park and ride outside of canmore for free into canmore
• Add a stoplight instead of a 4 way at the end of main street
• Move vehicular traffic away from Main street

Public Tree Protection

• We need parking. Complete streets must include parking

• Public and Private Trees should be preserved

• The pursuit of “social engineering,” people to choose not to drive is a
problem.

• No clearcutting

• Consider everyone’s need in mobility

• Trees beyond a certain age should remain even in urban development

• Remove downtown surface parking

• Very important

• Allow congestion to happen, and most importantly, there should be
pay parking - the Town should stop subsidizing drivers.

• Removal should be extreme rarity

• Change the design of the bicycle racks outside of Communitea, they
are a tripping hazard.
• Make Railway avenue safe for cyclists.
• Places for bikes to be parked and locked
• The weather is also an issues for bikes all this proposed bike use that
will not be used all year like vehicles will
• All for this but I strongly feel that ceratin segments of our population
that CANNOT walk or bike are being forgotten about. the seniors
elderly and handicapped they need their cars the buses do not go
everhere and there is a dependece issue here

• Re-plant any trees that are cut

• Save our pollinators
• All large developments have to plant native flowering perenials.
Beautiful and responsible
• Add more bee-friendly plants to Town landscaping and around condos
• Require developments to put flowering native perenials in especially
early spring and late summer
• Variety of plants, trees, flowers, etc
• Green roofs, forest highrise
• Use native plants
• Fines for non compliance should be very high

• Remove the hills.

• Ask the public about removal

• Make 10th Street more pedestrian friendly, slow Car traffic down to
entice pedistrains. Some employees that work in the Town Center
need their vechicle for work throughout the day and limiting. Their
abilty to do so will drive them out of the Town Center.

• Great idea

• I think the town is doing a great job and I appreciate the new transit

• Protect more trees on private property as well

• This survey ignores the fact, that many jobs and businnesses require
vehicles and trucks for deliveries and to provide services to residential
areas.

• protect trees form pine beetles and other invasives

• Check last survey and see how many people work out of town, Calgary
,Cochrane, Lake Louise. Should they bike to work too???

• I am concerned with new developers clear cutting large areas of land
• Protect more trees

• For every tree cut, must plant five 5-year-old trees elsewhere
• Protect all trees
• Don’t access value by arborist because you can’t

• Cyclists attitudes towards pedestrians

• More enforcement needed

• Increase global warming so the winters are no as cold!

• How does one differentiate street stress from plain old trees?

• Enforce the rules of the road for bikes and people, downtown is a
mess. J walkers everywhere,, bikes going through red lights, on
sidewalks etc..... bylaw is a joke.

• is there a policy that is enforceable in place?

• More frequent transit. Covered bike parking. Priority to bicycles at
junctions.
• Need more places to cross the railroad tracks. The current crossing
zones are too far apart and discouraging foot and bicycle traffic.
• Pedestrians and cyclists do not mix. Cyclists should not be allowed on
pedestrian walkways.
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Tourist Homes

• Please keep curren bylaw. Residents bought into a neighbourhood.
Unfair to take that away with extra traffic and noise.

• Only in “Some” areas

• Approproate in commercial areas.

• Yes because it augments exisiting hotels, B&BS, etc.

• Not in subdivisons, they create parking issues, noise.

• Everyone because hotels are too expensive

• No we need housing for residents

• Absolutely Not

• If real estate wasn’t so crazy people wouldn’t resort to this to pay their
mortgage.

• This is the toughest question and will need a great deal of work
to ensure Hotels don’t lose their income, perhaps they could stop
collecting the room tax that they keep.
• I do not support tourist homes in residential areas.
• In areas where hotel, lodges and commercial development is already
established or planned.
• In Three Sisters and SilverTip and units in Kananskis Way. They
do not belong is establised neighbourhoods. Tourist homes are a
commercial use and should only be allowed in commercial districts.
• Tourist homes are not appropriate in residential neighbourhoods
because those homes are commercial enterprises. The issue
is enforcement of the current bylaws. Anyone caught using an
unauthorized dwelling as a tourist home should be fined $5,000 for a
first offence and $10,000 for a second offence.
• I think AirBNB and VRBO should be allowed for owners who live in the
community. This could be regulated and there are other communities
doing this - Revelstoke and Tofino - as examples. With the high cost of
home ownership in Canmore, I would like to be able to rent my spare
room on airbnb or my entire house when I am away on vacation.
• In areas with adequate parking, some discretionary in existing
neighbourhoods.
• The current limitations on tourist homes seems very reasonable.
Canmore should not create more tourist home zones. In fact, the
town needs to significantly enhance efforts to enforce the current
bylaws in order to shut down operators of illegal tourist homes; and if
excessive noise is a problem three times with an existing tourist home,
the operator should lose the permit to operate a tourist home because
they have been unable to screen renters. Also, tourist homes should
pay higher taxes.

• No, reduce incentives, a waste of precious space, makes our town feel
empty
• You will probably have to adopt a strict by-law regulating short-term
rentals if you want to keep tourist homes out of any particular area.
Maybe allowing more inns and hotels in appropriate locations to take
up more of the demand would help.
• Literally EVERYWHERE. Tourism is our #1 industry and we need to
accept that. I live in a very residential neighbourhood, and I would have
no problem if some of my neighbours wanted to Airbnb or there were
some tourist homes (what’s really the difference between them and
second home owners...except the tourism homes would be occupied
more :)
• AirBNB and VRBO should be allowed for owners who live in the
community. This could be regulated and only allowed while the
homeowner is away on vacation. With the high cost of home
ownership in Canmore, I would like to be able to rent my spare room
on airbnb or my entire house when I am away on vacation. There
could be taxes and regulations around this . Why should my home
sit empty or pay a housesitter to come when I could add to the
accommodations available during peak holiday time.
• Tourist Homes are only appropriate in areas where visitor
accommodation is a permitted or discretionary use.
• There should be no Tourist homes in Downtown between 3rd street
and 17th Street Tourist homes should not infringe on long term
residences.
• Kananaskis way, newer developments such as three sisters or spring
creek. Keep them out of larch, cougar creek and downtown
• Anywhere

• Where local residents are offsetting the high living expenses here. Not
for non resident individuals.

• Tourist homes have no place in residential neighbourhoods, the sense
of community is lost

• Larch Area is close to great recreation locations, it is an older district
and should be considered for the above purpose

• Only in brand new subdivisions, where owners live at the same time as
guests. Same as for B & B.

• Need more long term housing, not tourism homes. That is what hotels
are for. Keep tourist home rules and locations as is.

• Keep them along Kananaskis Way

• Not in R 1 neighbourhoods.
• We need to make more long term housing available. We f that means
eliminating or reducing restrictions on tourist and recreational
accommodations so be it. Service level employees need to be able to
afford to live somewhere in Canmore.
• Nowhere! There are numerous options for short-term accomodation
but not enough available long-term housing.
• Appropriate within easy walking distance from downtown, or if they
have enough parking on site to allow for the number of tourists
visiting. There should also be a maximum number of days able to rent
out a tourist home in a given year and a maximum to the number of
guests allowed to stay there each night.
• Only in brand new subdivisions.
•

Not in apartments/condos. You’re just asking for complaints.

• only in designated non R1 or R2 areas
• Only for primary home
• No exclusive tourist homes
• Places where parking is not an issue

• I’m not sure there should be any particular areas in which tourist
homes are or not allowed. I am leaning more towards basing it on
1) operator must live in the residence, 2) residence must be of a
minimum square footage, 3) absolutely no street parking associated
with the operation, 4) homes must be taxed accordingly, with a %
commercial component so as not to create that unfair advantage, 5)
review/revocation of licencing upon receipt of verifiable offence
• IF this expands into current residential areas, make the rules for
opening a tourist home the same as a BNB (parking rules, etc.).
• Tourist homes should be in a location separate from long term
residences. Short term rentals are disruptive to established family
neighbourhoods. The current locations near hotels but walking
distance to town is appropriate.
• Tourist homes, if any, should be restricted to new areas, and also by
number. I am also supportive of a significant vacancy tax, for people
who do not have this as their primary residence.
• the Way these surveys are worded are infuriating and leading and
leave council and the mayor the interpreters of them and allow for the
spin as they wish. Having suffered the mayoral pronouncement after
the Iipsos Reid survey do you think we do not have your number by
now?

• Tax Airbnb via permits
• Manage by a company to ensure there is control of the properties
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• only in certain areas .. not in residential areas limited . with strict
regulations must pay taxes like hotels..must follow noise bylaws, and
have adequate parking

• The same way that businesses operate in residential with consent
of neighbouts and going through permit process. Airbnb should go
through this process

• They can be allowed in commerical areas. They charge by the night
so they are commerical. They should not be allowed in Residential
Neighborhoods. People didn’t buy their house with a hotel/motel
beside them. Again they should have a license so they follow the
bylaws of the town.

• Pay taxes from airbnb, have inspections like B&B

• Within Tourist home zoned areas, which I don’t believe should be
increased. It is hard enough to find long term accommodation in
Canmore, and airbnb’s take away any incentive to provide longer term
rentals. Current residential areas should be left as is.

• ok in non residential areas or when homeowners live there too

• Everywhere
• They should be allowed and not by area, but rather by ownership.
People should be allowed to use a single space in their own home
that they live in. Do not allow this for people who do not live in their
homes, and allow only 1 listing per home. Require a permit or tax to
make it fair and include conditions such as parking (similar to the Bed
& Breakfast model). I use AirBnB when I travel and love it and would
not mind it in the R1 part of Canmore that I reside in if conditions were
required.
• Don’t want any in my R1 neighbourhood
• Anywhere. When I travel I don’t want to be around other tourists I want
to experience the town or location i’m visiting.
• Only in areas where commercial use is already permitted. Never in
residential areas.
• Locals should be allowed to rent their house for a few days/weeks
a few times per year when they themselves go on holiday. Full-time
airBNB/VRBO type units should not be allowed in detached houses or
residential neighbourhoods. Clearly, if people make &gt;$10000/month
with houses listed on airBnB, this must be one of the main contributor
to the never ending upward market in the last few years. AirBnB should
be allowed in condo-type areas or buildings, such as Kananaskis way.
• Tourist homes should not be close to downtown or other established
and lively residential areas
• Tourist homes should not be allowed in residential neighbourhoods.
They are a commercial enterprise and should only be permitted in
commercial districts - if at all. Downtown there are many people
renting out their whole houses/townhouses and it does not feel like a
community when many of your neighbours are just a revolving door of
people on vacation. Parties and noise control are also issues. Please
enforce illegal Vrbo/airbnb more.
• Everywhere
• Nowhere
• Only in condo-hotel style apartments or isolated homes with no
neighbours.
• Only near tourist attractions
• Tax them at a fair rate or/and require a permit
• Do not allow them until everyone can afford to live here
• People who own property are not obligated to provide rental housing
to cheap, low income earners. The is the Town and Province’s job.
• Yes in commercial zones as the existing bylaw says, but enforcement
is not common.
• Only is designated areas. Not in residential where they become a
nuisance to noise and parking
• Only if owner is living in the unit at the same time. Helps to keep noise
/ damage in check - no absentee landlords
• I want to see a large deposit that they lose if there is an RCMP call
• No changes to exisiting regulations. People bought in residential areas
and don’t want to move!
• If you are a primary resident and vacation for several months you
should be able to rent your home out
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• For full time residents that rent out a portion of their home
• Only in condensed area of town in walkable / public transit access to
downtown
• Interiors are too bright at night in commercial areas
• Parking not an issue with tourists, it is with renters
• Allow everywhere, no reason to limit
• more availability everywhere
• Yes, preference for secondary suite though
• Limit on a case-by-case basis
• Yes but need strict parking rules
• Keep where they currently exist, don’t extend because it hurts hotels
• Better control and enforcement. Maximum fines for owners who
disregard bylaw.
• I like it as is
• That have fanily especially, I would like to see a break for families for
support this community
• Taxing
• Offer a fair and reasonable license system, why tax for the entire home
when just renting out one bed
• By treating them on a case-by-case basis
• Need more enforcement for illegal suites
• Oaky as long as they are carefully managed.
• In residential areas, just like in the rest of the world, particularly in
highly sought after locations like Banff and Canmore. This is how
people travel now, a mix of hotels and homes is needed. And who
ever said that tourist homes compromise housing affordability is
misleading people. The location, the views, the lifestyle and foreigners
with money has driven up the housing sales market.
• Yes. We live in a tourist town. Tourism and construction are our
business drivers. Canmore is already over regulated in this area.
Allow more tourist homes in new developments.
• I’m all for allowing a controlled number of properties in residential
areas. They should be subject to the commercial tax rate and ensure
they have the appropriate amount of parking on site and are safely
constructed and maintained. Additionally the town can apply an
additional transient occupancy tax to all booking to generate additional
revenues to fund affordable housing projects.
• Sometimes I think we do not have a housing problem we have an
allocation problem. I think people that are foreiners that own homes
here should be paying hinger taxes!!! IN BC even if you are out of
provine you pay higher taxes ...Why not here??? These foreingers
should be paying for affordabe l housing not the local taxpayer.
• Not the Peaks of Grassi. We are already squished in.
• Tourist homes are not appropriate in Canmore as they detract from
the hotels and B&Bs which pay taxes for providing accommodation.
Residential neighbourhoods are not the place for the continual
comings and goings of tourists who don’t have a vested interest in
maintaining and respecting the integrity of the neighbourhood.
• I do not think my neighbour in residential areas should be allowed
to permanently change the area i bought into. Thinknthe question is
how many days should an owner be able to do airbnb in a residential
area. 0 day, 10 days, 17 days - how is that taxed? Pls do jot change
my neighbourhood by makingsmall hotel rooms permantantly in my
residential area
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• Hotels are for tourists... tourists should not be housed in homes in
residential areas. Reduce and restrict the number of pt residents
in residential areas.., unless they rent to ft residents. We must to
something to ensure that our teachers, plumbers, nurses, etc can
make Canmore their home to raise their families... not
• Current rules seem okay.
• Should not be allowed in multi-family dwellings as they impact
everyone who shares facilities, but in terms of areas they shouldn’t be
restricted.
• no
•

The current limitations on tourist homes seems very reasonable and
can be applied to new areas of growth within the town. The challenge
is compliance and enforcement of the existing bylaw which is often
left to full time residents to report homes currently zoned for tourists
as a nightly rental. Excessive noise, traffic, potential for increased fire
hazard are all challenges and concerns for full time resident living next
to illegal operators.

• Tourist homes should not be permitted in existing residential
neighborhoods, which often lack the infrastructure to support parking,
etc. Any areas permitting tourist housing should come with a steep
increase in property taxes and a requirement to have commercial
insurance. Tourist homes should never be permitted in residential
duplexes because we often have shared back yards and driveways,
so there is no way to physically separate yourself from the barrage of
nightly rentals.
• Keep the current bylaws and enforce them. There is plenty of tourist
hotel, B&B, etc capacity in Canmore under the current bylaws. Tourist
homes in areas not currently designated as such produce terrible
negative effects on neighbourhoods - especially if tourist homes are in
attached units. Imagine 50 different vehicles in your adjacent driveway
wth 100+ different tourists for 75+ tourist day stays in 6 months. Is it
quiet, is it safe, is it easily regulated? Of course not.
• Not sure we need any more tourist homes
• They should be limited to new areas where they can be part of the
plan.
• Airbnb should be allowed for primary residence owners. They should
be regulated fairly. In residential areas, with owners being home, this
shoukd control noise issues, etc. When homeowner away on vacation,
there should be no bookings allowed as no one there to monitor
guests activities.
• I also think full time home owners who reside in Canmore should have
the choice to use their extra rooms or suites as rental, tourist rentals,
Airbnb. I don’t see the sense in penalizing home owners to supply
rental accomodations, which is something the TOC has failed to do.
Don’t downlaod the problems and failures to supply rental housing
onto full time home owners.

• keep the current approach of restricting tourist/short term
accomodations to specific areas eg: Kananaskis Way. neighbourhoods
were full-time residents live should not have to bear the disturbance of
airbnbs etc.
• Yes, tourist homes evenly throughout Canmore creates a cohesive,
stronger community, one that isn’t based on fear. The people renting
an airbnb are often families & couples who are yearning to experience
the community they are visiting. Tourist homes are not creating the
affordable housing issue. The reason housing is so expensive in
Canmore is because we do not have regulations on foreign/ out of
town buyers. Families wanting to rent out their suite may need the
income to afford their home.
• I live in a Larch cul-de-sac where my neighbours rented out their house
last year (air bnb) and at times it was very obnoxious with loud outside
party crowds or kids that seemed to think playing in my yard was
totally OK. Wasn’t happy
• Areas that currently have hotels
• Should be available through the Town. But regulated makes sense for
town and residents
• Not appropriate at all. B&B are a reasonable option for people seeking
supplemental income. I support Town’s effort to control tourist homes.
• There should be a 5-10 year ownership before its allowed to become a
Tourist Home.
• As a young family trying to enter the market...I think primary
residences should be permitted to Airbnb at least one room in their
otherwise occupied home. Mortgage rates are climbing and this town
is becoming more and more unaffordable for the working middle
class family. I wish these rules would lighten up. Supplementing our
mortgage by Allowing short term rentals would provide a lot
• Airbnb would provide a lot of financial relief for the average person
trying to make it in Canmore. If it’s. If it’s your primary residence you
should not be permitted to short term rent your whole place. That
impedes the local rental market more.
• Make regulations easier for Airbnb, helps with mortgage payments
• No air B and B in r1 areas.
• Keep monitoring Air b n B, they should pay municipal,town tax

Bed & Breakfasts
• Seem ok, there is not too many and they do not cause a disturbance
like Air B&B type rentals can.
• i really have no knowledge of present regulations, but I have no
problem with registered B&Bs
• Keep them the same.

• Airbnb should be allowed for home owners who have an extra room
or suite. This would really help offset the cost of the owners, making
it more realistic to live in Canmore, instead of having to leave. This
should be allowed for only full time resiidents. I don’t think secondary
home owners should be allowed to have there homes be used as
vacation tourist accommodations.

• Good existing B&B bylaws, but there should be at least 5-6 lot spacing
being B&B, and definitely keep them to 2 bedrooms (other than the
bedroom for the owners).

• Please keep them in new areas. We have a tourist home on our street
and we are constantly asking people to slow down as they drive
quickly down our back alley. If they lived here, we would only have to
ask once. Also my husband starts work at 7 am and is up at 5 - not
great to be having hot tub parties all night next door. Please keep the
parties and speeders together away from us.

• I am not a bed and breakfast operator but the current rules sound
reasonable to me. I think some of the same rules around living in the
home, and the max number of bedrooms, could be useful for thinking
of an airbnb framework.

• “Yes”. All homes should be permitted to host tourists, provided no
noise, parking, or related bylaws are violated. Town of Canmore should
issue licences and tax tourist homes to acquire properties to operate
affordable housing for employees. I think hotels and other groups
opposed to this efficient use of the existing infrastructure are really
trying to restrict supply for their own commercial gain.
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• Discretionary seems reasonable. Parking is important, since most
visitors will have a car.

• It seems like Canmore’s B&B bylaws are already logical. I especially
like the minimum 4 lots between B&Bs and the maximum 2 bedrooms
per B&B. I would like to see more parking required per B&B, but
the problem with that is trees would have to be removed in most
instances.
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• Discriminatory as some single family housing in the Peaks is not
zoned. The landscaping ratio is too high as most lots are small.
Please have a look as to what Fernie did. They reformed their B&B
regulations by changing them to simple rules for every primary
residence. If you want to keep family homeowners in Canmore, short
term rentals would allow some breathing room in a Canmore Style
Mortgage which is high! Home owners would still have to qualify for
the mortgage on their own
• Okay....
• I don’t know anything about them but think given the need for housing/
parking etc. B&Bs should be limited.
• They’re fine
• n/a
• Dont care
• All good. Any more density on streets will create parking problems.
• Getting pretty sick of the Airbnb party houses in family
neighbourhoods, the extra cars parked outside residents houses, and
the removal of rental accommodation for locals
• Continue to maintain lot distances, front yard landscaping and max
number of beds. Also continue to crack down on VRBO/Airbnb as they
are not paying the appropriate taxes as bed n breakfasts are.
• keep clamping down on air bnb’s to ensure fairness for the bnbs who
follow the rules
• Keep the same, the rules are strict enough to keep the numbers of
BNBs in check. The same rules should apply if you want to expand to
have AirBNB.
• I am fine with bed and breakfasts in that there is an owner / operator
on premises. I have never had problems with B&B - I have had negative
experiences with AirBnB -ie neighbours renting out their entire home to
disrespectful losers.
• They are too stringent
• only in certain areas
• There needs to be better inspection for these properties. Perhaps a
“surprize” inspection in the evening would help. Hire someone just to
to this and work a late shift.
• Existing guideline ok / AirBnB should have a separate bylaw
• I think they are outdated and need to be modernized. Link them with
Tourist Homes - its the same thing. I was declined a B&B license
because I had a small kitchen - seemed archaic. They told me if I tore
down the upper cabinets I could have a license. Time to modernize
and recognize what a modern B&B looks like (AirBnB, VRBO, etc).
• I have no issues with this.
• Licensed B&Bs are okay if they are kept to a minimum per
neighbourhood. Current regulations are fine.
• Should provide out-of-street parking
• Short term rentals/Air bnb should be allowed if it’s the owner’s primary
residence.
• place a cap on B&B until vacancy rates are higher
• Adequate. Keep up the good work.
• They must provdie the parking in front of or on thier property
• Parking continues to be an issue in this town. Permanent residents
have more than two cars. Their tenants have more than two cars. And
often visitors have more cars as well. On site parking is a must for
bed and breakfasts. Remember folks don’t use their garages for cars
anymore...
• I think they have worked well and do not need any adjustment
• As long as they are paying the appropriate taxes the existing
regulations seem fair. We own in the lodges and pay commercial tax
however, can not live and/or rent full time. Would like to see full time
residence allowed.
• Okay..
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• Generally good regulations, though I don’t see that there needs to be a
distance between them if the number in any district is limited anyway.
• The total amount should be limited in a specific area i.e.: so many per
street or per square mile
• I do not have a problem with the current regulations as stated. I
would like to see periodic site inspection by the town to ensure the
regulations are being adhered to rather than it being self managed by
the Owner.
• For B&B the owners MUST live on-site and be on site for the entire
duration of the guests’ stay. Some operators are trying to outsource
the B&B operation to staff and then it just becomes a fully commercial
operation, which doesn’t belong in residential neighborhoods.
• Too restrictive, and don’t facilitate the maximization of the use of
partially vacant housing in the Canmore area. There should be no
more construction or expansion of hotels until such time as other
existing short term accommodation avenues are fully exhausted.
• Canmore’s current licensed B&Bs generally operate in a manner that
doesn’t disturb neighbourhoods so why change this part of the bylaw?
It seems to be workign well. Airbnbs and VRBOs are a different story
- the crack down in 2017 was effective, and town needs to stay on top
of unregulated short term rentals.
• It is unfair to restrict B & B’s to only some of Canmore’s residential
areas (TeePee town is not part of this zoning currently, as I think the
town is embarrassed by their own roads here). More B & B’s would
be wonderful, as they are an incredible way for people to experience
Canmore. More parking and 50% yard landscaping are contrarian.
Providing bike rental & parking would be a fair replacement to parking.
• Assuming that limits to parking and that the owner MUST live at
the home are suitable. With the increased inventory of Visitor
Accomodation units new licenses to B&B should be limited.

Employee Housing
Employee Housing: Question 1
• Tax payers should not be subsidizing employee/affordable housing. If
an employer wants employee housing then they should buy a property
to house their staff. Employers would retain their staff for longer if
they paid a higher wage and offered benefit - the local government
should not be subsidizing employees who are not paid a proper wage.
• As a tourist destination, we need our local businesses to be properly
staffed to give these tourists spending money in our community a
good experience. If people don’t have accommodation, they will not be
able to work here.
• Our economy is Tourism, we need the staff that service the tourists
that come to the area and want to leave something other than
footprints.
• Important and should be concentrated along transit routes, major
throughfares and downtown core.
• It is not important. This is not an issue that Canmore can solve.
Affordability is not the purpose of local government.
• Most employees cant afford canmore rents so as a business owner,
im forced to pay a higher wage to keep employees.
• They people who work here need a place to live. Businesses can
only thrive if they have enough staff and gain efficiency through low
turnover. Some businesses provide housing, but it is reasonable for tax
money to be used for employee housing, to assist in the affordability
for low wage earners.
• Employee housing is important. these people will shop in town, send
kids to our schools and keep the community going. Too oftern large
houses stand empty most of the time and when the owners do visit,
they bring their own stuff and do not really support local businesses
• Very important. I do wonder how much overflow from Banffs
employee/housing shortage ends up in Canmore
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• Employers should ensure that their employees have a place to live.
• Of course it is, our economy depends on it. Young families are moving
to Cochrane. We are losing our work force slowly.
• Your Website states, “Employee housing is intended for people who
work in Canmore for a minimum of 20 hours per week.” Yet the Town
of Canmore’s current EH policy is for people who work in the Bow
Valley not just Canmore. Is the Town of Canmore changing its EH
policy or is the information incorrect?
• It’s important but who pays for it ?
• Of course it is important but not mandatory and should not be tax
payer money.
• Extremely important to house employees. If they cannot find a place to
live, they cannot stay and work.

• Employee housing only makes it harder for Canmore local workers to
gain stability. It also makes workers live at the mercy of employers.
Better solution would be more affordable housing for Canmore locals.
• Very important. Rent should be subsidized by the Province. The
Woodlands is an excellent example based on income.
• There should be a rent control group to oversee rents in Bow Valley.
Rent should be used as employee expense credits on provincial tax.
• Very, wages should correspond with that is needed to cover cost
of living. Subsidized housing should be available for low income
individuals who work.
• Critical to economic well-being of a semi-resort community.
Businesses need access to staff and staff need secure housing.
• Businesses should pay for staff housing not public money

• It enables Canmore to function as a society, so very important. More s
important than the next billionaire who whats his next McMansion

• yes it is crucial

• Relieve restrictions on the short term vacation type condos to increase
availability and affordability of long term accommodation.

• Yes we need more rental housing that’s affordable

• Employee housing is critical.
• Dumb question. Of course it is needed.
• stupid question, rich weekenders don’t wait tables
• Very
• A bandaid technique for housing shortage at the low end. This policy is
not required if you fix shortage at the affordable end
• Needed for minimum wage workers to stay here
• So important, no need to ask
• Very important, but the current direction will not work. There needs to
be more employee housing permitted in more areas of town.
• Why does not a development like SPRING CREEK have an offering of
Staff accommodation?/?????????? We need more suites and available
accommodation for staff and NOT IN THEE DOWNTOWN AREAS???
• Very important.
• Employers should be on the hook for providing some employee
housing over a certain number of employees. Taxpayers shouldn’t be
responsible for the TOCs continual failure to enforce this
• essential.
• Yes. But it is not a Town problem - it is a business problem. Change
the rules for employee housing - every business with more than X
number of employees must provide housing of some kind.
• Employee housing is very important - otherwise we wouldn’t be having
this discussion.
• Rental housing and plenty of it with minimum stays is the only way to
save it now
• We need affordable housing for all walks of life. Teachers, RCMP and
all service industry workers. Everyone needs “Starbucks” or “Timmies”
so we need a place for them to live.
• Essential, and badly needed. We need zoning changed in the
downtown core and Teepee Town to allow for higher density. Teepee
Town is the perfect area because development is only just starting to
happen there. Get it re-zoned before its too late.
• very important! If we can not have affordable spaces - how can people
work here?
• employees keep the town going. If our housing is not there everyone
suffers
• Important, but i believe a that employers should have most of the
responsibility for employee housing.
• Extremely. Do you think all our waitresses and waiters own houses. If
they leave our town dies. Seriously?
• It is important. Why is this even a question?

• Yes we need more moderately priced housing too
• If the Town thinks this is important, then invest its own money. Let
hotels and businesses provide funding not residents taxes.
• PAM model needs changes the price is not obtainable for rental
• More rental housing first
• Need more apartments instead of townhouses
• What is currently affordable is not in reality
• 1. Paid by the corporations
• 2. Paid through zoning to get more apartments
• It is the core of having a real town and not just a resort staffed by
temporary workers.
• Very, and more needs to be done to provide it. Allow more suites.
Allow people to rent out rooms in their homes to help with the
mortgage.
• Employers need to be responsible for their employees in this town in
some way. Currently the town expects it’s residents to subsidize the
low income housing market and that is wrong.
• Very. As a tourist town the majority of jobs are entry level service
industry. These jobs are vital to our economy yet it is so hard for these
workers to afford to live here. I have known several good employees
who have left the town because it is too difficult for them to find
suitable housing.
• Very. As a tourist town the majority of jobs i
• Why not use the banff model Where the businesse have to provide
the housing.?? Also known fact lowere cost housing increases crime
rates.The taxpayer should not be on the hook for this.
• If people can’t afford to live here we all lose out on essential services.
If this isn’t addressed, expect longer wait times and lower quality
customer service. Look at Whistler, the resident and visitor experience
has diminished a great deal more that is too busy and so hard to find
rentals.
• The creation of affordable housing is important but should not affect
market housing adversely
• Extremely important
• Employee housing is critical. Many are seasonal workers and they
need short-term rental options. Dorm-like accommodation with shared
kitchens and secure, individual bedrooms would be one solution.
• It is very important. There needs to be some dedicated housing units
• It is important. But I resent it that my neighbour knocks down an older
home that housed 5 young workers to build a 2 million dollar home
that sold this winter for a weekend home and is hardly used. And then
I pay higher taxes because other people need a place to live when my
neighbour is making huge profits. This must change. Trailer parks are
a wonderful way to provide housing. Where is ours going?

• Very important
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• Employee housing is important, but should be situated in a lower rent
area than Canmore. Why do employees need to live in a high rent
district? Market rents are market rents. I would like to live and work
in Maui, but I can’t afford it! Maybe employee housing can be in Dead
Man’s Flats? People all over Canada routinely commute much longer
distances to work.
• Build employee housing into a hotel/condo development to start
(too easy). Then, let’s look at WHY we have an affordable housing
issue and then address that. I think the people of Canmore deserve
a comprehensive, unbiased study of WHY we have the affordable
housing issue and long term solutions that address the issues, not just
always trying to put a band-aid on the issue.
• Employee housing is crucial - safe, clean rental accomodations are the
naswer, not more PAHs. MAny employees are transient. They don’t
need to buy a house, they need a good rental.
• Very important. Without accomodation including purpose built rental
we cannot support the volume of visitors that continues to grow.
Employees should have adequate and affordable living space available
to them. If we are able to provide employee as a community local
businesss will be able to continue to thrive and grow. Helping the local
economy overall.

• Employee housing is critical to support the business sector regardless
of whether employees then transition into more permanent homes.
Temporary/seasonal employees also require housing.
• Since we have no other solutions right now, I don’t have a problem with
it
• New working people will never be able to afford a more permanent
home in this town
• It should be a minimum of 35 hours per week. Many people work 60
hours a week just to live here..
• Yes but it should be easier to find
• Sure. Any purchaser for a second home must install an accessory
suite and have it occupied with x months, otherwise pay a large annual
fine which Canmore uses to pay for affordable housing.
• Absolutely
• Yes!
• Yes. If the residents of this town want to continue to enjoy the
amenities we have here (like restaurants, shops, grocery stores, etc.)
we need affordable (and it can be temporary) housing for people to
live in.

• its important for businesses to operate

• Absolutely

• Yes people live in it while they work

• We need a “Y”where youth and people can find temporary
acommodation in town until they can transition into more permanent
housing.

Employee Housing: Question 2
• Yes but it should be easier to find
• Yes, but permanent Home options still need to be a priority for people
looking to stay in our community long term.
• Absolutely it is! It is one of the disbraces of what passes for planning
in Canmore that employee housing requirements have virtually been
eliminated. It has two uses: first, to house an essentially shortterm transient population and second to provide a bridge to longer
term rental or even ownership. Present policies seem to focus on
ownership rather than rental needs are are, in my view largely a
miserable failure.
• yes
• yes very important to keep areas of town where accommodation is
affordable.
• NO. It is no the Town’s job to interfere in the real estate market to find
temporary accommodation for staff. Casual and temporary workers
are not going to afford to live in Canmore. That boat sailed 20 years
ago.
• I suppose, but we long term employee housing as well.
• Employee housing is critical as it is next to impossible to find decent
accommodation in this town. If you are moving here for work you need
a place to land. It can take from 6mknths to a year to find reasonable
accommodations. We need to address the number of empty houses
by 2nd and 3rd home owners and fill our community with people who
live and work here. A need to reside option could be good.
• Canmore employers should be required to provide subsidized
housing (or subsidize rent) for employees being paid under a certain
amount per month (something like minimum wage plus 25%). That
would encourage employers to collaborate to buy land in industrial/
commerical zones and construct dormitories where 4-5 people live
together.
• Can take longer than 30 days to find.
• We need to open up previously approved Area Structure Plans such as
Silvertip to better align these communities with our new MDP.
• Town missed the boat on this issue 25 years ago.
• Yes it is, though i think forcing every lot to have a resident at all times
would be a better solution, but we would have to allow every lot a ADU
• Eliminate the residential restrictions on tourist and vacation properties.
People need places to actually live in for longer than 30 days!!
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• Employee housing is very important, but like the pay to make parking
space requirements go away rule the TOC seems more interested in
taking money to waive certain things that would make employees lives
better
• yes.
• Yes. But it is not a Town problem - it is a business problem. Change
the rules for employee housing - every business with more than X
number of employees must provide housing of some kind.
• Yes but long term rental housing is also necessary. Employees in
the Bow Valley may never purchase a home but want the security of
rentaing on a long term basis.
• Completely, 100% important. Anyone who says otherwise is
myopic and unable to understand that our town has a significant
population segment in the service industry where pay is lower. These
folks deserve chances to establish a foothold and grow with the
community.
• No and if you have ever lived in any no matter how good it iOS a
short term fix that PAH will not fix as the taxpayers should not be
subsidizing mortgages to the middle class or staggering under the
infrastructure and salaries the program demands. I’d you can’t afford
to buy but want to stay you will rent look at the backlash in Vancouver
right now and witness the truth. Millennial are smarter than to get
suckered in to the narket is they can’t ever pay it off.
• we need staff in all areas of Canmore so some kind of affordable
housing would be helpful.
• yes - very important!
• yes there is a huge shortage of affordable housing for people trying to
start a canmore life
• Yes. We need to be flexible as Canmore is a transient, resort
community. This can be managed by differing levels of fees for the
type of housing you’re providing. Maybe it’s cheaper to provide long
term housing and more people will be encouraged to have this over
short term.
• Yes it is
• Yes if they could afford a permanent home haha
• Yes and No. It should become permanent if necessary, based on
income. But I do not agree with PAH housing. My taxes do not need to
go to their shelter forever.
• Yes
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• Yes. Employee housing should be required from employers. Banff
policy is a good example.

• Do not alloe accessory units (secondary suites in established
neighbourhoods.

• No

• Most of the current accessory dwelling bylaws are fine, but there
should only one accessory dwelling every 5 or 6 lots, particularly in the
communities adjacent to the downtown core; like South Canmore.

• yes
• Yes provided by the business owners
• Not unless there area ffordable permanent homes available to
purchase.
• 10% below market value rent is not low enough
• Through business license - oversight town to create the opportunity
for more housing
• Don’t concentrate employee housing in one area (i.e. ghetto in Pallisar)
• Absolutely critical!
• Yes Employers should provide the housing
• More permanent homes cannot be found if they are not affordable..
A community needs long time residents who make Canmore their
home to raise their family and build their professiona. Current housing
prices is prohibitive for many young professionals and trades people
wanting to make Canmore their forever home
• No
• Too late, should have been considered 30years ago, like Banff.
• Definitely. We all need somewhere to land and find our feet.
• Yes, I would like to see short-term housing that allows newcomers to
meet people and find potential roommates and/or an affordable place
of their own. Canmore needs far more monthly rental accommodation
in a variety of forms: dorm-like communal spaces (with independent/
secure bedrooms but common living/kitchen space); studio
apartments; etc.
• It is vital to have affordable housing for employees.
• How about encouraging a cooking/hospitality school to come
to Canmore? Build it at the old Sundance Hotel property. Build a
residence that can be used by students in the winter and summer
staff in the summer months. There is a demand for summer staff and
summer housing but that demand isn’t as strong all year when the
students go back to schools.
• Perhaps we can turn some of that new hotels on Bow Valley Trail into
Employee Housing. Uh oh, too late for that!
• yes, but onus should be on employers that pay minimum wages
to provide subsidized accommodation if they have a certain # of
employees. Don’t use our public parks for building affordable housing.
A shabby patch-up!
• yes or no. For every 10 employees 1 bed should be available.
• tax breaks for businesses that provide more long term beds
• yes

Accessory Dwelling Units
Accessory Dwelling Units: Question 1
• Allow more areas to do this, especially downtown areas where people
are less likely to need cars to get around. The most environmentally
friendly option is to have more people living within exsisting homes.
• Yes. Canmore is in danger of becoming a Town of absentee owners.
I would rstrict thge development of “accessory dwelling units” to
owner-occupied primary dwelling units.
• Parking is already adequately addresses but there will always be more
cars than parking spaces.
• I would like to see Garden Suites (or secondary houses) in backyards
removed from the proposed changes. Too MUCH!
• only where appropriate.
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• Parking is likely to cause a lot of tension, if new tenants park on the
street. The proposed changes seem resonable.
• At least two parking spaces should be required for each secondary
suite.
• Limiting the amount of additional residents will be occupying an area
(new suite and current dwelling). Consider the increase volume on
water, sewer and other utilities. Also taking in account how many new
cars and existing cars are on this property. Parking is always an issue
when you have a house with only street parking and then a family with
2 or 3 cars then adding an additional tenant(s) will have a huge impact.
• Ensure building codes are followed. No on street parking.
• I think they should be allowed more widely then they are currently. the
proposed changes cover that well, though I know many people who
are disappointed by the delays from the original signing and having
to wait another summer before building the suites is ridiculous. They
should allow variances to the current bylaw to accommodate the
coming changes
• NIMBY
• Address affordability problems at the root, not with bandaids
• Issue is that developers profit from building expensive homes, most
for 2nd home owners
• Make non-residents (i.e. people living in Calgary) fix the problem while
bringing their insurance costs down. Require them to have occupied
secondary suites for their property. When they become residents fulltime they don’t need the suite occupied anymore.
• Unit size could be larger
• Basement suites should gave parking avilable on street or lot
• Provide more incentives and make it easy to apply and get approved
• Removing existing residents privacy by the building of two storey lane
properties isn’t fair on those affected. So some consideration should
be given to existing residents rather than the fait accompli mentality
• maybe some signage for people so they understand that they do not
own the street parking in front of their house
• I agree with the premise of these dwelling units - however, parking
needs to be more than one stall required, it needs to reflect the
number of residents. I am on a street with accessory suites, and
there are 2-3 cars per suite (in many cases one per person). I find it
ludicrous this town does not require more parking on site.
• No
• It is ok as long as it only has one suite and not more for an airbnb
rental
• Allow them across the board.
• nope
• Does it matter if money isn’t being made on accessory units? What if
family is living in that space? Do the rules change?
• I get why no accessory units in R3 but what about MHP or MHR? More
parking in Grotto Mountain Village than on Moraine. Be more flexible!
• backyard/garage units should not be allowed
• Make sure the rules are followed, i.e. not overcharging people
• The proposed changes should be applied to ALL zonings.
• Protect old growth
• Annual inspections to ensure all housing meets minimal standards of
safety and health
• Actual enforcement to avoid current non-compliant sitations like single
family units being used as multi-family
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• No suites
• Need enough parking for rental properties on-site
• change existing mother-in-law type suites (no stove, access to main
home) into legal suites
• No units on streets with both front streets
• Set maximum number per street
• Respect R1 zoning because that is what people bought into
• For garage suites, they should only be 1 storey in height.
• Make the setback greater from the side property lines if the building is
two storeys on that side.
• This is a good policy. A few units over garages have been built. Units
are expensive; don’t make sense economically from rentals; people
are building for other reasons. To get more 1 ¬Ω story units allow for
mechanical rooms and shortage on the main level, relax the 6/12 roof
pitch and relax the max 10% lot coverage for all accessory buildings.
Suggest that units should have some level of architectural consistency
with the primary dwelling.
• The biggest problem with all these proposals is Parking!! I have no
problem if the people that have these units PROVIDE THE PARKING
ON OR IN FRONT OF THEIR OWN PLACE!!!!. And do not abuse the
rest of the neighborhood with their tenet’s vehicles all over the block.
I have been in situations where I have live in moderate rental areas
and trades people cannot get parked and unload their equipment
and material in front of your place, elderly people and relatives and
handicapped people as well
• Blow up the architectural disasters and start agaib
• Attached accessory dwelling units in R2 districts makes little sense,
and can be unsafe. Such units would be lower floors of duplexes,
and current regs already allow for 2 renting “roommates”. So there is
little effect on housing availability. Difference is retrofitting a second
kitchen per R2 unit, that effectively creates an R4. If you want to do
this, be honest and rezone R2 to R4 ‚Äì at least the R4 safety codes
would be required for power and ventilation.
• I have no problem with long-term rental units within homes. However,
I object to adding new accessory dwelling units to the yard as this can
often impede the view and character for those who already invested
in neighboring single-family lots. It’s the 2-storey garage units that are
difficult to add in after-the-fact for the neighbours who have to look at
these towering structures.
• Lump accessory dwellings in with B and B’s and limit number of
combined total to same spacing as B and B’s. This will act as a limiter
on traffic and density for folk who have paid to live in single family
neighbourhoods.
• Secondary suites should be limited to long term rentals minimum of 6
months
• Rental of secondary suites should be limited to
• I believe that accessory dwellings are very appropriate. This is the
most sensible approach to help solve the housing crisis, both for
owners and renters. The housing costs of outrageous for a single
family. If that family has extra space in their home to rent out, reducing
their monthly payments and helping provide rental space, it’s a win
win. Also if an owner who lives in their house full time has an extra
room or suite, they should be allowed to rent it was an airbnb, to offset
their costs.
• I like those changes.
• Limit number of accessory suites in a given neighbourhood or block.
In Calgary, certain neighbourhoods have become so packed with
houses + accessory dwelling (esp. granny suite on top of the garage)
that the sun can barely penetrate due to the density of buildings. Legal
secondary suites are an important part of Canmore’s housing stock just don’t let them become too concentrated..

• Consider allowing mixed use. Creating a dwelling doesn’t take away
from the pool of affordable housing. A private garden suite with
separate parking would be a perfect airbnb type suite & depending
on the family’s needs, they may need this to cover the costs of their
mortgage and high taxes in Canmore. Protecting trees is great but it
should apply to ALL developments in Canmore. The residential home
behind my house (with lots of mature timber) was bulldozed to make a
4-Plex with 1 tree/unit.
• Allowing for legal basement suites in residential areas for long term
tenants would be a big help to provide housing for employees. It
would also improve the conditions of these apartments to meet
safety/fire code.
• Could the town more cleartly define”next to neighbours”? 1m, 5m,
10m?

Accessory Dwelling Units: Question 2
• No. Accessory dwellings help create more affordable housing (the
increase in availability of rental units will lower the competetiveness if
the market). A denser population is more environmentally friendly and
make home ownership more affordable too.
• Yes the accessory units should be limited. People buy into single
family neighbourhoods and pay the premium to live in a less dense
environment. Perhaps start with making the illegal basement suites
in town meet all the safety requirements. If every lot in town adds an
accessory dwelling it is going to feel very cramped.
• Encourage accessory dwellings but impose parking permit
requirements and limit the available permits. Tenants without
vehicles and landlords with onsite parking will both gain competitive
advantages over landlords and tenants that contribute to parking
problems.
• No, limiting the number of units in one street is too specific, some
streets may have none and we can’t force owners to create suites.
Suites are expensive and if anyone is willing to build one they should
be encouraged
• There should be no accessory dwellings allowed in established
neighbourhoods. You are never going to solve the housing issue
in Canmore. Do not download this flawed “do gooder” mentality
on neighbours and persons who have purchased homes for the
expressed purpose of living in a single-detached residential area.
• Most definitely the number of accessory dwellings should be limited
along a street; probably something like 5-6 lots spacing between
accessory dwellings. Any more would cause issues with parking, noise
and other municipal services.
• Sure, but don’t the other proposed restrictions take care of this,
especially the requirement of parking? Are you going to count the
“illegal basement suites” too?
• I think the current limits (max of 2 units per) sounds reasonable. I
am more concerned about the number of sprawling suburbs and
developments stretching almost to Deadmans Flats than increased
density and parking shortages. I think we do need to think about the
increased demand on services - we have only one grocery shopping
complex in this town and everyone from the far flung neighborhoods
to down town all utilize it.
• I am for secondary suites but I think we need to be realistic about
Canmore resident’s dependence on cars for access to the mountains
and the difficulty of finding on street parking in some neighbourhoods.
• The number of accessory dwellings should be restricted in the same
manner as B&Bs; there should be 4 properties spacing between
properties with accessory dwellings. The last thing Canmore needs in
accessory dwellings on most properties near the downtown core.
• Yes, absolutely. I don’t think anyone is considering the impact if every
second house add a new dweling will actually do when it comes to
traffic, parking, utilities, garbage pickup etc etc
• Ensure no on street parking for suites/dwellings.
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• No. The proposed changes look good.
• No, they just need adequate parking on the property and well
surrounded by trees or landscaping.
• No. First-come-first-served doesn’t help anyone except those who can
afford it right now.
• So long as there is parking, I don’t have a problem with it.
• Yes of course, but in a number of situations Canmore has densified
neighbourhoods far beyond the limit.
• Hell yes, but what would BOWDA think?
• nope
• Ensure there is enough parking
• Problematic in Peaks of Grassi. Houses have a driveway but
the basement suites add at least 2 cars, no room to get through
sometmes on the road or people block your driveway
• No
• No encourage as many as possible
• No.
• No. If accessory dwellings are permitted in that district, there should
be no further regulation permitting the number of accessory dwellings.
• No
• It would be difficult to argue that one house can have an accessory
dwelling but the neighbour can’t if the allowed number has been
reached
• No suites in existing R1. All new bylaws should be applied
prospectively to new builds. Otherwise, it would be similar to income
or real estate taxes being raised retroactively to apply to your income
or property for 5 years ago. It is not logical, nor is it fair. Families
bought properties and paid a premium for R1 properties, and if this
bylaw is applied retroactively, it will be very unfair. Will the Town raise
levies or taxes from businesses retroactively to pay for housing?
• Why does BOWDA have so much influence over this issue? We need
more responsive answers to affordable housing, such as opening
up the ASPs and ARPs for the 3 primary land owners of our Town’s
resort communities. Where is their affordable housing? Why is
Spring Creek permitted offsite employee housing? Existing residential
communities are paying the price for what developers are not building
in new areas.
• Somehow the Town with the biggest affordability problem in Alberta
is slowest the take action on this issue. Now even Calgary has put the
secondary suite issue to bed. Get it over with.
• of course not
• Same rules as BNBs should be used.
• Absolutely not. Because we are in an affordable housing crisis and the
baby-boomers are not getting younger - it is imperative that we look at
additional housing units.
• Yes if neighbors are affected
• yes, and there should be parking for two vehicles and most people
drive two cars. One parking spot is not enough
• No, absolutely not. We need more affordable housing and higher
density within the town to help minimize potential sprawl.
• No - it should not.
• yes, it should depend on the parking available
• No , unfair, how do you select who gets to do this and who doesnt
• No. Housing options need to be flexible if we want to retain our
valuable service employees. What about allowing aging family to live
in an accessory dwelling? We should be encouraging these things
so we share resources and not just encourage more building. Why
require vegetated yards? Shouldn’t we think about conserving water?
Accessory dwellings should be allowed in all districts.
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• garage or free-standing garden suite should not be allowed. Number
of parking spots should match number of people likely to live in the
suite (eg number of bedrooms).
• limit the livable size of each one but does not seem fair to limit the
number per street
• No
• No, it wouldn’t be fair. One per dwelling, unless there is insufficient
parking
• No, combine all demographics: low income in cougar creek and
exclusive 3 sisters
• No as long as the safety and health standards accommodate
• As long as on-street parking is not overcrowded suites should have
their own parking
• Parking for units cannot block back lawns
• Yes, some neighbourhoods are more condusive than others
• This is a good policy. A few units over garages have been built. Units
are expensive; don’t make sense economically from rentals; people
are building for other reasons. To get more 1 ¬Ω story units allow for
mechanical rooms and shortage on the main level, relax the 6/12 roof
pitch and relax the max 10% lot coverage for all accessory buildings.
Suggest that units should have some level of architectural consistency
with the primary dwelling.
• YES DEFINETLY
• Parking is a major issue. As much as the Town wants to encourage
bus and bikes, the physical layout of Canmore along with the weather
does not allow for year round buses and bikes.
• Absolutely. There is a finite number of people that can occupy a
neighborhood safely and comfortably in North America. Public transit
is not terribly effective when the communities are so spread out. The
majority of us have multiple cars and don’t use bikes in the winter
when snow can build up and limit parking. Canmore is at substantial
risk for wild fires and overloading communities with limited access
(Peaks of Grassi) is a TERRIBLE thing to do (catastrophe waiting to
happen). Wildlife?
• Yes number on a street should be limited
• For Ft residents... okay ... but not for Airbnb or tourists
• Ensure building code is followed, no street parking. Enforce current
rules. There are illegal suites all over town, bylaw should enforce and
investigate better.
• Yes..
• Yes, and accessory dwelling units must have a separate entrance and
be inspected before construction, after completion, and periodically
with random (unannounced) inspections. We have a neighbor with
an illegal basement suite and he manages to remove the kitchen
appliances each time an inspection is pending. The town still believes
he has no basement suite - he’s been hoodwinking the town for years!!
Guys like that need to be caught and fined.
• I notice that a number of people say how it would be unfair to limit the
number on a street but we already do that with Bed and Breakfast. I
think people need to look at the the end of the spectrum and think
about what it would be like if everyone on the block had an accessory
unit or B and B. It would completely change the nature of the single
family neighbourhoods which woudl be very unfair to the people who
live there.
• Yes. Accessory dwellings shoudl be lumped in with Bed and
breakfasts and the current spacing for Bed and breakfasts applied to
both. So that there has to be a 4 lot spacing between an accessory
dwelling and/or B and B so that you cannot have an accessory
dwelling next to a B and B.
• Basement suites should be encouraged providing that adequate
parking is provided.
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• We need to maximize development opportunities! We need to create
more housing! We need to densify! We simply don’t’ have enough
housing in Canmore!

• I think current roof slope is appropriate for the reasons outlined,
though the link to download the PDF is not working on this question

• No, I don’t think they should be. If a person owns their home and has
an extra room or suite. They should be allowed to rent it out or air bnb
it if they wish. It is their property.

• Roof slope should only be 45 degrees & South facing to allow for solar
panel installations. I repeat: only 45 degrees & South facing.

• Yes
• Detached 2 story garages with a dwelling unit on top floor can severely
limit light penetration. Especially on the dark side of the valley, we
must be careful not to create extra-dark zones due to densification.
• Yes - you must limit # of secondary suites on a street due to parking
issues, and risk of over building on a certain street.
• Absolutely not. The town needs to come up with long term solutions
for the higher density living situation that most mature cities come to.
• Yes to accomodate parking and to avoid disrupting the peaceful
enjoyment of the neighbourhood. Long term rentals only in
established residential areas.

• The low pitch roofs are terrible! Make them go away!

• You’re indirectly regulating what you want. This is confusing.
• higher steeper is not better...look at the 1 A and what its done to the
view, and now you will continue downtown...to create a larger mess.
• i dont know
• changing the rules will either reduce the value of “your” property
or your “neighbours”. The current roof height model is perfectly
reasonable.
• The current roof height guidelines create a defined size that respects
the light of the neighbours.
• If this is the case why is the giant unit allowed to go in where the
Catholic church was with little to no parking?
• Current approach is correct as it keeps the mass of the structure lower

Building Height & Roof Slope
Building Height & Roof Slope: Question 1

• Sure, people should have views and privacy
• This approach to roof slope needs to be more simple. I think there just
needs to be one regulations with roofs: Height.
• Don’t have an answer

• Yes
• Just restrict overall height period
• Bylaw is wrong
• Protect sight lines and views by limiting house/building size. Why let
7th and 7th build go ahead? It is going to be so high and block light
and views from Main Street and 7th. Why not stay at 3 stories hight?

• The current trend to build contemporary homes with almost flat roof
profiles is certainly a good money generator for the roofers in town
who have to keep returning to fix leaks that appear with large snow
build ups
• doesnt need to be over regulated. leads to more boring looking
craftsman mcmansion looking houses

• Yes, the current roof height bylaw encourages variety while letting light
into side yards. Removing the restrictive table at the end that conflicts
with the rest of the bylaw and renders it moot would be a good step
towards allowing more contemporary roofs while still encouraging loft
spaces to minimise the impact on neighbours.

• The problem is not roof slope, it is the town council’s use of
discretionary district zoning to do what they want, where they want.
proper zoning and adhering to those zones keep projects that don’t ‘fit’
a neighbourhood out of it. Direct control just puts oversized buildings
where council wants.

• It might be helpful if this issue was further explained, the info provided
for the change proposal is too vague.

• Absolutely. Flat rooves cut out more light, block views and have a far
greater visual impact than sloped rooves. The town needs a consistent
visual style.

• yes. Sight lines.
• Some sloped roofs are so steep that they actually block more views
of neighbours. The town should not approve a dwelling if it blocks
the majority of the primary view of the neighbouring lots. There’s no
reason why the town couldn’t use technology to model existing and
proposed dwelling to ensure a significant proportion of views aren’t
blocked,
• I don’t understand this enough to suggest any improvements.
• I don’t really care about roof slope but building height is a concern. The
building across the street from me totally blocks all light on my unit.
And it is empty most of the time.
• why are steeper roofs preferred? some vaguely defined architectural
“theming”? I’d rather see encouragement of green roofs or solar panel
installations
• The roof slope bylaw seems like a good idea, but the bigger issue
is the town has permitted large dwellings next to much smaller
dwellings, which has completely blocked the view from inside and on
the deck of the smaller dwellings. That is completely unacceptable.
• Roof slope are up to the property owners. The size of a lot and
direction may be beneficial on having low pitch roof. It also doesn’t
impact as much the view and light for the neighbors as some of the
peaks we see in town. Really when comparing the roof approved on
Bow Valley trail for Base Camp and Super 8...It creates more shades
and block the views more than low pitch roofs. A mix of different roof
slopes is welcome in my opinion.

• Looking at other’s experiences - roof slope / view protection should be
enhanced. Especially on a case by case basis where people affected
can put stop-orders on conflicting work.
• So this is the bylaw that allows for the roof slope but adjusts
easement to obstruct views on bow trail....come on people
• Super 8 and Basecamp are absolute disasters. Did any thought go
into the impact their height would have on the people living across
the street? They obliterated their entire views...try standing across the
street sometime. Please don’t let this happen again.
• Not sure about roof style, but building too close from the street, such
as the awful new developments on Bow Valley trail, certainly prevents
everyone from enjoying mountain views.
• The way it is written (very poorly) and applied by the planning
department does protect neighbouring properties. The bylaw simply
and severely limits what you can do with a low slope roof. Create a
bylaw that controls the side yard building envelope / massing next
to neighbouring properties that actually protects the neighbour’s
enjoyment of their properties.
• Respect the view of presently built homes
• Setbacks and slopes are important to the mountain view
• No, failed with Super 8 Hotel
• Enforce and maintain roof heights for neighbourhoods, especially for
garden suites

• A variety of slopes is better for the architectural makeup of the town.

• Stay in pre-existing building footprints

• Yes

• Decks on roofs and second floors impact privacy
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• No flat roofs in commercial and residential

• Keep more space between the houses

• Buildings too big and too close to the road

• I notice houses seem to build to the maximum size of the lot, blocking
the light and views of others. Perhaps the size and height of houses
should better match the nieghbourhood in which they are located. An
older bungalow downtown should not be torn down to built a monster
house that towners over the other bungalows.

• without alley but driveway from street 30 x 20 size
• I think the Town should decrease the building heights allowed in
existing neghbourhoods; newer homes are too big and unaffordable to
the middle class of residents.
• No. The current regulations are too limiting resulting in too many
dormers and lofts. Recognize that 3 story homes should be an option
considering our high land prices, no basements in valley bottom and
desire for double garages (or single garage + gear storage). Raise the
max height, esp. for duplexes and new subdivision neighbourhoods.
Eliminate the 6/12 roof pitch requirement. Ok to set roof height by R1,
R2, R3 and R4. Need to eliminate all the variance fights.
• Ilike being able to see mountains and sky bewteen buildings, i like
steped back development to give a great feel of space on the street
scape. I do not want to see a big change to max height in the Town
Center.

• I support building height and density along bow valley trail (super 8,
basecamp...) We need density close to amenities not clear view lines
for every property. single family zoning is more sensitive to this.
• It is paramount that the town use common sense when granting
approval of a development permit. Developers or individuals should
not be permitted to build any form of structure that blocks more than
50% of the view of the dwelling on that side. Also, all structures should
be required to step down from 2 stories to 1 story at the front and
back; none should exceed 2 stories. Any approved structure should
not be of substantially different size and character than the other
dwellings on the street.

• Under no circumstances must this change. We live in a mountain
community, views of the mountains are part of what makes Canmore.
NOT hi rises or bigger buildings

• Base Camp and Super 8 do not fit in Bow Valley trail. Not sure why
such projects are accepted so close to the side walk and road. Finding
that Heights and roof aren’t consistent around town. Please by
consistent and fair.

• Yes. It is important to regulate roof slopes as well as height to prevent
large ungainly structures that block light and views. Also, cascading
roofs are important to give breaks in the structure.

• Don’t allow developments like base amp and super 8 tight against the
road.

• The current regulations are reasonable and should be retained

• The exact opposite of what was allowed with Super 8 and Basecamp.
Appalling.

• There new places in town that make me cringe - how can that roof line
handle a heavy wet snowfall?

• Have a shrubbery wall between the two properties, or obstructing the
views between windows.

• The roof shape of a 4-Plex built beside a single story residential home
is kind of a mute point. This is happening at a rapid rate in TeePee
town. The bylaw should also consider tree coverage and building
height in addition to roof pitch. Builders are literally bulldozing every
tree in Canmore to make expensive townhomes for out of town buyers
to buy and make the cost of living in Canmore even higher.

• Compared to what? This is a poorly worded question.

• Yes. We all enjoy our view of the mountains and consideration should
be made with new construction to protect the views of neighbouring
properties.

• well you ignored pretty well everything on the 1 A...Super 8,
BaseCamp...and more..

Building Height & Roof Slope: Question 2
• Promote solar to utilize roofline as green energy source
• Higher, new hotels on Bow Valley Trail with very high roofs at angles
are worse as they block out the view
• More low roofs
• Leave more trees. encourage multiplex development over singlefamily homes. Design multiplex buildings so that access to each
unit is on different sides of the building or separated by trees. Build
recessed decks and courtyards instead of cantilivered balconies and
exposed patios that occupants rarely use.
• When Councillors say openly that no one has any right to a view, with
every pro-developer sentiment that inherres in that comment, all is
probably lost on this front. Anyone thinking of buying a property
in Canmore should be advised that the offiial policy of the Town
seems to be that no one has any right to anything that interferes with
developer profits. What is needed is a total change of personnel in the
Planning Depertment and a total change of heart by Council.
• concentrate high density housing to downtown core and do not allow
for any height variances in already established residential areas.

• Please implement a reverse ratio for building height/elevation.
Buildings should be shorter the higher up the mountainside.
• Just have a maximum building height. I don’t care if my view is
obstructed by a roof or a wall.

• less development
• Dont know
• It is getting out of hand. If you let some build a monstrosity, you have
to let others. Small town charm is gone.
• Each area of Town probably requires different regulations given the
diversity of housing, age of community, and existing standards.
• There are already too many restrictions on roof slope and height.
There shouldn’t be more restrictions around protecting views and sight
lines.
• DO NOT ALLOW BUS AND TOURIST PARKING IN R1-R2 RESIDENTIAL
AREAS
• Keep space between houses
• Although no one owns a view, it builds poor community feeling when
someone loses the view they’ve seen for 10-20+ years. It appears
that existing residents just have to “suck it up” and accept. Also, stop
allowing developers to raze every tree on a lot to the ground because
it might take a little effort in their money-grabbing haste to build and
move on as quickly as possible. Trees make a neighbourhood more
desirable; consider Cougar Creek and South Canmore, which looks
more natural?
• no one ones a view.

• Do not allow variances.

• Stop the council’s use of discretionary zoning!

• For instances where a multi-family dwelling (4-plex, 5-plex or more)
is being considered for a property, there should be a require for the
dwelling to step down from two stories at the middle to a single
story at the edge; similar to the concept followed by the Spring Creek
development.

• The developer should be made to provide a 3D model of the project as
well that has their neighbours homes within it. From there, computer
models could show the true affect of blockage of windows, views,
sunlight, etc. Neighbours need to sign off on this.

• The Town of Banff has NO single family lots - luxury has a price.
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• The travesty continues with the ongoing battle for the development
of the lands in quarry pines and pandering to a developer for a few
pay units while despoiling the treasure that is our jewel of a lake and
I believe again impeaching council over this and all the other shady
surveys they want to spin in to looking like public process needs to
happen*
• Reduce the massing next to the side yards. Check out how Banff deals
with it. They have a good method.
• Don’t think roof slope should be regulated as this will impact cost
and simplicity of mounting solar panels. Shouldn’t we be reducing
restrictions for alternative energy options?

• Restrict house height and total sq footage. The trend right now is to
build out the entire lot, but what about keeping a certain perimeter
around houses where there needs to be trees, bushes, grass, etc. In
terms of style, most new builds in Canmore are quite cookie cutter, so
yes more creativity would be great.
• Canmore should enforce architectural creativity! There is no hope for
a consistent architectural style given the existing chaos, so if Canmore
wants any other reputation for arfchitecture beyond confused, chaotic
and truly boring its future will have to lie in maximum creativity and
diversity.
• not at all.

• Do not build 3 stories building 2 meters from the road, such as the
new buildings on Bow Valley Trail.

• Strongly - but in my mind you don’t have any hard and fast regulations
at this time.

• Control the massing of homes along the side yards. Create side
yard massing envelopes to protect the neighbours enjoyment of their
properties

• The mountain arcitecture ideal is very restricted. Open up the design
parameters. Just look at downtown buildings - boring.

• No windows on sides of home that can overlook neighbours - allow a
few feet away
• Increase in-between property distances with infills
• Lower hotel building height allowance on Bow valley trail
• More consistent with building design
• More traditional style
• More style about Canmore heritage
• Decrease allowable maximum height. 2.5 storeys should be decreased
to 2 storeys. 3 storey homes are unnecessary and negatively impact
the neighbours and community character.
• Move the buildings more into the middle of the lot.
• The biggest problem with all these proposals is Parking!! I have no
problem if the people that have these units PROVIDE THE PARKING
ON OR IN FRONT OF THEIR OWN PLACE!!!!. And do not abuse the
rest of the neighborhood with their tenet’s vehicles all over the block.
I have been in situations where I have live in moderate rental areas
and trades people cannot get parked and unload their equipment
and material in front of your place, elderly people and relatives and
handicapped people as well.
• Keep building height low.... and seriously.... what were you thinking
with the new hotels being built so close to the road on BVT - horrid!!!
Terrible!!! So sad!!!
• Less density. Build more duplexes and less 4/5 plexus.
• Smaller footprint of houses with green space including trees
maintained around property.
• Limit height to 2 storeys and consider the impact on neighbours’ side
yards. Consider restrciting decks and balconies that look down into
neighbouring properties.
• New buildings should not be more than two stories high when it would
impinge on the view shed of buildings already in place. Example of
over height being the hotels on Bow Valley Trail that have ruined the
views for all the folks living on the other side of the street.
• If you allow a 3 and 1/2 story 4-Plex to be built next to a single story
residential home, compensation needs to be made. If we didn’t have
mature trees, their second story balconies would look straight into our
backyard. I think they need to have trees on these new developments,
and have some building consideration for what exists around them.
• Consultation with developers and the neighbours being impacted.

Architectural Style
Architectural Style: Question 1
• Commercial should have guidelines
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• A mountain mining town architectural style should be strictly enforced
in the downtown core comprised of the main street and at least one
block in both direction.
• Canmore’s bylaws encourage variety and no one is a greater
proponent than the Town. For over 20 years the Town has only built
cutting edge contemporary buildings. It would be tantamount to failure
to do anything else. Why when the next question highlights nonpermitted signs does the first question not specifically highlight the
bylaw requirement for variety not conformity? The Town has set the
standard, let the public follow if not lead.
• There are likely enough restrictions already. Is a flat roof that out of
place?
• I definitely thing that height restrictions should be in place and
enforced for buildings.
• I feel limiting house height and size are more important factors.
• Some of the better architectural design in commercial buildings in
recent years has strayed from the pseudo historical guidelines. We
shouldn’t restrict quality design as a way to enforce standards on the
lowest common denominator (ie box stores).
• It is far too late to enforce a particular architectual style within the
town’s limits; and there would be tremendous controversy as to the
style to enforce. The jack-in-the-box has already sprung on this matter.
• The architectural styles should be welcome for uniqueness of each
property. There is already enough restrictions. The creativity of
different styles should be welcomed.
• Rough guidelines
• I don’t know what is worse, when a house is so different its out of
place or every house looks the same. Aesthetic should be considered
just like a ugly yard with lots of garbage but too much control and
creativity infringement is sad.
• Very strongly.
• I think there should be some rough guidelines for home design that
fight in with the neighbourhood
• Height, size and setback restrictions, density are all important
• Density/sustainability more important than “style
• Double strong.
• It’s also bad if all of the buildings look the same, see any of the
subdivisions built in Calgary in the last 20 years
• well it used to be better, so “enforcing” now is far too late...
• seems you can build anythig you want
• Please allow / encourage environmentally responsible designs that
are below our standards, like forest cities, forest tower blocks, and net
zero emissions
• I don’t think this is important at all, except in historic parts of the Town.
• There needs to be certain elements enforced (ie. materials) but you
also need to be careful about creating a monoculture look. There still
needs to be diversity to maintain character.
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• The town allows BOWDA TO DICTATE the architectural style
• Keeping Canmore unique by allowing a varied architectural style is
vital to avoid the town looking like a sterilized “Stepford Wives” type of
location.
• not strongly.
• The guidelines should be included in the design and subsequent
upgrades to buildings. Areas of town that had guidelines put on title
as caveats should have those guidelines incorporated into the LUB
so that the town can enforce the rules. This is because we have firms
like Three Sisters that go bankrupt and then refuse to enforce the
guidelines they are legally obligated to enforce. It should not be up to
taxpayers to go to court over this.
• Guidelines should include key features such as height, roof style,
and exterior finishes that confirm to safety standards and do not
negatively impact the neighbouring properties. Having some freedom
with exterior finishings adds character to a neighbourhood. Too much
conformity can be cold.
• I feel we should allow more variety in our architectural style for novel
designs. Ie shipping container houses, etc. I do feel that new designs
must be vetted so that they do not impinge on the views and sunlight
that other people in the area enjoy. This is simply being a good
neighbour.
• Canmore is a tourist town, which drives the economy of the town.
Part of what brings people to tourist towns is the appeal of the
built environment...a sense of character, different from what they
experience at home. Check out Telluride, CO. It is a beautiful place to
visit, with a strong sense of the towns mining history.
• Broad guidelines but avoid creating a cookie cutter look to the town.
• fairly strong but not too crazy
• it shouldn’t
• I don’t feel enforcement should be applied here.
• Varied architecture is critical to avoid what is happening with the
cookie-cutter duplexes and four-plexes in South Canmore. We will
regret that in 20 years.
• Have some controls in place to limit the massing impact on
neighbouring properties but do not mandate a specific style or
minimum roof roof slope
• The town is more interesting if things are different. Mountain
architecture is fine and lovely, but it could get boring if it is all the
same.
• Function before form
• Guidelines drive housing costs up
• Planning rules should be agreed and enforced rigorously
• More variety but restrict height
• Buildings should match Canmore’s rustic tradition. New development
in three sisters and Spring Creek are so beautiful. Let’s get downtown
ones looking the same.
• Allow more diversity and style, all homes look the same
• Maintain hedges / trees on private land so that they don’t block
sidewalks
• All for fences, but not mandatory
• People and developers contorl the bylaws, too many variances given
by planners
• Planners need to say no more
• Stop windows of garden suites looking into neighbours
• This town is attractive because of our enforcement. Current roofs are
poor for solar, promote more green roofs
• Limited to some degree.
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• Have architectural guidelines and enforce them just like is done in a
development. There needs to be an architect working at the town who
can read plans and understand what these buildings are going to look
like before they are approved.
• Yes! The built environment is part of the beauty of our community.
There is still time to get it right, especially downtown. It is a huge
tourism draw if done properly. Look to other towns that have gone
with a certain look, and how it draws tourists. It must be timeless,
and creates a unique character (mining) different from Banff (ski) and
Cochrane (ranching) and Bragg Creek (Wild West).
• For established communities without an architectural guideline, the
Town should not dictate any architectural requirements. Mandate
a building envelope, parking, tree protection, etc. to protect the
neighbors and the neighbourhood. Other regulations like building
codes provide a level of consistency. Diverse communities are
interesting communities.
• Some
• A consistent architectural style is important in public spaces. However,
in residential communities the local builders are just putting up
standard faux timber framed houses that all look the same.
• Some. A general plan needs to guide.
• Individually designwd homes add character but a general
neighborhood plan needs to guide.
• Every home should have two on site parking spots. It would be nice if
there were less cars but the reality is ever home has two vehicles so
lets get them off the streets.
• Consistent architecture is important
• Very little
• VERY strongly
• Existing rules seem okay.
• yes
• The architectural style should be extended to residential
• I don’t believe this is necessary. Let people build what they would like.
• Seems like the big three just build and ask forgiveness anyways
• Diversity in buildings and respect for the land should be paramount.

Architectural Style: Question 2
• Think of landscape architecture and explain more carefully
• Canmore has no coherent character, architectural or otherwise. The
new horror shows on Bow Valley Trail, with no set-back, miserable
designs and units crammed right up to the railway - which the removal
of set-backs was supposed to avoid!
• Stop allowing larger developers to build the same duplex or 4plex for
decades. Require individual designs for each property, half of South
Canmore is identical and built by 2 builders who saved petty amounts
of money on design.
• hit and miss
• Boring. Allow more more liberal designs. The current “mountain look”
is outdated. A colour pallet of brown and brown is not very appealing.
Look at the downtown. Brown and boring.
• I wish Canmore had an architectural character, but there is none. It
should be differentiated from Banff as a mountain mining town. It’s
too late to do anything about the majority of the Bow Valley, but the
main street and one block in both directions should be significantly
revitalized as a high-end mountain mining town.
• uniform and consistant so lacking in creativity
• Rich.
• nostalgic pseudo mountain glued on “trimber” framing, glued on river
rocks, with some timber arches to remind us of our mining past?
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• I like the town buildings, and the guidelines for businesses. We don’t
want to look like another suburb of a big city. For affordable housing,
we don’t need to be too fancy.
• Canmore obviously doesn’t have an architectural character. There is
virtually no evidence Canmore was a mining town. And surprisingly,
Canmore doesn’t come across as a mountain town. Canmore is
simply a collection of miscellaneous buildings.
• You don’t have to go far to see how Canmore’s architectural is going.
Narrow roads, trees planted next to road to only outgrow where they
are...Business allowed to build tall building right next to side walk. It
needs to be revised and corrected.
• A crap shoot. I would rather see multifamily dwellings then these
single family homes that are so tight beside each other. No one
has yards and we just keep getting rid of park land. Stop trying to
make everything so high density. The infrastructure can’t handle it.
Everyone just wants to make money and are not seeing how much its
suffocating the community. The skinny roads in spring creek & bow
valley trail are so impractical. Impassable safely with 2 trucks let alone
when snow lined!
• i believe the overall architectural character to be good in Canmore,
though i dislike the MASSIVE houses and find they take away from the
small town feel.
• There should be STRICT guidelines around setbacks from the streets.
The two new developments on tailway Avenue. ( Super 8 and the other
one) are a travesty. Under no circumstances should development of
this nature be allowed. Period.

• Canmore to me seems to be a very new town. Some from the sixties,
multi family from the eighties and newer more “mountain cabin” style
in recent years. Having stone trim and log timber accents evokes
the mountains. It is important to me to allow for diversity while still
keeping within height restrictions to avoid blocking views. With
very few historic buildings remaining in Canmore it is important
to reference and incorporate our Mining heritage in public and
Commercial spaces.
• Canmore’s architectural character - especially in the newer homes is
sorely lacking and very cookie-cutter. Faux timberframe and railings
abound. In terms of historic buildings, we have very few and that’s a
shame. The Municipal Centre looks nice.
• Under siege by inept council pandering to greedy developers
• low rise buildings, cedar and stone facades
• I don’t see any great mining history in the town. The Town seems to
think it is important but I don’t see it by any of the developers. A new
development going in beside the post office...what is it’s architectural
character? As many condos in a small space as possible. How does
it enhance the town? It is right in the heart of Canmore?
• Here’s some inspiration from a great looking town..https://www.
telluride-co.gov/DocumentCenter/View/126/Design-Guidelines-forBuilding-in-Telluride

• http://mcmansionhell.com/

• Stop allowing repeat designs that are boring and uninteresting such
as the 4plexes that Elk Run is building. They are cookie cutter and add
nothing to the streetscape. You shouldn’t be allowed to build exactly
the same building over and over again. It is monotonous and boring,
and adds zero character to a neighbourhood.

• I don’t think there is one

• Cottage-like for the most part

• loosing its character quickly under the “developer” council

• South Canmore is getting pretty sterile looking. Someone needs to
show Elk Run a few new designs.

• hodge podge
• Turning into an ugly eye sore (spring creek signs should start at the
actual spring creek delvelopment, not main street)
• The peaked condos at first looked different, but now are cookie cutter
clones. Some variety would be nice.
• A mixed mess. There needs to be more emphasis on architectural
character. Recent developments along BVT look cheap and don’t
display enough character. In prominent locations such as BVT there
needs to be more emphasis on achieving character.
• Poor..... Houses are FAR TOO LARGE FOR LOT SIZE...downtown
Architecture too congested..There is NO RESPECT for History in this
town of Canmore. The views are all BLOCKED BY THESE OVERSIZED
MULTI-STORY BUILDINGS!
• Not very much character left, just cookie cutter homes now.
• Quaint
• Too many unique looking older properties are being razed to the
ground to build cookie-cutter contemporary second homes.
• a lot of recent buildings look “sameish”. Sad to see the older homes go
and be replaced with generic fourplexes.

• Modern small mountain town. Apart from downtown core, leave
enough space between street and building. New developments
on bow valley trail killed the small-town feel of that street and the
town in general, that many people love about Canmore. For new
commercial developments within walking distance of downtown, an
underground parking, with extra spaces available to the public, should
be mandatory.
• It was a poor mining town ~ not a lot of worthy architectural history
here to try and re create. Let newer and greener building technologies
and styles be used as long as they do not negatively impact
neighbours enjoyment of their properties
• Old, cheap, and quave box bungalows are being taken over and
created into steep mountain type homes. Nice. Modern architecture fit
in too. Styles change over generations.
• https://www.expedia.ca/travelblog/travelblog/canadians-choosetheir-favourite-small-towns/ As per this link, there is no character...no
pictures of buildings or main St. Very little sense of it being a former
mining town when you come down Main St. In addition there needs to
be more consistency in the character of the buildings along Main St.
so they will stand the test of time.

• Canmore’s style is very eclectic given the fast transition it has
undergone over the past 3 decades. I don’t think the Town should
impose regulations over this - let the market ‘of the day’ decide.

• timeless architecture that adds value to the community.

• residential architecture looks like pages from a craftsman catalog.
boring and generic

• Canmore should focus on its mining heritage and have architectural
guidelines that reflect it. It currently feels very generic. Lots of cookie
cutter 4plexes in South Canmore with no uniqueness or variation.
I feel like Canmore has no ‘character’ that defines it. Do not allow
architecture that detracts from the beauty of the town. There should
be architectural guidelines just like any new development has to
ensure that new buildings ‘fit’ with the architectural ‘feel’ of the
community.

• It has gotten out of hand with the ridiculous steep pitched roofs, the
excessive variances given to height of buildings due to the roof pitch,
which takes away views which is why many came to this town for in
the first place.

• Do not allow buildings that are going to be ‘dated’ in 5, 10, 50 years.
Someone should be ensuring we are getting t

• Privileged.
• Inviting and quaint
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• There are some architectural disasters in town that do absolutely
nothing to keep the mining town vista
• New building on BVT are horrible, so near the road. Stupid!
• mountain style, natural materials
• A mish mash
• Canmore has progressed from a small mining town to a viabrant
mountain tourist town. The current mountain style works well.

• We need provincial legislation to allow the Town’s planning department
to set restrictions on the cost/square foot of a new home. Limiting the
size of a house doesn’t mean that a developer won’t maximize profit
through luxurious finishings.
• I think house size could be limited, specifically for those that don’t live
here full time, if there’s a way to do that. There’s an awful lot of huge,
empty houses for the majority of the year here.
• No. Too many restrictions.

• Really varied and often unappealing. So many huge houses taking up
most of the good real estate land. The developments along BVT are
unappealing and look cheap.

• The lots size and setback requirements should still dictate this.
Keeping in mind fire safety and aesthetic. Being able to hear your
neighbor use the washroom like in certain communities is ridiculous.

• It needs to be defined. A nod to history and local materials and themes
would be wonderful.

• smaller is better

• I don’t think Canmore has a vision in this regard. It seems the Town
is as eager as ever to allow developers to build more hotels and
expensive condo/townhouses eg. on Bow Valley Trail and Three
Sisters and then pin the affordable housing issue on the residents by
saying that a short term rental in their home means they are causing
the problems the Town should be looking at, at a much higher level
than currently.

• No

• A mix of rustic, with strong Western influence. The mining influence
is also important. Simple yet substantive expression. This makes
Canmore different from Banff.

• The lots size and setback requirements will regulate house sizes. If
you are paying millions for a lot you should be able to build the size
you want. Otherwise, perhaps limit the lot size to limit the house size.
• To limit size on houses will greatly increase the sustainability of the
designs, as they are forced to pick only what the residents really need
inside a house instead of the maximum area
• Yes, house sizes should be limited. Including setbacks from the street.

• Mountain resort

• I think it is a positive step provided it is also part of a density mandate.
Having small single family homes on large lots doesn’t help our
housing issues and multi family is a better use of limited land.

• Not mining - this has been lost now

• Yes, limit house sizes, but allow unlimited garage sizes.

• Destroyed! Tear down the old and jam in a triplec!

• Couldn’t care less. There aren’t that many people who want a 5000 ft2
house anyways

• Not a reflection of history. Single family homes are endangered
species
• Building with natural materials like stone and wood
• Square cookie cutter home and condos are inappropriate

House Size
• Yes, especially in the core - walking distance to the town of the south
side of Hwy 1
• Small homes are called apartments, the community cannot afford to
use large lots to build tiny homes. Allowing all Single Family lots to
become duplexes would double the available land use or when new
lots are created they should be smaller with no rear lanes as they are a
huge waste of space.

• Do you mean like a sardine can? Smaller dwellings means more
building and they would still be unaffordable to the average person.
• some houses being built are massive with no obvious control, ruining
streets and the look your saying should be “ followed”
• dont know
• Way too large unless the person lives there full-time
• Develop large neighbourhoods of small homes under 2000 sq ft
• Small homes means lower heat emissions, more land left for nature,
less likely to attract people with entitlement issues, more likely to
remain affordable
• YES. We are limited in spatial growth by wildlife and park related
issues. This is necessary towards higher density housing.

• works in certain areas but not all areas

• Housing beyond 2500 sq ft should only be available to full time
residents

• No. This is a pipe dream and not the responsability of local
government.

• Yes, more smaller houses that are affordable

• House size for new or modified dwelling should be strongly influenced
by the size of surrounding homes. The town should not permit a
monster dwelling on the same street as a number of small to medium
size homes.
• Totlkay support limiting house sizes in all areas of town.
• If you enforce energy consumption per dwelling, then obscenely large
houses would be penalized.
• How about emphasizing sustainability, which is easier for smaller
houses. We need space for our gear.
• No way, what is next? There already a bylaw restricting the size you
can build. It is proportional with the size of your lot. Leave it like it is.
Bigger and more pressing issues in this town than this one.
• I assume there is already a bylaw limiting the size of dwellings
according to lot size and set-back requirements. Dwelling size should
be further restricted on streets where the majority of the dwellings
are modest size. The Town of Canmore should never permit an
excessively large dwelling on a street that already has relatively small
dwellings. Moreover, a new dwelling should not be permitted to block
more than 50% of the existing view on the construction side.
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• Yes, create a tax on empty uits!!
• Yes, you don’t have to go further than the new development in the
three sisters for affordability
• Yes, duplexes are advertised at 1.188 million, this is above living wage.
So who is buying this home? Wealthy out of town folks who won’t
service us.
• Yes, our staff cannot afford to buy here
• Yes limit the size...the monstrosities that remain vacant most of the
year detracts from the community feeling and drives up property taxes
of the people who actually Live and work in this town
• Limiting house size is less important than allowing multi-unit dwellings
and a mix of land uses within a neighbourhood for promoting
sustainability.
• I think this type of limit would have unintended consequences. There
are already so many regulations around building that limiting size
would just add more burdensome regulation.
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• In favor. Monster homes are unecessary. Size restrictions keeps
greenery. If lots are too economicall valuable for small buildings then
duplexes and accessory dwellings could increase the use while still be
smaller than monster homes and will not cause unreasonable density.
• In some areas this concept will w
• Absolutely, the monster second homes that are being erected after
razing perfectly good homes to the ground for the land is obscene;
especially with the massive shortage of affordable housing for the
people who make Canmore function--the workers--and make it one of
the most desirable locations to live in Canada
• should have been done 20 years ago. doubt it will change much now.
bowda will write this section of the LUB - no need to stress TOC staff
• Limit the size. Otherwise we get to be like the city, homes are out to
the extent of the lots and there is no room for landscaping or trees.
• House size on a plot should definitely be limited. Right now the bylaw
allows monsters to be built/occupied by just a small family.
• Completely agree 100%.
• Start in silvertip and add a lot of rental housing with great bus service
and you will learn what nimby means
• yes limit house sizes...how will our services need to be updated when
we have so many huge houses and no green space. No place for a
dog if the house is too big for the lot. More dog parks???
• That is fine, if the house only includes one dwelling unit. The more
dwelling units, the larger the house...
• certain neighbourhoods should have allowances for large homes.
There needs to be diversity between the neighborhoods
• Don’t think this needs to be incorporated. Not sure what this would
solve. Costs are so high.
• If the property values were not so high, this might be feasible. It is too
late for this.
• This would not hurt. Dead neighbourhoods with no one in most of the
huge houses, such as Cougar Point Dr, is quite sad.
• Limit massing / impact of homes on their neoghbours but not
necessarily a house size
• Great idea
• No, sustainable housing design is appropriate to the size of the lot. If
a lot if 24,000 sq ft, a home could be 8,200 sq ft. To limit this would be
prohibitive and unfair.
• Not a good policy to achieve “sustainable design.” For energy
efficiency, consider a minimum standard stuch as Energuide, LEEDm
etc. otherwiseforce affordability in other ways
• Ridiculous and not needed
• Restrict height to maximum above ground level with a fixed sidewalk
width and a minimum set back form the road. Size itself not a major
issue
• Suggest that restriction be implemented to maintain a few trees on
property - painful to see lots completely cleared with all natural trees
to make larger units
• Yes! And please have guidelines for keeping a portion of trees on a lot
when developing. We are turning into a concrete city.
• Keep them smaller. 3800 sqft is too much. 250sqm (820sqft) max
• Limit size and lot coverage to control density
• Totally supportive. Max 200 m2, maybe with the possibility to pay an
offset for homes up to 325 m2.
• I agree.
• Yes, definitely limit house size and the amount of sq ft it can take up
on a lot. Single family homes still have a place in Canmore as this is
what many families want - so please do not zone all areas as R2/R4 as
it will wreck certain neighbourhoods and potentially drive families out
of town faster.
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• Of course we should limit house size to promote sustainable house
design. Dough brainer.
• Absolutely. Smart decisions are needing to accommodate the
amount of people coming to the valley. Build up, not out! There are
smart people out there with great designs. Canmore needs to be an
innovator in sustainable housing.
• I do not feel that thsi building size should be limited too much, the
market needs to decide what it wants. A possible solution is to
increase the side yrd set back to gove a feeling os greater space
• Good plan....
• Never mind that, smaller houses create mountain town atmosphere
• House sizes should be limited - currently we are getting monster
homes on small plots that dwarf the neighbours, block views and do
nothing for the aesthetics of the area
• That would be a good idea as we have many unused huge homes.
• I think this question should have been considered more thoroughly
20 years ago. The amount of huge vacant houses on all the prime
real estate has eroded the sense of community or even the ability
to build/maintain a community. So yes I do believe there should be a
pretty severe limit on house size, but it’s a bit too late for that. Town
counsels of the past and present have failed badly in this regard.
• yes, limit house size. Look at towns/cities that have boomed and
busted - empty mansions! we need to learn from the mistakes other
popular places have made. and as utilities get more expensive, it will
keep the value of a smaller place relevant.
• This should not be required. Between lot area coverage and building
envelop (including height) the size of houses will be limited.
• Mandatory green space in any building permit is extremely important.
The word sustainable here is a bit confusing and potentially misused.
People don’t need mansions, their egos do.
• Market conditions and the high cost of land are already impacting this.
The land price is the same regardless of the house size.
• Balance is always a good place

Public Use, Reserve, & Protection Districts
• Before updating districts, need to enforce allowances in current ones
(i.e. dogs off leash)
• Overpopulation and overdevelopment is beocming an issue because
of lack of enforcement, putting the mountain lifestyle at risk
• More enforcement for natural park districts, environmental districts,
and wildlands conservation districts
• Biological control should be used to keep out invasive vegetation
• Better protection needed
• What is the machanism by which mand moves from one district ao
another? Is there a spot in the pocess which exists for the public
comment? How does the Town take this commentry into account?
• Not enough clarity on the differences between Natural park district,
environmental district, and wildlands conservation district
• Invasive vegetation needs more attention.
• Growth is at the maximum. We don’t have the infrastructure to handle
more growth
• The town is getting too busy
• People who live here and pay taxes are unable to enjoy the
infrastructure - don’t get to enjoy the trails, overcrowding form tourists
• Include trails in all development
• If property exists in wildlife corridor lands, and it is private, the Town
should not interfere with private lands. The Town does not own that
land.
• Make more space for wildlife, they should be priority in development
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• We need to respect them more than letting them go whenveer
someone wants a new development
• undetermined use area should have a definite definition to give
guidance to Council and public
• Grease catchment should start!

Steep Creek Hazards
• Great initiative
• Good
• Don’t develop steep creeks, wildlife corridors, or alluvial pans
• Densify instead of expanding our existing footprint
• The creek should be restored to how it was before, it hasn’t been
• The policy ought to be either: a, perclude buildings on alluvial fans
liable to flood or be swept by slides, or b, have owners sign a waiver
stating that they will not claim funds from the municipal or provincial
government ot remedy damages or mitigate risks unwarranted.
• Avoid a repeat of Cougar Creek where public funds were deducated to
saving the property value of a few wealthy individuals
• Having engineering requirements available are important for future
development
• Hazard level important to know up front
• Developers need to address the hazards
• Develop then mitigate is bad! Don’t develop in risk area to begin with
• Wildife

Other
• You are ruining the downtown core with a new building of course
already “accepted” at 7th and 7th...sos your considerations are “mute”
due to your consistent plan to “develop” the valley for developers not
people
• complete review of upzoning policy - TOC has upzoned affordability
out of town. Increased density has led to declining affordability in
Teepee Town, Hosp Hill, Mineside, South Canmore etc etc. While new
subdivisions large lots sizes pretty much ensures exclusionary zoning.
• The current noise bylaw is way too rigid. 24 / 7 is not acceptable. At
least have a 11-7 quite time but as the rest let life happen .
• Concern about fire safety at Pigeon Mtn: require sprinklers for
development
• Residents need better recycling
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

August 14, 2018

Agenda #: D3

TO:

Committee of the Whole

SUBJECT:

Public Consumption Options for Cannabis and Tobacco

SUBMITTED BY:

Greg Burt, Manager of Protective Services

PURPOSE:

To obtain Council input on cannabis and tobacco public consumption
options.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With the date to legalize cannabis consumption fast approaching (October 17, 2018) the Town of Canmore
needs to decide how it will approach the regulation of cannabis consumption in public spaces within
Canmore. At the same time, there is an opportunity to look at potential changes to our Smoking Control
Bylaw.
A “Cannabis in Canmore Survey” was conducted earlier this year to better understand how the community
feels about the issues so that we can ensure that concerns are considered and addressed in the recommended
bylaw changes.
This briefing outlines three options for discussion that could lead to further regulations regarding public
consumption of cannabis and/or tobacco.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Administration provided an update to the Committee of the Whole on February 13, 2018 regarding the plan
to address effects of the new cannabis legislation. On June 5, 2018 Bylaw 2018-03 passed final reading, which
sets out the hours of the stores and locations where cannabis retail stores may be allowed. While the
province will prohibit smoking cannabis in any place where tobacco is restricted by provincial law, as well as a
list of many other places where children might be present, municipalities may expand on the list of restricted
locations.
DISCUSSION
The Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis Act prohibits smoking and vaping of cannabis in the following locations:



On any hospital property, school property or child care facility,
In, or within 5 meters of:
o a playground,
o a sports or playing field,
o a skateboard or bicycle park,
o a zoo,
o an outdoor theatre, and
o an outdoor pool or splash pad,
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Cannabis cannot be smoked or vaped in any area the Tobacco and Smoking Reduction Act prohibits
smoking tobacco. Therefore, cannabis is also prohibited in the following locations:


In:
o

o

o
o
o

a public place, which means all or any part of a building, structure or other enclosed area to
which members of the public have access as of right or by express or implied invitation
including:
 The common area of a multi-unit residential facility, including patios, pools, other
recreation areas and enclosed parking garages,
 A group living facility,
 An outdoor bus or taxi shelter,
 Licensed premises, and
 A hotel (unless designated by the hotel and conforms to any requirements in act)
a workplace, which means all or any part of a building, structure or other enclosed area in
which employee preform he duties of their employment, whether or nor members of the
public have access to the building, structure or area as or right or by express or implied
invitation, and includes reception area, corridors, lobbies, stairwells, elevators, escalators,
eating areas, washrooms, lounges, storage areas, laundry rooms, enclosed parking garage and
work vehicles
in a vehicle in which a minor is present,
in a public vehicle, which means a bus, taxi or other vehicle that is used to transport
members of the public for a fee,
within 5 meters from a doorway, window or air intake of a public place or workplace.

The Town of Canmore Smoking Control Bylaw prohibits smoking tobacco in hotel rooms.
Earlier this year, a survey about cannabis and how it could be regulated in Canmore was available to the
public. There were 432 responses to the survey. While the results are not statistically valid, this report will
show how the public input was used to create the three options administration is presenting to Council for
feedback.
The Town has several options as it pertains to smoking or vaping cannabis and tobacco in public. Options
are provided below for discussion:
Option 1: Follow the Provincial Regulations (and make a minor amendment to the smoking bylaw to
prohibit smoking or vaping of cannabis in hotel rooms) – See Attachment 2
Canmore could take the “wait and see” approach, and direct administration to return within a prescribed time
(an option could be one year) to report on what issues have resulted in this period. If further restrictions were
to be imposed after the prescribed time education and enforcement could be more difficult.
In this option, only RCMP officers would have the capacity to conduct enforcement as the Town’s
Community Peace Officers do not have the capability to enforce this legislation.
According to the survey (Q7), 45% respondents support the current restrictions on smoking outlined in our
bylaw and the provincial act, and 40% support it being even more restrictive. Option 1 reflects this support.
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Option 2: Amend the smoking bylaw to restrict all smoking and vaping (cannabis, tobacco) in parks,
outdoor bus stops, and hotel rooms – See Attachment 3
Smoking tobacco is restricted in Alberta via the Tobacco and Smoking Reduction Act. It does not restrict
smoking tobacco in playgrounds, sports fields, skateboard parks or bus stops (only outdoor bus shelters).
Option 2 proposes restricting all e-cigarettes, smoking and vaping including cannabis and tobacco in all parks,
outdoor bus stops, and hotel rooms in Canmore. Smoking and vaping of cannabis and tobacco would still be
allowed at many public locations in town (See Attachment 3).
According to the survey (Q6 and Q8), respondents were fairly split on locations where use of cannabis was
acceptable or not acceptable with the exception of public transit stops where 79% felt it was not acceptable.
From an enforcement standpoint, banning all forms of smoking and vaping in specific areas would make it
much easier to conduct enforcement as officers would not have to differentiate between cannabis, tobacco,
and vaping or e-cigarettes. Given that this would be approved via a bylaw, both the Canmore RCMP and
Bylaw Services Community Peace Officers could conduct this enforcement.
In large parks such as Quarry Lake, designated smoking areas could be created.
Option 3: Completely ban the smoking and vaping of cannabis in all public places in Canmore by
amending the smoking bylaw
A complete ban on the smoking and vaping of cannabis would be consistent with the prohibition of
consuming liquor in public places. This option may be easiest to regulate, as it is the current state. We could
consider making changes to it later, if desired.
A complete ban would not include any provincial parks that fall inside of the municipal boundaries.
Administration is currently waiting for a response from provincial staff as to their plans in response to this
legislation.
Nothing in our interpretation of the survey results would indicate that the complete banning suggested in
Option 3 is preferred. In fact, only 24% of respondents thought the rules around public consumption of
cannabis should be similar to the rules for consuming alcohol (Q11).
This bylaw would be enforced by both the Canmore RCMP and Bylaw Services Community Peace Officers.
This option would more than likely require the most amount of enforcement in comparison to the other two
options presented above.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Additional signage would be required for options 2 or 3. This could range from $15,000 to $50,000. In terms
of the need for additional enforcement staff, it is too early to tell if more staff would be required.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The Cannabis in Canmore Survey ran from March 6 – 29, 2018 for 24 days with 432 responses. Since this
survey was self-selected, the data is not statistically representative of the town as a whole; the sample pool was
not randomly selected. The results of this survey should be interpreted with the understanding that it was
issued via a link on the Town of Canmore’s website and social channels, making it accessible to anyone who
wished to participate.
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The survey results indicate a general concern for the impact of second-hand smoke from cannabis. While
most respondents indicate that the rules for public consumption should be more like the rules for smoking or
vaping tobacco, they also point out that there should be less restrictions on consuming edibles in public
(when edibles become legal). The concerns expressed were less about the consumption of cannabis, but more
about the impact of second-hand smoke.
When it comes to allowing consumption in parks and other green spaces, opinion is divided. While the
numbers show that approximately half of respondents would like to see consumption prohibited in parks, the
remainder of respondents indicated there would be some acceptance for allowing consumption or allowing it
in designated areas. The complete results of the survey are provided in Attachment 1.
The Canmore RCMP were consulted and support option 3. Their rationale considered Calgary and Banff’s
public consumption ban. With the newness of smoking cannabis in public, the Canmore RCMP feel as
though having tight restrictions at the onset of legalization would make lessening the rules/laws later easier.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
N/A.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Cannabis in Canmore Survey Results Related to Public Consumption
2) Prohibited Use Areas – Provincial Regulations
3) Enhanced Prohibited Use Areas
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Greg Burt
Manger of Protective Services

Date:

August 1, 2018

Approved by:

Sally Caudill
GM Municipal Services

Date:

August 8, 2018

Approved by:

Michael Fark
Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

August 3, 2018
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Attachment 1

Cannabis in Canmore
Survey Results Related to Public Consumption
Prepared April 3, 2018
The Cannabis in Canmore Survey was an activity to better understand how the community feels about the
issues so that we can ensure that concerns are considered and addressed in the recommended bylaw
changes. The primary objective of the survey was to obtain feedback to help inform changes and updates
to affected bylaws, and input on developing any new bylaws or policies to respond to the legalization of
recreational cannabis.
This survey ran from March 6 – 29, 2018 for 24 days and had a 74% completion rate. The average time it
took to complete was 7 minutes. There were 432 participants. Since this survey was self-selected, the
data is not statistically representative of the town as a whole; the sample pool was not randomly
selected. The results of this survey should be interpreted with the understanding that it was issued via a
link on the Town of Canmore’s website and social channels, making it accessible to anyone who wished to
participate. The survey was conducted using Survey Monkey.

Executive Summary
The survey was divided into two areas of focus:
1. Feedback from the public on the proposed changes to the Land Use Bylaw outlining rules for
new cannabis developments. Results are provided in a separate report (Questions 1 through
5).
2. Input on where cannabis may be consumed in public spaces within Canmore, as it may be
used to update the Smoking Control Bylaw in the future.
Where Cannabis Can be Consumed
Overall, there is a general concern for the impact of second-hand smoke from cannabis. While most
respondents indicate that the rules for public consumption should be more like the rules for smoking or
vaping tobacco, they also point out that there should be less restrictions on consuming edibles in public
(when edibles become legal). The concerns expressed were less about the consumption of cannabis, but
more about the impact of second-hand smoke.
When it comes to allowing consumption in parks and other green spaces, opinion is divided. While the
numbers show that approximately half of respondents would like to see consumption prohibited in parks,
the remainder of respondents indicated there would be some acceptance for allowing consumption or
allowing it in designated areas.
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Detailed Survey Results
The Government of Alberta has proposed that Albertans will be allowed to consume cannabis in their
homes and in some public places where smoking and vaping tobacco is allowed. Use will be banned in
cars, in areas frequented by children, from hospitals and school properties, and from any place where
smoking and vaping tobacco is restricted. Municipal governments may have the ability to further regulate
where cannabis can be consumed.
Q6
There are still a few areas in Canmore that would not be covered by provincial restrictions. Should
cannabis consumption be allowed in the following areas:

Q7
The province regulates smoking through the Tobacco Reduction Act. This restricts where people can
smoke by banning smoking in many areas such as public buildings, near doorways or windows, licensed
premises, or restaurants. The Town of Canmore also regulates smoking through the Smoking Control
Bylaw. This bylaw prohibits smoking in hotels. In an effort to protect children and limit second-hand
exposure, public smoking or vaping of cannabis in Alberta will be prohibited from any place where
tobacco is restricted, as well as in the following places: on any hospital property, school property or child
care facility property, playground, sports or playing field, skateboard or bicycle park, zoo, outdoor
theatre, outdoor pool or splash pad, in cannabis retail outlets. Should the rules regarding consumption of
cannabis in public places be:
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Q8
Please select any places you feel ARE or ARE NOT acceptable for people to consume cannabis:

Q9
We may also need to consider the needs of visitors as we work through whether we would further
restrict areas where cannabis could be consumed. For example, we don’t allow smoking in hotels or many
other public places. As well, places like cannabis cafes or lounges (designed specifically for consuming
cannabis) will not be allowed by the Government of Alberta until the system for cannabis is established
and guidelines for edible cannabis products have been set by the federal government. In the meantime,
where could visitors be allowed to use cannabis?
There were a total of 337 responses to this question and the majority (156) of respondents indicated
consumption should be allowed designated smoking areas with 28 suggesting it should be allowed in
parks. An additional 40 respondents suggested it should be allowed anywhere with 48 suggesting it
should be prohibited everywhere.
Q10
Under the Government of Alberta's Gaming and Liquor Act, people can only consume alcohol in a private
residence, or in a licensed premise, such as a bar, lounge, or restaurant. Consuming alcohol in public
places (buildings open to the public, streets and vehicles) is prohibited. Should the rules regarding
consumption of cannabis in public places be:
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Q11
Overall, do you think the rules around public consumption of cannabis should be:

Q12
How should The Town of Canmore approach cannabis use at festivals and events?

Q13
Do you have any other comments relating to the legalization of cannabis?
238 comments were received with 28 being completely against the legalization of cannabis, 51
supportive, and 65 expressing a concern about the impact legalization will have on the community or
themselves.
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

August 14, 2018

Agenda #: D4

TO:

Committee of the Whole

SUBJECT:

Council Remuneration Review

SUBMITTED BY:

Therese Rogers, Acting GM of Corporate Services

PURPOSE:

To update Council on the changes to the one-third tax-free portion of
Council salaries effective January 1, 2019.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2017 Federal Budget eliminates the councillor tax exemption which has been in place since 1999. A
number of municipalities in Alberta have decided to address this tax change by increasing the gross earnings
of elected officials to result in a similar net pay.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Under the current federal tax legislation, up to one-half of a municipal councillor’s total remuneration can be
excluded from income making these earnings tax free. Total remuneration consists of salaries, per diems and
general expense allowance.
While the current federal tax laws allow up to one-half of total salary to be excluded from income, Alberta
council members are only entitled, under the Municipal Government Act, to receive one-third of their
remuneration as a general allowance (tax-free). Councillors are not required to account for the allowance.
275.(2) One third of the remuneration paid in 1999 and later years by a municipality to a councilor is deemed to be an
allowance for expenses that are incidental to the discharge of the councilor’s duties.
Elected officials at the Town of Canmore currently remain under this provision with one-third of their
remuneration being considered a tax-free allowance, and two-thirds of their remuneration being taxable.
The Federal Budget which received Royal Assent (Bill C44) in 2017 indicates that for 2019 and subsequent
tax years, non-accountable allowances paid to elected officials will be included in their income. Therefore,
the tax-free allowance will be removed and elected officials will be taxed on their total remuneration.
The Council Remuneration Policy EX-002 was updated in March 2017, with changes becoming effective on
January 1, 2018. The update of this policy was intentional to occur prior to the 2017 election. Policy updates
included:




Update to the current basic rate
Clarity on the payment of per diems
The addition of reimbursement for reasonable child and family care expenses to enable elected
officials to fulfill their duties
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No changes were made at that time to the general allowance.
DISCUSSION
Canmore Councillors’ work is such that a significant time commitment is required to fulfill what are
considered “part –time” duties. Councillors are required to prepare for and attend meetings and events in
addition to keeping informed on current issues while maintaining contact with residents. It has been assumed
in several municipalities (Banff, Leduc, Strathcona County) that council members did not run for office
anticipating an increase in net pay. It is also likely that they would not have expected a decrease in net pay,
nor is a decrease appropriate given the amount of time they invest in their work.
While many municipalities in Alberta remain undecided on how to proceed, the following municipalities have
determined that an increase to gross earnings to result in relatively the same net income is appropriate.








Town of Banff
Town of Jasper
City of Grande Prairie
City of Leduc
City of Edmonton
Strathcona County
City of Chestermere

Based on this approach in the province, Administration will make the recommendation to increase Council’s
gross remuneration to have a near-neutral impact on net salary. If approved by Council these changes would
be incorporated into the 2019-2022 budget.
These changes will require an update to the Council Remuneration Policy. The following summary captures
the proposed changes to the policy.
Effective Date: December 16, 2018
December 16, 2018 is the start of the first pay period of 2019.
5.

Update item 1 to reflect:
Basic rates for 2019 are:

7.

a) Councillor

$24,142.50

$27,300

b) Mayor

$79,546.43

$96,200

Delete item 1.
Update item 2 to include “Costs related to maintaining a home office and in town travel will
not be reimbursed.”

Our proposal to increase gross earnings to result in the same net compensation accounts for the expenses
associated with a home office and in town travel costs. Councillors will not be able claim home office or in
town travel expenses for reimbursement.
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Applying the concept of achieving similar net earnings, the Mayor’s salary would need to increase by $16,790
and Councillor salaries would need to increase by $3,090 annually. CPP and RRSP costs would also increase
as these calculations are based on salary.
The chart below shows the total impact of changing gross earnings to achieve a similar net pay. These
calculations are based on 2018 salary numbers and would be updated in the budget for 2019-2022 to reflect
the approved cost of living increase for each year, if applicable.

Mayor
Councillor x6
Total Impact

CURRENT
PROPOSED
DIFFERENCE
Salary
ER CPP
ER RRSP
Salary
ER CPP
ER RRSP
Salary
ER CPP
ER RRSP
Total
$
80,581 $
2,594 $
6,970 $
96,200 $
2,594 $
8,321 $ 15,619 $
- $ 1,351 $ 16,970
$ 146,738 $
4,455 $ 12,693 $ 163,800 $
7,794 $ 14,169 $ 17,063 $
3,338 $ 1,476 $ 21,877
$ 38,847

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
No engagement with stakeholders has been done at this time.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Financial Stewardship: We protect and plan for the long-term interests of residents by managing assets and
financial resources equitably and sustainably.
Human Resources: People and culture are our strongest asset; we are inclusive and connected.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Council Remuneration Policy EX-002
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Therese Rogers
Acting GM of Corporate Services

Date:

July 26, 2018

Approved by:

Katherine Van Keimpema, CPA,
CGA, CLGM
Manager of Financial Services

Date:

July 26, 2018

Mike Fark
Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

August 9, 2018

Approved by:
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Attachment 1
Ex-002

Council Remuneration
Policy
EFFECTIVE DATE:

January 1, 2018December 16, 2018

COUNCIL RESOLUTION:

93-2017

1. POLICY STATEMENT
Members of Canmore town council will be provided with fair and reasonable remuneration for
performing the duties of their office and reimbursement for approved expenses incurred while fulfilling
their responsibilities.
2. PURPOSE
This policy provides guidelines and procedures for the remuneration of council.
3. DEFINITIONS
1) Council includes the mayor and all councillors.
2) Councillors are members of council excluding the mayor.
3) Mayor includes the mayor and the deputy mayor, when the deputy mayor is required to act in the
mayor’s absence.
4) Per diems are the daily rates paid to councillors for attending to municipal business in accordance
with this policy.
4. RESPONSIBILITIES
1) Council is responsible for reviewing and approving this policy once each term in the year leading up
to the general election.
2) Councillors are responsible for submitting per diem expense claims.
3) The mayor is responsible for approving per diem expense claims.
5. BASIC RATE
1) The mayor’s position, which is considered full-time, and councillors’ positions, which are considered
part-time, will be remunerated at the basic rate as set out below and as increased annually with the
cost of living equivalent to that approved in the annual budget and awarded to all other Town
employees. Basic rates for 2017 2019 are:
a) Councillor $24,142.4027,300
b) Mayor
$79,546.4396,200
2) The basic rate is paid to councillors for the following:
a) Up to four council meetings per month, including: regularly scheduled council meetings,
committee of the whole meetings, and special council meetings, regardless of length of time of
the meeting;
b) Informal meetings with the CAO, staff and council;
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c) Staff social functions, for example: employee service awards, Christmas party, farewell lunches
and dinners for staff and council;
d) Informal meetings with other municipal councils, for example: dinners and socials:
e) Preparation for council and committee meetings;
f) Independent work with residents, businesses, and other organizations undertaken to be more
familiar with an issue, program, or Town initiative or facility;
g) Public workshops, open houses and other public input sessions;
h) Meetings and social functions held within the municipal boundary when attending as dignitaries
representing council, for example: Remembrance Day ceremonies, Canada Day events, Bow
Valley Builders and Developers Association (BOWDA) meetings, service club meetings, Miner’s
Day events, Winter Carnival events, Folk Festival events, and grand openings);
3) The basic rate will be paid biweekly with the regular Town of Canmore pay cycle.
6. PER DIEMS
1) Councillors are eligible to claim per diems for attending to the following municipal business:
a) Council orientation sessions;
b) Council planning sessions and working sessions, as required or requested to attend;
c) Board and committee meetings and meetings of commissions to which councillors are appointed
and for which no other per diem is paid;
d) Canmore Community Housing Corporation (CCHC) shareholder meetings;
e) Council CAO meetings;
f) Special council meetings over and above the four meetings of council covered by the basic rate,
including: public hearings and Sustainability Screening Report (SSR) hearings;
g) Town Hall meetings;
h) Conferences and conventions (including the Alberta Association of Urban Municipalities
(AUMA) and Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM));
i) Educational and training courses;
j) Business meetings with other municipal councils;
k) Meetings with other government agencies and businesses on behalf of the Town;
l) Grand openings or meetings outside Canmore, if formally invited to present a verbal or written
presentation;
m) AUMA, FCM, and Calgary Regional Partnership (CRP) committees, if approved by council and
if no remuneration from AUMA, FCM, or CRP is paid;
n) Functions and activities related to the duties of the deputy mayor appointment including
attendance at the agenda setting meeting;
o) All other meetings or public appearances approved by council or made at the request of the
mayor.
2) Per diem rates in effect upon approval of this policy are set out below and may be adjusted annually
by council during the budget process:
a) Up to 4 hours:
$100 (half a per diem)
b) Over 4 hours and up to 8 hours:
$200 (a full per diem)
c) Over 8 hours:
$300 (one and one half per diems)
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3) Councillors may not claim more than one and one half per diems per day.

4) Time calculated for per diem claims includes travel time to and from the activity.
5) Per diem expense claims will be paid when they are submitted and approved by the mayor.
6) Remuneration for expense claims, with the exception of basic rate, must be reviewed and approved
by the mayor, or deputy mayor when the mayor is absent, to ensure that expenses claimed are in
accordance with this policy. Where remuneration or expenses requested are beyond those outlined
in this policy or a conflict arises, the matter will be referred to council for resolution.
7. GENERAL
1) In accordance with provisions of the Municipal Government Act, one third of the aggregate basic
rate and per diem will be paid to the mayor and councillors as an allowance for expenses incidental to
the discharge of their duties and will not be included in computing council’s taxable income in a
taxation year. This allowance for expenses is intended to cover costs related to maintaining a home
office and in town travel.
2)1) Expenses incurred by members of council while travelling on Town business will be reimbursed in
accordance with the Town of Canmore Travel Expense Claims and Reimbursement Policy. Costs
related to maintaining a home office and in town travel will not be reimbursed.
3)2) Members of council will be provided with benefits in accordance with the Town of Canmore Benefit
Policy. In addition council members will be entitled to any and all benefits offered to elected officials
through AUMA.
4)3) Upon submission of receipts, and where alternate arrangements could not be made, members of
Council shall be reimbursed for reasonable child or family care expenses up to a maximum of $2000
per annum if incurred while attending meetings, conferences, conventions, education or training
courses, in an official capacity.
8. EXCEPTIONS
1) Exceptions to this policy may be made by majority vote of council.
9. VISION ALIGNMENT
The Council Remuneration Policy provides for fiscal responsibility and public transparency.
10. RELATED DOCUMENTS
1) Travel Expense Claims and Reimbursement Policy
2) Benefit Policy
REPEALS POLICY: 509-2012EX-002
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AUTHORIZATION:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

REVISION HISTORY
Policy
Council Remuneration
Council Remuneration 93-2017
Council Remuneration 509-2012
Council Remuneration 20-2008
Council Remuneration 284-2004
Council Remuneration 399-2001

In Effect
January 1December 16, 2018

Inactive
December 15, 2018

January 1, 2013
January 22, 2008
October 18, 2004
October 15, 2001

December 31, 2017
December 31, 2012
January 21, 2008
October 17, 2004
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Council Updates
DATE OF MEETING:

August 14, 2018

Agenda #: E-1

1. Mayor Borrowman
No report this month.
2. Councillor Seeley
a) Policing Committee: Rotary Club of Canmore presentation, RCMP Staff Sergeant John
Eneas, August 1 Crime reduction/Crime prevention: Staff Sergeant Eneas gave a very good
presentation to the Rotary Club of Canmore. Some highlights include a review of 2017, theft,
recovery, prevention and how can citizens help. 2017 statistical data. Vehicle thefts were
significant, of the 27 stolen, 20 were recovered. Many of these vehicle were unlocked and either
idling and/or keys inside. Crime reduction, prevention and community assistance were covered
in detail with tips and programs outlined. This was an excellent presentation to a very engaged
group with good questions.
RCMP 5 Year Staffing Plan
-was presented to council and council accepted the 5-year staffing plan for planning purposes. It
is now a public record.
b) Canmore Museum: Museum Director Lachlan Mackintosh has resigned his position. Lachlan
has advanced the Museum in a very positive direction in his 2 ½ as the Museum Director. He
has accepted a position with the Banff Centre due to family and logistical reasons. Although
Lachlan will be missed, the Museum is comfortable the position can be temporarily filled and a
new Museum Director found and in place by October of this year. The last time we advertised
for a Museum Director, responses were qualified and strong application. The Museum Board is
confident this will again be a positive opportunity.
--New Chair Andrew Nickerson chaired his first meeting with Andrew holder in attendance as
past Chair. Short term and long term visioning was discussed. The Coal Shaker fundraiser is
being planned for October 2019.
c) TCK: The Executive Director David Rodney continues work with Hotel ownership groups and
the Board, to create membership and buy in for an acceptable funding model and vision to
Market Canmore. It continues to move is a positive direction with 15 hotels signed up and
contacts made with all. More to come as things develop.
d) IOC Visit – Calgary: Met with IOC representatives, a few Olympic Bidco members, and
members of Council in Calgary July 24.
e) 2018 Hockey Alberta – VIP Red Carpet Event: Attended a Canmore Hosted VIP Red Carpet
event at the Canmore Opera House, Sunday July 22, to welcome Hockey Alberta and this years
inductees to the Alberta Hockey Hall of Fame.
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3. Councillor Sandford
a) Bow Valley Waste Management Commission
 MOTION BVW 0618-004 Director Dene Cooper moved to approve a capital budget of
$600,000 for purchase of two wheeled loader and one excavator in 2018 and the source of
funding would come from the replacement reserve. Carried Unanimously
 This equipment purchase is in progress and delivery is expected in the near future, well
before the end of the year to replace equipment that is at end of life.
 MOTION BVW 0618-005 Director Ted Christensen moved to approve a capital budget of
$50,000 for improved fencing on the west edge of the Francis Cooke Regional Landfill, the
source of funding would come from the General Operating Reserve. Carried Unanimously
 The fencing project is nearly complete, with the Landfill now being completely surrounded
by a standard 6’ fence around the perimeter of the Landfill’s current and future footprint for
cell development.
b) SDAB - DP2018-105 - Legal Description: 5; 10; 24; 21; 7 & 9410247; AA & 9410247; BB
 Development Permit – Temporary Loam Screening Operation
 Appeal Against an Approval by the Development Officer
 Appeal Upheld, Development Permit Denied
c) Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission
 Canmore Banff Regional Service:
 Construction has been almost completed on the TCH between Banff and Canmore
however we are still seeing sporadic delays in the evening with the increased traffic of
July and some lane closures.
 The second bus for weekends was added on June 23rd and has seen positive results over
the two weekends that it has been in effect. The increased ridership for the last weekend
in June and the July long weekend is 42%.
 Canmore Local Service:
 The third Vicinity bus is now in service in Canmore.
 Canmore local ridership continues to be up from the previous year with June up 31%
over 2017
4. Councillor Comfort
a) I do not have anything of significance to report. I attended my committee meetings (CPAC,
CMAF, BVWMC,) also SDAB hearings.
5. Councillor McCallum
a) Bow Valley Regional Housing
 In addition to BVRH regular monthly meeting this month, the Board participated in a
strategic planning session. This plan will inform the work of the board over the next 5 years.
The board will be finalizing work on this in the coming months.
 For the 6th and 7th year consecutively, BVRH has received a perfect score towards BVRH
Accommodation licencing for both supportive living facilities. The Alberta Health
Standards and Licencing Unit must inspect these two facilities must be inspected annually
for oversight and licence renewal purposes. Because of BVRH performance over the last
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b)
c)
d)
e)

years, three-year licences have been issued for both BVRH managed supportive living
facilities.
Bow Valley Regional Transit Services Commission
 I defer to Councillor Sandfords report
Teepee Town Task Force
 Nothing new to report
Canmore Planning Commission
 Nothing new to report
Other
 May 30 -4th, Federation of Canadian Municipalities
 June 6th – Bow Valley Human Wildlife Conflict Open House
 June 9th – BVRH Community Garden Party

6. Councillor Hilstad
a) CCHC – Operation Spreadsheet June

b) Ownership:
 All 8 Willow units have confirmed sales.
 As sales have been confirmed for the Willow’s at Hawk’s Bend, purchasers have been
removed from the waitlist. This is why there is a decrease on the waitlist from the mid
month update provided to the board.
 There are 2 Juniper units remaining for sale (this is up an additional unit from last month as
one household had to withdraw from the purchase as they no longer meet the eligibility
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criteria for the Own Program). Both have sales meetings with potential purchasers set up for
early July.
 Inquiries for this program are currently trending lower from same time last year. The Hawks
Bend Unit drawings were released at an Open house at the end of June of last year creating a
spike in interest that has been consistent for the better part of the last 12 months; the decline
in inquiries now that most units are sold is to be expected.
 CCHC has been advised that 2 of the 4 PAH units being constructed at Spring Creek
Mountain Village have been occupied, (1 occupancy in April and 1 in June) bringing our
total inventory to 46 units from 44.
c) Rental:
 Both waitlists remain fairly static in numbers. There was a slight decrease in the waitlist from
the mid month update. This is due to applicants who did not submit updated information
and being removed in the latter half of the month.
 We see a slight increase in Rental Inquiries over same time last year, and this mainly due to
questions regarding The Northview REIT property and their PAH units they are offering at
“The Peaks” on Palliser Trail being asked of CCHC.
 We saw two moves from McArthur Place for June, (total of nine moves year to date). Both
households moved within Canmore.
 Year to date we have only seen one unit turnover at The Hector. Typically, we anticipate an
average of 40% turnover per year. Because of this very low turnover rate, we are seeing that
tenants are staying longer, which in turn increases the average wait time on The Hector
Waitlist. The current average wait time on the waitlist is 7 months. Studio units, for example
have an average wait time of 8 months (a range of 2.5 years for the longest waiting applicant
to just under 1 month for the most recent applicant). Those applicants in the CCHC waitlist
will be afforded an opportunity to rent with The Northview Apartment REIT in July as the
REIT begin to sign leases for September 1st occupancy at “The Peaks”. We will be keenly
watching effects on the CCHC waitlists as it is hoped that many of the longest waiting
CCHC applicants will be able to secure an affordable option at The Peaks.
7. Councillor Marra
No report this month.
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DATE OF MEETING:

August 14, 2018

Agenda #: F-1

A. CAO’s Office
1. CAO
a. The CAO attended multiple meetings and workshops related to the 2026 Calgary bid. A concept
of operations and strategic alignment document has been prepared for Council to review incamera.
2. General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure
a. The GMMI continues to work with CCHC and the Board of the Mountain Haven co-op to find
a resolution to the financial challenges at the co-op. A technical committee has been formed to
lead the legal conversion process from a cooperative to a condominium corporation.
b. A decision was reached by Justice Gates on the Judicial Review of the Peaks of Grassi bylaw.
The Court has overturned the bylaw on the basis that the MDP of that time required an EIS for
development adjacent to parcels of Environmental Reserve and that the Town did not have the
discretion to forego that requirement.
c. Alberta Environment and Parks released the decision on the TSMV Smith Creek Wildlife
Corridor application on June 26. The Province deemed the application not satisfactory and
therefore denied the application. However, the Province has committed to continuing to work
with the applicant to address concerns and finalize the corridor alignment.
3. General Manager of Municipal Services
a. An agreement was in place between the Town and CBT that clarified special event support and
the role of each organization for events meant to attract tourists. The GMMS and staff from
Arts and Events met with Tourism Canmore-Kananaskis staff to discuss this agreement and
clarify expectations with TCK.
b. Attended an Olympic workshop in Calgary on Live Sites. Was able to spend several hours one
on one with John Rae from the Resort Municipality of Whistler who led the Live Sites team for
the 2010 Olympics.
c. Several MS departments have collaborated on a plan for managing the overnight parking and
camping that has developed in the panhandle between Elevation Place and Save On. Earlier in
the season FCSS and Bylaw talked with campers and found that some are looking for
inexpensive places to camp and others are working in the community and unable to find
affordable housing. Signage is being changed to indicate a small area for day time parking only
and to create an area where overnight parking/camping is allowed. Once the signs are updated,
Bylaw and RCMP will enforce the signage. Public Works has placed a port-a-potty on site. Staff
in Community Social Development are looking into the possibility of creating a permitting
system for next summer that allows overnight camping for those working in Town. Council will
be updated on what is/not feasible as some work on a permitting system is done.
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4. General Manager of Corporate Services
a. The Organizational Review is well under way. We are anticipating a final report in midSeptember with an update to Council in October.
B. CORPORATE SERVICES
1. Human Resources
a. Bargaining continues with the IAFF (Firefighters union). Proposals have been exchanged and
meeting dates have been scheduled for August, September and October.
b. Summer student grant funding: the Town has been approved for a "Green Summer Jobs" grant
of $5712 to help fund 1 Parks Worker. We have also been approved for the STEP grant
(Summer Temporary Employment Program) for a wage subsidy of $7.00 per hour towards 3 Day
Camp Leaders and 2 Parks Workers.
2. Finance
a. Work on the budgets has begun and workshops were held with managers and supervisors to
provide information about the budget guidelines approved by the Finance Committee in July.
3. Communication
a. New webpages have been created to provide online and publicly accessible agendas, minutes,
and decisions of the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board and the Canmore Planning
Commission. As well, the 30 webpages in the Emergency and Protective Services section (Bylaw
Services, RCMP, Photo Radar) and the 21 webpages in the Planning and Development section
(Building and Development, Planning Reference Materials, FAQs) have recently been updated. A
review of all of our webpages is ongoing.
b. Website traffic for the first half of the year has increased by 0.4% (to 562,677 from 560,455 page
views in 2017). The most frequently visited pages include information about Elevation Place,
career opportunities, and trails & pathways.
C. MUNICIPAL SERVICES
1. Community Social Development
a. Bow Valley Parent Link recently accompanied the Stoney Health Authority on a visit to Alberta’s
only on-reserve Parent Link centre on the Siksika Nation. The Stoney Health Authority is
working with the Province of Alberta to prepare a parent link grant proposal.
b. On behalf of the Bow Valley Early Childhood Development Coalition, BVPL has submitted a
grant to the federal government requesting funding to expand the popular Gearing Up for
Kindergarten program, a program that prepares parents and children with successfully
transitioning into school.
c. Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) continues grow our Affordable Services
Program through new partnerships with the Canmore Senior’s Association, Bow Valley Food
Bank and Crossway thrift.
d. Community Social Development (CSD) had a preliminary meeting with Alberta Health Services
(AHS) on the need for free or affordable couples counselling within the Bow Valley. CSD and
AHS will work to bring private practitioners together within the Bow Valley in September to
help support increased access to couples counselling.
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e. On behalf of Alberta’s Poverty Reduction Network, CSD drafted and submitted a letter to Matt
Buffet, Manager of Transit Policy with the Province on Alberta, on the possible impact that the
dissolution of Greyhound services can have on vulnerable residents within the Bow Valley. The
letter requested that the province engage rural municipalities when evaluating potential
affordable inter-municipal solutions.
2. Recreation Services
a. The Canmore Tennis Association continues to work closely with Recreation Services and Public
Works to pursue grant and fundraising opportunities to assist in funding a tennis court
expansion at Lions Park. Further stakeholder engagement will occur before a presentation to
council is made.
b. The Aquatics Center at Elevation Place will be closed (partially and/or completely) over a threeweek period in September during which repair and maintenance work will occur.
3. Municipal Clerk/Records
Nothing to report this month.
4. Protective Services
a. Fire Rescue
 A fire ground survival course has been running over the past several weeks with participants
representing the various fire departments throughout the Bow Valley. Our highly trained inhouse facilitators have made this training possible.
 Months of training will culminate with 4 live fire burning days at the Calgary Fire
Departments burn tower in the fall.
 In conjunction with the Calgary Fire Department, two Canmore firefighters will be training
in a new mental first responder initiative called the Resilient Responder.
 Ammonia/Chlorine awareness training is currently being investigated with plans to work
more closely with the facilities department on equipment awareness and safety policies.
 Following the well-attended FireSmart Forum earlier this year, plans are underway to train
firefighters to being the home assessment program.
 The ladder truck (Tower) has been out of service since mid-June due to unanticipated issues
with the fire pump. Its anticipated return to service date is August 10. During this time both
Banff and Kananaskis fire departments have offered to back fill with their ladder trucks if
required.
b. Bylaw Services
 The two seasonal bylaw services officers were primarily focused on conducting downtown
parking patrols throughout the month of July. Their patrols resulted in 288 parking tickets
issued.
 The seasonal officers have been utilizing two e-bikes that were purchased last fall for their
transportation, as opposed to leasing a vehicle for the summer.
 Five joint patrols between full time Community Peace Officers and Conservation Officers
have been conducted so far this summer.
 Year to date 89 tickets have been issued for dogs off leash (34 for the same time period in
2017).
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5. Economic Development
a. Arts and Events
 All events have been contacted regarding the new fee schedule that will take affect beginning
November 1, 2018.
 Fourteen event applications were reviewed by the Community Event Committee including
seven winter events and seven larger events for the summer season. All summer applications
are for long standing events, to date no new ones have been submitted. Of the applications
received twelve were conditionally approved, one was declined until more information could
be presented and changes are required in order to approve the final one.
 The Mountain Arts Foundation has appointed Jennifer d’Entremont to the Canmore Public
Art Committee. She replaces Pauline Martin who has become the Chair of CMAF.
 Geotechnical investigation has begun on the site of the Orogens’ artwork – a dig to evaluate
site/soil conditions to inform engineering, design and construction of the art took place on
August 1.
D. MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Planning & Development
a. Off leash dog pilot project at Quarry Lake: The pilot period for the extended off leash area at
Quarry Lake has ended. Council was presented with a summary of the pilot last December
2017. Since that time the Coexisting with Wildlife Roundtable report and recommendations
have also been released. Administration is not recommending any changes or management
actions at the site at this time. The use at the site is considered status quo until such time as the
recommendations from the Roundtable are formalized and a list of implementation items is
defined, along with the necessary budget.
b. The Municipal Government Act has been updated to require Provincially delivered training
sessions to Subdivision and Development Appeal Board members and administrative clerks by
April 2019. The courses have been oversubscribed and are full day courses in other locations
(Calgary, Airdrie, Okotoks are closest). Administrative staff were able to attend a session in
Calgary in late July and found it useful. To minimize the time commitment from this (currently)
volunteer board, we are trying to host a session in Canmore in September, but there will be a
cost to the Town.
c. A refresher training session has also been scheduled for the Canmore Planning Commission on
August 29th. Although not a requirement, additional support has been identified as helpful for
Development Authority members.
2.

Engineering Services
a) Capital Projects
 CAP 1624 Affordable Housing Land and Policies - Palliser Trail Pedestrian Connectivity Palliser Trail is a mix of two- and four-lane highway standard design. Changes are anticipated
for the area to accommodate recent development, and accommodate pedestrian and cycling
access and future transit connectivity. Traffic analysis and conceptual design for the area is
underway. This work will inform fall engagement and capital budget planning.
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CAP 1317 Legacy Trail Extension to the Nordic Centre – Work on the pathway began in
July and is expected to continue through fall. The geotechnical engineer noted a design issue
early in construction that required a modification to the way the engineered fill is
constructed. The time to design this alternate approach and source material has resulted in a
delay. The contractor has briefly demobilized and will restart work in August.
 CAP 1534 Railway Avenue Concept Design - Next steps include one-on-one meetings with
key stakeholders and initial traffic analysis work. Additional general engagement is planned
for the fall.
 CAP 7028 Teepee Town and Bow Valley Trail Transportation Planning – Next steps include
participating in planned community workshops for the fall which will lead to design
development in 2019.
b) Steep Creek Hazard Mitigation
 CAP1657- Lower Three Sisters Creek Mitigation Works - Contractor has mobilized to
complete mitigation work. Stone pitching is being used to protect creek banks from further
erosion. Work will be completed this fall.
 CAP1562 Cougar Creek Long Term Mitigation:
o Administration has responded to an initial round of questions from the NRCB.
Water Act Approval, including Dam Safety Approval, is required subsequent to the
NRCB approval. To the extent possible the processes are running in parallel.
 CAP7021/7022 X,Y,Z Creeks and Echo Canyon Creek Hazard and Risk Assessment –
Assessment and reporting ongoing.
3. Facilities
a) Capital Project Updates
 Fire Hall Study (7013): The first draft of the study is now under development. Once
completed, it will be discussed with key stakeholders before being presented to Council in
the fall.
 CRC Lifecycle Maintenance Project (7009/7010): Demolition is underway throughout much
of the second floor, and lobby on the main floor (arena side). Crews are beginning to
remove the central staircase. Access to the public washrooms on the arena side is now
closed; public washrooms are located in the front lobby. The construction schedule has been
finalized and is being communicated to stakeholders and user groups. Phase one work (level
1: lobby and level 2: fitness room, multi-purpose room between arenas, offices and universal
washroom) will span into January 2018 with subsequent phases following. The two ice rinks
will be operational for Sept. 1, 2018. Unforeseen challenges are arising due to the complexity
of the large renovation and schedule changes are likely to occur.
 Public Works Critical Items Project (1622): Substantial completion delayed to August.
Contractor has been issued notice for non-performance due to number of concerns
including schedule.
 NWMP Barracks Short-Term R&M (7011): No major updates to report.
 Seniors Centre Exterior Envelope R&M (7012): The roofing contractor has completed their
work, the window work is expected to occur in August/September followed by siding
staining and repairs.
 Fire Hall Storage (1619): No major updates to report.
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Civic Centre Mechanical (1616): The engineering consultant continues to work on their
analysis.
Tourism Power Upgrades (1619): This project is now substantially complete.

b) Operational Updates
 Fernie Memorial Arena Ammonia Release Investigation Report was released on July 25,
2018. Administration has reviewed the report to gain understanding of how this incident
occurred and what factors need to be in place to prevent such incidents in the future. The
investigation identified three causal and contributing factors:
o Failure of refrigeration system equipment
o Operational decisions that contributed to the incident:
 Failure to include safety risk criteria from aging infrastructure;
 Incomplete maintenance planning; and
 Practice of run-to-failure or run-past-failure for brine chillers.
o Impact of inadequate ventilation and discharge systems following the incident.
The full report can be viewed here:
https://www.technicalsafetybc.ca/sites/default/files/201807/FaultTrees/TSBC_257671_InvestigationReport_v14_online.pdf





The contract for mould remediation at Elevation Place has been awarded, and is scheduled
in the first two weeks of September during the annual pool shut down. We are expecting to
work well within the $50k of extra operational budget approved by Council.
Air conditioning is being added to the Old Downtown Visitor Information Centre)VIC),
and funded from the Facilities operating budget (~$8k).
The work has been awarded to replace the existing counter top with a commercial grade
stainless steel counter in the Roundhouse kitchen, and will be funded using the Facilities
Operating budget (~$10k). Implementation is planned in August/September, with a focus
on minimizing disruption to the occupants.

4. Public Works
a) Parks
 Seasonal Staffing: The department is experiencing some labour shortages due to a variety of
circumstances including injuries (not work related) and staff leaving early (breaking their
contacts). Work is being prioritized to include a reduction in the mowing of berms and
boulevards.
b) Streets & Roads
 Message and Curb Painting: Staff are busy refreshing road markings including; yellow curbs,
crosswalks and arrows. Durable Pre-Mark symbols are also being repaired or replaced
(arrows, stop bars and cross walks).
 Parking and Road Maintenance: The road to the Waste Management Centre and the
Elevation Place overflow parking lot were resurfaced with recycled asphalt millings.
c) Solid Waste Services
a) Solar Power: The solar installation was energized on July 20, 2018 and the energy production
will be viewable through a portal similar to the one for the Civic Centre solar installation.
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d) Utilities
 Regulatory: Nothing to report.
 Service Disruptions:
 June 11: A sewer back up occurred at a home on Grotto Way due to a dip in the sanitary
service line. This property has had issues in the past and now requires the service to be
repaired which is scheduled for the end of July.
 June 19: A sewer line service was repaired on Hospital Hill at the same time as an
asphalt repair to address a dip in the line. During the sewer line repair a water line was
hit and the home was without water for approx. 3 hours until the repair was completed.
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Council Resolution Action List - Outstanding Resolutions
#

Agenda Item

Resolution

Council Mtg Date Service Area Action Status

307‐2011 Request for Direction – Employee Housing Program

That Council direct Administration to work with CCHC to develop an assessment based policy for the
provision of employee housing.

16‐Aug‐11

P&D

192‐2014 Bow Valley Trail Annual Limits for the Conversion of Visitor
Accommodation Units Policy

that council postpone consideration of the Bow Valley Trail Annual Limits for the Temporary
Conversion of Visitor Accommodation Units Policy until administration returns with a revised policy.

19‐Aug‐14

233‐2014 Bylaw 2014‐014 Land Use Amendment for Stewart Creek
Residential

that council direct administration to continue to work with the owner of the property and the Province
of Alberta to find a mutually agreeable conservation arrangement to protect the 70‐metre wildlife
corridor buffer along the western edge of the realigned Stewart Creek Across Valley Wildlife Corridor,
and ensure that there is no development of said lands whatsoever beyond that which is allowed
pursuant to Wildlands Conservation zoning, other than a potential future access road to Lots 7, 8, and
9.
that council direct administration to amend the Land Use Bylaw to remove the ability for future mixing
of tourist homes, visitor accommodation and residential uses within a single building.

157‐2015 Tourist Accommodation Options

Last Update

Planning had proposed a solution as part of the 2017 LUB amendments, but Council has
asked for further engagement. This will occur as part of the 2018 LUB updates.

23‐Mar‐18

Planning

Administration had been working with CCHC on this but there were a number of concerns
from CCHC. Recent priorities have been on other housing initiatives (Daycare Site, Palliser
Lands, Secondary Suites). This initative has not seen enquiries from the public to date and
may be less appealing given the high hotel occupancies this summer. A Visitor
Accommodation Review is scheduled in 2017/2018 and could inform this further.

27‐Jan‐17

29‐Sep‐14

Planning

The status of this is on hold until the 2018 Three Sisters ASP has been presented to
Council as these lands may be subject of a new proposal.This is part of larger discussions
on wildlife corridors on the Three Sisters lands and is unlikely to be resolved until other
TSMV corridor discussions finalize ‐ later in 2017 or 2018.

30‐Oct‐17

26‐May‐15

Planning

This will form part of a LUB amendment. This is planned for 2018.

30‐Oct‐17

158‐2015 Tourist Accommodation Options

that council direct administration to undertake a public consultation process to determine if the Land
Use Bylaw should be amended to allow residential dwellings to be used for short‐term/tourist home
rentals subject to clear regulations.

26‐May‐15

Planning

This will require a significant significant community consultation and has been resourced
for 2017/2018.

27‐Jan‐17

167‐2016 Lot 1, Block 7, Plan 9711867 ‐ 990 Wilson Way

that Council direct administration to pursue selling a portion of MR dedication in Stewart Creek Phase
3, the proceeds of which would go to the cash in lieu municipal reserve account.

25‐May‐16

GMMI

Lot 28MR Disposition at 201 Stewart Creek Rise approved by Council September 20, 2017.
A rezoning will be brought forward in 2018.

30‐Oct‐17

168‐2016 Lot 1, Block 7, Plan 9711867 ‐ 990 Wilson Way

that Council direct administration to create a plan to ensure that all publicly owned lands within the
town of Canmore limits are zoned as they are intended and to return the plan to council with the cost
of implementation for approval in time for 2017 budget process in November.

25‐May‐16

Planning

Admin determined that the work to produce a plan was commesurate with the work to
implement it and therefore a mapping update and review will be incorporated in to the
LUB update planned for 2017. This has now been pushed back to 2018.

23‐Mar‐18

223‐2017 Servicing, Grading and Building Foundation Work for A Multi
Family Rental and Employee Housing Development 1451
Palliser Trail DP2017‐080

that Council 2) direct administration to develop a Comprehensive Wildlife Management Plan for the
Lower Silvertip Wildlife Corridor including a detailed implementation plan with funding up to $100,000
to come from capital project 1624 (Affordable Housing Land and Policies)

7‐Jul‐17

planning

280‐2017 Bylaw 2017‐29, 2017 Land Use Bylaw Update

that Council direct administration to bring back a revised LUB update bylaw for first reading based on
consultation carried out to date as soon as reasonably possible and include discussion with respect to
parking solutions for neighbourhoods and enforcement of the Land Use Bylaw.

3‐Oct‐17

planning

Land Use Bylaw Update 2017‐36 was given third reading on March 20, 2018.

23‐Mar‐18

283‐2017 Proposed Off‐Leash Dog Park

that Council direct administration to bring the Open Space and Trail Plan to Council for review as soon
as is practicable in the new year.

3‐Oct‐17

planning

Work is anticipated to start later in 2018.

23‐Mar‐18

325‐2017 Steep Creek Hazard and Risk Policy Updates

direct administration to continue public engagement on the Steep Creek Hazard and Risk Policy and
mapping amendments prior to bringing an update to Council for approval.
that Council refer the request received from Canmore Organics Recycling (CORE) to administration to
inform the work being done by the Town regarding organic waste handling, with recommendations to
be presented to Council prior to or as a part of the 2019 budget discussions.

5‐Dec‐17

engineering

19‐Dec‐17

public works

3‐Apr‐18

finance

Work is anticipated to start later in 2018.

30‐Jul‐18

332‐2017 Canmore Organics Recycling

69‐2018

Property Tax Exemptions

that Council direct administration to draft a policy and/or bylaw to guide future Council decision
making regarding property tax exemption.
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Monthly Bulletin
July 2018
ACTIVE INITIATIVES AND EVENTS
 2018 Strategic Planning Workshop
The board participated in a working session last month reviewing and updating our
strategic goals. During the workshop the board made the decision not to conduct a
seniors’ supportive living mandate review later this year.
 The Mohr’s are retiring!
At the end of the month long-serving BVRH employees Jo and Colin Mohr are
retiring to the B.C. interior. Jo managed Cascade House from the time it was acquired
in 208, at which time Colin joined the BVRH Maintenance Team. We wish Jo and
Colin a fantastic future in retirement!
RATES OF OCCUPANCY
Bow River Lodge
96% occupancy
Cascade House
85% occupancy
Bow River Homes
97% occupancy
Mount Edith House
100% occupancy
Community Housing
100% occupancy
Rent Supplement
100% subscription
SPECIAL PROJECTS
 Bow River Lodge Redevelopment “This is Home”
Schedule:
 Phase 1: Alberta Seniors and Housing is actively working on the shower and
mechanical noise issues. Meanwhile, we have finally completed the decoration
project in the new lodge; special thanks to Bob Smith for his generous
contribution of mine-themed artwork!


Phase 2: Substantial planning is expected to commence shortly. Meanwhile, we
anticipate that demolition of the old lodge will begin later this year.

Design:
 Phase 2: This facility will be designed to meet the needs of designated supportive
living level 4 and dementia operations, including enhanced safety and careprovision considerations. Alberta Health Services (AHS) has provided design
guidelines that the facility must consider to secure a Designated Supportive
Living (DSL) agreement, which is the goal to meet the current and future needs of
the people of the region. Next steps include Project Approvals, Project
Coordination, and negotiation of an Agreement with AHS. A Request for
Proposals (RFP) for architectural services has been developed for release once all
necessary approvals are in place.
1
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Economics:
 Phase 2: The current capital cost range is estimated between $16 million and $19
million; the Government of Alberta has committed $16 million to date. BVRH is
responsible for the furniture and equipment for the facility, which we will fund
through a combination of fundraising and financing, including municipal
requisition. It is expected that this development will improve our operating model
to the point that we are able to achieve much more significant economies of scale,
thereby significantly reducing the need to requisition for operating costs at Bow
River Lodge in the future.
ABOUT BOW VALLEY REGIONAL HOUSING
Bow Valley Regional Housing (BVRH) is a Housing Management Body (HMB) for the
Government of Alberta. Alberta’s HMBs were created to operate and administer
provincially owned social housing facilities and programming. The Province holds an
extensive portfolio of these facilities through the Alberta Social Housing Corporation
(ASHC), serving many needy and vulnerable Albertans. Each HMB is self-governing
under the Alberta Housing Act, managing the ASHC assets in their particular region.
Each region is comprised of multiple municipalities, improvement districts, etc. HMBs
may also operate other kinds of housing and may own buildings that house
accommodation programs.
Every municipality in Alberta is a contributing member of their regional HMB. They are
required to have at least one appointee on the governing board, which is responsible for
acting in the best interests of the HMB. The board must consider the needs of each
contributing municipality in its governance of the HMB.
HMB operations are supported through various means. Tenants pay rent and/or lodge
fees, but since these are set at very affordable rates, the revenues cannot cover the costs
of operations. Seniors Lodge deficits are funded through municipal ratepayer requisitions
and provincial grants. Social Housing deficits (including independent seniors housing and
community housing) are funded by Alberta Seniors and Housing.
As the HMB for the Bow Valley region, we are responsible for social housing, as well as
affordable supportive living accommodation for seniors throughout Kananaskis Country,
the Bow Corridor, the MD of Bighorn and all of Banff National Park, an area covering
about 13,500 square kilometres. This region has two towns and seven hamlets containing
about 25,000 people. Our five contributing municipalities are Kananaskis ID, MD of
Bighorn, Town of Canmore, Town of Banff and Banff National Park ID9. The people of
the region are able to access all of the programs we offer, subject to eligibility
requirements.
We are a self-governing body. We collaborate with two provincial ministries and five
municipal governments, along with numerous local and community agencies to provide
and promote safe and appropriate housing to our region.
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The BVRH Mission Statement
Bow Valley Regional Housing commits to provide accommodation services for the Bow
Valley region seniors and residents of modest means who struggle to secure and maintain
appropriate housing.
All told, we currently house, or help to house more than 400 residents of the Bow Valley
in eight permanent housing projects encompassing 36 separate buildings.
We manage:
 seniors’ lodges in Canmore and Banff that currently house up to 88 residents
 an expansion project underway at our lodge in Canmore will bring designated
supportive living to the region that will provide appropriate accommodations to
our most vulnerable seniors while alleviating pressures in local hospitals
 seniors’ independent housing buildings in Canmore and Banff that include 62
one-bedroom apartments
 58 family housing residences in Canmore
 the Rent Supplement Program in the region that currently provides financial
assistance to approximately 40 Bow Valley households

We have some other great ideas!


Visioning is underway for the conversion of a 15-unit wing from lodge
accommodation to seniors’ self-contained housing for low-income independent
seniors, which will allow us to re-profile part of the Bow River Lodge site to
increase the number of senior’s self-contained units, and add other affordable
housing options.

The BVRH Vision Statement
Bow Valley Regional Housing aspires to collaborate with relevant agencies to ensure that
suitable programming that will mitigate the housing needs of our client base is available.
We will:
 Make decisions and recommendations using relevant and valid data regarding
community trends and housing needs.
 Obtain funding to develop infrastructure that meets identified needs for social and
senior’s affordable housing programs.
 Embrace operating principles that incorporate innovation, service excellence and best
practices.
 Attract and retain highly qualified and caring staff.
BVRH has approximately 39 employees based in either Bow River Lodge (Canmore) or
Cascade House (Banff). Our Administration and Maintenance Teams are based in
Canmore but serve all of our operations. We have Housekeeping and Food Service
Teams in both of our lodges.

Information is available on our website at www.bvrh.ca
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